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PREFACE 
This study is concerned with the modeling and simulation of three 
different waste treatment options for a tannery. The simulation 
package used is the Process Analysis System (PAS) which has been 
developed by the School of Chemical Engineering at Oklahoma State 
University, Stillwater, Oklahoma. The primary objective of this study 
is to design the various processing units as well as compute all annual 
costs in each case. vThe results of the _simulation run is used to carry 
~_!,-~ __ 90Jilparative analysis of the three_ waste treatm~n.:t. ()ptions under 
considera ti<m. 
The author wishes to express his since gratitude to Mrs. Barbara 
Radhen, who made pursuing higher education in the United States 
possible. The author also wishes to express his appreciation to his 
major adviser, Dr. Ambrose Goicoechea, who not only offered guidance 
and assistance through the course of this study but also offered a 
research assistant position when it was most needed. Special 
appreciation is also expressed to Dr. Joe H. Mize and Dr. M. P. Terrell 
for having given the author the privelege of pursuing a master's 
degree in Industrial Engineering as well as accepting to be committee 
members and offer invaluable assistance in the preparation of the final 
manuscript. Appreciation is also expressed to the other committee 
member Dr. Robert L. Henrickson for his constant encouragement and 
permitting me to be part .of the research team on the 'Hides• project at 
Oklahoma State University. Research for this study was financed in 
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part by U.S.D.A., Science and Education Administration, Eastern 
Regional Reeearch Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania., Cooperative 
Agreement No. 58 - 32 - U - 4 - 8 - 2. 
The author wishes to thank all his friends for all the moral 
support given during the tiresome hours of thesis writing. Finally, I 
wish to tha.n.k Mrs. and Dr. Panchal for patiently bearing with me and 
helping me with typing and valuable suggestions concerning form. 
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The universal appreciation of natural products is an established 
fact. Leather is an extraordinary example of a product that has 
enjoyed. universal appeal through out the ages. It is no doubt a 
timeless fashion, and is destined to continue as such. The smartest 
outerwear for men and women, the upholstery for the best car&.and 
professional baseball gloves, are made of leather. Leather products 
I 
depicts prestige, durability, eye-appeal and healthful properties. 
Leather has been held in high esteem from earliest civilizations 
right up to present times. 
Unfortunately, the leather industries in the United States are in 
dire straits and are on the brink of financial ruin. To overcoM· tha' 
present predicament, the hide and leather industries in the u.s., 
meeds to make major economizing organizational changes to tide over 
the present state of affairs. The United States happens to be the 
largest producer of cattle hides in the world. The current state of 
affairs can be attributed to many reasons. Among them are the current 
u.s. policy on export of hides and. imports of finished leather 
products, decline in the nwnber of hides produced in the country in 
recent years, and strict pollution control standards imposed by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (1). During the year lo/77 alone, u.s. 
exporters received $ 583 million for cattle hides but the American 
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commmor forked out :!; 2.39 bill:ton for finished leather products from 
foreign countries. This means a trade deficit of $ 1.8 billion (2). 
The Tanners Council of America, Inc., is concerned about the 
predicament of the hide and leather industries and is drawing the 
attention of Senators and Congress on u.s. Export Policy. United 
States hides and skin exports have been steadily increasing each year. 
As such, imports of shoes and other leather products have also been 
increasing each year. Such :policy on the part of the u.s. Government 
has resulted in a net deficit in foreign tra.de of hides and skins. 
'J'hese figures and graphs are depicted in Appendix A. 
'J'he tanning industry in the U.S. is thus faced with increased 
production costs caused in part by stricter pollution control 
I 
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regulations and increased competition from foreign tanneries for hides. 
Over the years as the amount of hides produced in the u.s., has been 
declining, the demand for leather goods have been steadily increasing. 
'I'he reduced supply of hides and the increased competition from foreign 
tanneries has resulted in domestic tanneries paying more for the~ : 
hides. 
Since hides aTe a by-product of live stock production, the supply 
of hides does not respond to the price of hides. In other words, the 
supply of hides are inelastic to prices of hides. As such, the 
tanning industry does not influence the supply of hides. However, the 
price of hides are influenced by the export policy of the u.s. 
Government as nearly 60 percent of hide production are exported 
annually ( 1) • 
For hundreds of years the tanning industries have been located in 
the north eastern region of the country. Hides are to a very large 
extent produced in the midwest region of the ootmtry. Hide, which 
happens to be the leading by-product from cattle, is the number one 
animal renewable agricultural resource produced in Oklahoma. I>url.!lg 
the year 1976, hide sales in Oklahoma. generated an income of over 
J 
$ 15 million. The location of Western Oklahoma within the center of 
the high plains cattle feeding area (Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, 
Colorado and Kansas) provides access to 12,27.5,000 hides or 
approximately 25 percent of the annual u.s. supply. Slaughter 
facilities scattered throughout the high plains area total 99.5 plants, 
and .52 of these plants each slaughters over .50,000 head annually. It 
is also fotmd that the hides from Oklahou and the high plains feedlot 
area coDIJII&tld a premium price because of their potential leather 
quality (3). 
It is therefore argued that the general economy of Oklahoma would 
benefit by the location and development of a tanning industry in 
Oklahoma. A feasibility study which is being conducted at Oklahom.a. 
State University by the Research Team is considering five potential 
sites within the state for location and development of such.an 
·industry. This is shown by Figure 1 in Appendix B. Presently, hides 
are salted for pickup and delivery to one of the several centralized 
collection points such as Oklahoma city, Enid and Muskogee, where they 
are sold and exported to other states. 
The hides from the slaughter houses in these regions are salted 
to prevent deterioration and then transported to the tanneries. This 
causes a special problem for tanneries in the eastern region as the 
waste streams contain a large proportion of' salts and E.P .A. insists 
that any effluent discharged froa tanneries should be tree of salts. 
Salt removal is an expensive process and tanneries are in a dilemma. 
Also, transporting hides from the high plains region (Oklahoma, 
Colorado, New Mexico, Texas and Kansas) to tanneries is North-eastern 
part of the co1mtry is expensive. It has therefore been recognized 
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by a team of Research Scientists headed by Dr. R. L. Henrickson at 
Oklahoma State University, that it would be wise to establish a tannery 
· in the high plains area close to source of fresh hides and thus 
minillize costs. In particular, the climatic conditions of IJ)klahom.a 
would be very conducive to the operation of any kind of tannery 
enabling disposing of effluent waste by lagoon evaporation and residual 
burial (4). 
The Eastern Regional Research Center, Agricultural Research 
Center, U.S.D.A., located at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, has been .f'or 
long cognizant of the state of affairs concerning the hide and leather 
industries in the United States. As such, they have been conducting 
studies and surveys in order to seek better operation methods of 
tanneries in the u.s. The Eastern Regional Research Center was also 
aware of the interest shown by the team of scientists at Oklahoma 
State University for establishing a tannery in Oklahoma. The Research 
Center then nominated Oklahoma State University to study and develop a 
systems model capable of assimilating known information about the 
industry and providing information with which to analyze problems 
faced by the industry. 'Ihus the systems model should focus upon: 
1. Modeling the hide processing plant and waste treatment 
processes. 
2. Determination of the optimal location and scale of hide 
processing facilities. 
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). Developing transportation models to aid in efficient collec-
tion and distribution of hides and hides products. 
4. Analyzing the factors affecting hide supply and product 
demand. 
To carry out such a large scale and ambitious study, joint and 
concerted effort on the part of the various departments at Oklahoma 
State University is essential. 'lhus, the research tea11 consists of ·· 
experts from various departments such as Industrial Engineering, 
Agricultural Engineering, Agri.cul tural Economics, Chemical Engineering, 
Environmental Engineering and Meat Sciences. 'Ibis is one such O&IISe 
where so many departments were jointly involved with a single project 
at Oklahoma State University which by itself conveys the nature and 
I 
magnitude of the research effort. 
This report will however confine with the portrayl of the waste 
treatment sub-system mod.el wherein three different effluent handling 
schemes have been currently proposed by the research effort at o.s.u. 
'!he mathematical models developed would be capable of predicting the 
capital and operation costs for each tmit process as well as sizing 
each. '!he computer JIOdel would be capable of simulating each tmit 
operation as well as couple all unit processes and present individual 
schemes. It is desired that all processes be modern and are designed 
with the future requirements in mind for years ahead. 
System simulation is rapidly becoming popular and is a powerful 
tool for examining various alternatives for a problem at considerably 
less cost. The electronic computer has proved to the very usefUl for 
simulating various systems. Thus, the significant increase in systems 
simulation has almost paralleled the growth of electronic computers. 
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Some of the systellB that have been successfully sillulated are business/ 
economic systems, social systems, environmental systems or even other 
computer systems. One of the many reasons for simulating systems on a 
digital computer is the rapidity with which results could be obtained. 
Another reason is the provision it gives to consider the problem to 
any level of detail. It is therefore the ambition of the research team 
on the 'Hide Project• at o.s. u. to build a oollp:t'ehensive model for a 
modern tannery that would be ideally located and operate efficiently 
and at optimal costs. 
Statement of the Problem 
It is an established fact that the u.s. tanping industry is 
currently in an economic bind. The industry is faced with increasing 
production costs, partly due to stricter pollution regulations and 
partly due to increased competition from foreign tanneries far hides. 
In addition, U.S. hide supply has been declining while the deund for 
finished leather has been increasing. Cheaper synthetic products a.re 
competing keenly with leather products and energy prices are 
increasing rapidly in recent years. It is therefore very important for 
tanners to make the right decision with regard to various tanning · 
processes options involved including the various waate treataent 
options available. 
Since pollution control happens to be one of the major cost 
factors for the efficient operation of a tannery, the coilpUter 
simulation technique is adopted to study the various waste treatment 
options under consideration and to aid in making the optimal choice. 
'!he problem of this report is therefore to a 
a) model ) different schemes for waste water disposal for a 
modern tannery 
b) simulate the individual schemes with the help of the 
electronic computer 
c) analyze and compare the results obtained on cost basis to aid 
the decision maker. 
Significance of the Study 
The mathematical and computer model presented in this study can 
be useful to any tanner who wishes to analyze waste water disposal 
schemes for existing or new tanneries. The model is flexible and the 
various parameters can be varied according to users choice. The model 
will provide a quick appraisal of the different schemes under 
consideration. 
Limitations of the Study 
The model in its present state is limited to handling waste water 
disposal schemes for tanneries. The model could be modified and used 
for handling other industrial and municipal wastes as well as simulate 
production lines. 
Definition of Terms 
Biochemical Oxygen demanding material (BDD)r 
This is the most widely used measurement of effluent purification 
or efficiency of waste water treatment processes and is the amount of 
biochemical oxygen demanding material which has been removed by the 
process. The units used are mg/1. Waste waters contain organic food 
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(i.e., proteins, carbo hydrates etc.) and microorganisms feeding on 
them require oxygen and thus deplete the dissolved oxygen in the 
strea.ms. If wastes are led into rivers and streams, depletion of 
dissolved oxygen is very serious and harmful to fish and other water 
life. The more the organic food in the stream, the more will be the 
oxygen demanded by the microorganisms feeding on them. Thus the 
amount of oxygen demanded is an indirect measure of the degree of 
pollution the waste water stream contains. 
Organization of the Study 
In Chapter I is included the Introduction, Statement of Problem, 
Significance of the study, Limi ta tiona of the stpdy and Definition 
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of terms. Chapter II is the R~view of Literatur~ section for design 
calculation of various unit processes and cost evaluation. Methods and 
procedures used are described in Chapter III while analysis of results 
from computer output is included in Chapter IV. Chapter V is the 
summary, conclusions and recommendations section of the study. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEM OF LI'IERATURTD 
Until very recently, the designing of waste treatment plants h&ve 
been primarily a rule-of-the-thumb method. As Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) standards ha.ve become more stringent, the need for more 
accurate and efficient design is inevitable (5). 
Kincannon and Gaudy (1974) discuss the result of Carbon content 
in effluents. Micro-organisms require oxygen to convert this carbon to 
i 
carbon dioxide and water, During this process. there results formation 
of more micro-organisms or cells and these seperate out as biological 
sludge. ·The more the .substrate (organic food) is consumed the more 
will be the sludge formation. It is therefore necessary that we try 
to help the microorganisms to consume as much of the substrate by 
supplying it sufficient oxygen so that the ongoing effluent meets 
l!: 1' A standards. 
A feasibility study conducted by Hoit Corporation (197,5) for the 
office of Comffilmity Affairs and Planning, State of Oklahoma indicates 
that approximately 60 percent of the tanneries discharge their 
effluent into municipal systems and pay for the services, In recent 
years, there is ho;.1ever a trend toward atleast some pretreatment by all 
tanneries following increased effluent restrictions imposed by munici-
pal systems, 'I'he survey results by Roit also indicate that only 1.5 
percent of the tanneries in the country have viable secondary waste 
9 
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treatment. faciUt:les at the plant site. '.l'hus waste treatment practices 
in tanneries va:ry Hid.ely, ranging from no treatment to activated sludge 
systems. For those plants discharging directly into rivers or streams, 
Haste treatment facilities are said to be severely lacking in the 
industry. The survey concludes that no exemplary waste treatment 
plants handling only tannery wastes presently exist. 
Kincannon and Gaudy (1975) show a typical scheme that ought to be 
employed for secondary treatment of wastes if strict E P A standards 
exists. Such a scheme would be as indicated in Figure 1. 
(1 +a)F 
v 
Aeration Basin Clarifier 
Figure 1. Simple Wa!3te Treatment Scheme 
1he diagram merely indicates material balance as effluent flows 
from one unit process to another. 'rhe influent rate to the aeration 
basin is represented as F amd the B 0 D content or substrate is 
indicated ass .• In the aeration basin it is required that the mass 
~ 
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be throughly mixed and sufficient quantity of oxygen is supplied for 
the conversion of the substrate into biological solids. Note that the 
diagram shown is the case of a continuous process and the aeration 
basin and clarifier need to be appropriately designed for the desired 
level of substrate consumption. In the aeration basin, S. is reduced 
~ 
to S and X is the amount of biological solids (cells) formed. In ·the 
e 
clarifier then much of the solids are separated and (F- F) is the 
w 
flow rate and S is the substrate level (desired level by user or 
e 
!G P A) and ):. is the amount of solids still in the stream. Part of the 
e 
sludge recovered from the clarifier is then pumped back to the aeration 
basin. The purpose of this is to achieve quicker conversion of 
substrate into carbon dioxid,e and water. 
~rhe biological cells are nothing but microorganisms or cell 
population. As more cells are introduced into the aeration basin, they 
demand more food. Hence the cells are always in a starved condition 
and thus quickly consume the substrate entering the aeration basin. 
This process is cheap as sludge formed are reused to separate out more 
solids. 
Cost curves for estimating capital cost for each unit process has 
been established by Weston Consultant Designe~s (.6), while conducting a 
survey for the lJ;nvironmental Protection Agency during 1977. Cost 
curves for predicting labor costs and power costs for each unit 
operation are also available in the research series published by the 
Environmental Protection Agency ('?). Dr. Kincannon at Oklahoma State 
University developed cost equations that best fit the above mentioned 
cost curves. 
CHAP'IER III 
ME'IHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Introduction 
Conversion of hide into leather involves many machines and 
facilities. Also, hide processors are confronted with many &1 terna-
tives to decrease costs per unit of marketed commodity. A critical set 
of a.ltematives is the waste treatment possibilities. It is therefore 
. necessary to completely analyze various alternative operations in order 
to avoid costly mistakes. Negiigence in ooa:pletely considering waste 
treatment may result in forced shut down of the processing operation. 
At the same time, management will be faced with a1dng critical 
decisions in selecting the right size of treatment plant which would be 
compatible with capital and labor resources. 
A computer program to ena.ble the rapid computation of waste 
treatment altematives will be developed. The waste treataent model 
will be designed for maximum flexibility using minimum inputs. This 
will enable the user to change waste treatment steps or conditions 
easily. 'Ihe program will also caloula te the size of each unit opera-
tion and predict expense a for each process or facility. '!he prograa 
will also be such that all other prograu can be OO$bined a.nd thua 
provide a total system model. The user will be responsible for 
selecting basic process elements and inputs. 
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ALTERNATIVE SYS'IEMSt 
1be three waste treatment sohemee that will be modeled in this 
report are: 
1. Screening plus Evaporation Pond 
2. Screening plus Aeration Basin plus Evaporation Pond 
3. Complete Activated Sludge 'lreatment 
System I 
A schematic diagram depicting scheme I isthown in Figure 2. 
,-
F' s• 0 0 
... ! 
X' 




Pump Evaporation Pond 
Figure 2. Waste Treatment System I.· 
In this scheme the waste water stream from the tannery plant is 
first filtered by passing through a screen. Here, most of the 
suspended solids including hair is filtered and theeffluent is then 
pumped into an open evaporation pond, No treatment or reduction in 
BOD content is attempted in this scheme. The waste is left open for 
natural evaporation to take place. 
The design amd cost equations for the screen.and .the evaporation 
pond elements as compiled by Dr. Kincannon,•:&\·~ State 
University is as follows: 
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SCRE!EN: 
Capital Cost in$= 0,01_58(Ii'')0•93 
Operation and Maintenance Cost = $/Yr = (1700+18.5T)(F•)0•056 
n;v APORATION POND: 
Pond Area in acres = 3.08 X l0-
6F'T 
E-R 
Capital Cost in $ = 3.1+ (F'T) 0• 7l3 
. E~ 
OPERATION AND MAIN'IENANCE COSTS: 
FOR WARM CLU'IATES: 
manhours/Yr = 1.73 X 10-2 (~~~) 0•624 
Haterial and Supply Cost in $/Yr = 0,45 (~:i) 0,509 
FOR COOL CLIMA'rES: 
where 
manhours/Yr = 9.89 X 10-3' (~~~) o.63 
Material and Supply Costs/Yr = 0,234 (~~i) 0,5ll 
li'' = Flow rate, gals/day 
S • = Influent BOD, mg/1 
0 
x• = Suspended solids, mg/1 
0 
J~ = Annual Evaporation, ft. 
R = Annual Rainfall, ft. 
1' = Working days per yea:r 
USER TI~S'I'RUC"ITONS: 
1. Must establish working days per year, 
14 
2. !'1ust determine evaporation and rainfall rates for location of 
plant. 
System II 
Scheme II is very simila.t' to Boheme I except that an aeration· 
basin is provided before the waste is ·led into the evapOration padd. 
Air or oxygen is supplied to the waste stream in the aeration basin 
so that most of the sulphides are converted to sulphur dioxide. 'Ibis 
would eliminate any odor e:mana.ting from the evapOration pOnd. A 
·schematic diagram of system is shown in Figure J. 
-











Figure 3. Waste Treatment System II 
1be design and cost equations for the screen and pond elements 
remains unchanged. 'l'he design and cost equations pertaining to the 
acra tion basin are shown below : 
F't 
Area of basin in acres ~ 7.4 X 10~5 (~) 
F't 
:Japital 8ost in $ "' 2.4 (~)0 • 619 +0.698(F'ta)0•654 
O~cration Labor, manhours/yr = 6.235 (~:~) 0.372 
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I t.F'T) 0 415 Maintenance Labor, manhours yr • 0.;619 \R' • 
Power Costs/yr in $ = 0.012 (F'ta) 0•825 
Material and Supply Costs/yr = 0.012 (F•t ) 0.531 
. a 
USER INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Must set depth of aeration basin .. typical value = 10'. 
2. Must set detention time of aeration basin - typical value z 
72 ~ours. 
where 
D = Depth of Aeration basin, ft. 
ta = Detention time in aeration basin, hours 
System III 
Such a system would have to be adopted wherein the quality of the 
effluent exiting a tannery has to conform to strict pollution control 
standards. Unlike the other two systems described earlier, this 
system is more complicated and involves a nuaber of unit processes as 
indicated in the diagram. Such a system would be considered as a 
secondary treatment system and as mentioned earlier, there· are 
hardly any such treatment facility among the tanneries in this 
country. Such treatment facilities are relatively new for tannery 
waste treatment and many tanneries in the col.Dltr)' JJJB.y be forced to 
adopt such treatment schemes in the near futur:e, oWing to acre 
stringent EPA laws. A schematic diagram of System III is depicted 
by Figure4. 
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Aeration Basin 
Figure 4. Waste Treatment System III 
Pump 
'rhe effluent leaving such a system can be made to conform to 
E P A standards and as such can be led into municipal sewers or a 
river or stream if one is close by. r.l'he equi1ization basin serves the 
purpose of feeding the system with a constant load. The cha.racteris-
tics of the waste water from tanneries is likely to va:ryfrom day to 
day or even shift to shift. 'I'he provision of an equilization basin 
18 
ensures a uniform load on the system so that the system will not be 
over loaded or under loaded at any time, Thus, efficient operation of 
the vlant is ensured, 
liiffluent from the equilization basin is first led into a primary 
clarifier, 'l'he purpose of a primary clarifier is to slow down the 
velocity of flow and cause settlement. This results in the removal of 
some of the soluble organic solids from the stream. The bottoms or 
settled material is led from the bottom and taken over for sludge 
treatment processes, 'I'he effluent leaving the primary clarifier is 
then led into am Aeration Basin. 
'l'he purpose of the aeration basin is to supply air or oxygen to 
the microorganisms present in the waste stream, This facilitates the 
microorganisms to feed on the substrate or carbon compounds present in 
the vraste stream, This process results in the emission of carbon 
dioxide and flocculation of the microorganisms, Also, more cells 
separated in the final clarifier are fed back into the aeration basin 
thus increasing the cell or microorganism population, As the 
population increases, the demand for more food also increases and the 
conversion of carbon compounds into carbon dioxide is also increased, 
'I'he substrate or soluble BOD still remaining in the waste stream can 
be controlled in the aeration basin to conform to the desired level or 
standards set by T!~ P A, 
'I'he secondary clarifier serves the main purpose of separating 
biological salts precipitated in the aeration basin, This results in 
a clear effluent leaving the system, Part of the precipitated micro-
organisms are pumped back to the aeration basin or reactor for the 
purposes of breeding the povulation. 'I'he rest of the biological 
solids are drawn for further sludge treatment processes. 
'l'he design and cost equations for the various elements or unit 
processes in the activated sludge system are given below: 
r~q uiliza tion Basin: 
1-There 
Capital Cost of basin in$= 2.75(Fete)0•619+0.8(Fete)0•654 
Operating Labor, manhours/yr = '+.2 F8 0.372 
Maintenance Labor, :manhours/yr = 0.1+ F O.'+l5 
e 
Power Costs/yr, $ = 0.385 F 0•825 
e 
Haterial and Supply Cost/yr, $ = 1,12 Fe0.53l 
l~ "" ivaste Hater flow rate, gal/day 
e 




c• (0._'56l~ + o. 00132 li'orl) u. ,;;) l 0 
''I :::: 1 - (o. 711 - o.oo1+71+ F'orl) X0 .... ]. 
X (0.711- O,Oo47'+ F 1 ) X F 83'+ Hl .. or 0 e 
li'wl = 2•4 ~<wl 
1~1 
Capital Cost, $ = 1200 (-f-) 0.587 
orl F 
Operation Labor, manhours = l+.o ( Fe ) o.613 
orl 
F 
= 2.2 (~) 0,613 
Forl 
Naintenance Labor, :manhours 















= BOD concentration after primary clarifier, rng/1 
= Suspended solids in flow from primary clarifier, mg/1 
= Solids in underflow of primary clarifier, lbs/day 
= Sludge flow rate from primary clarifier, gal/day 
~ BOD after equilization basin 
= Suspended solids in flow from equilization basin, mg/1 
= Overflow rate for primary clarifier 
AJI}RA'J'ION BAS TI~ : 
u = u 8e 
n max K + S - Kd 
s e 
v = Yt F[s.-tl+a.)s ]+ax F as 1 e r 
6 -6 F = 4.1 xlO 
a 
H = 3.475x10-7 
p N 
KdX 
FDR. MACHANICAL AERATION: 
Capital Cost, $ = 12.7 (V )0•743+5.8 
as 
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Labor manhours/yr = 190 (H )0•.543 + 6? (H )0.630 p p 
Power Costs, $/yr z 6.93 x 10-3 (F) O.B03 
Material and Supply Cost, $/yr • 1.32 (F) 0•477 
FOR DIFFUSED AERATION: 
where 
Capital Cost, $ z 12.? (Y )0•743 + 126.8 
as 
o.67 
Labor mNJ.hours/yr = 39 • .5 (Fa) 0 • .53 + 11,6 (Fa> 0•607 
Power Costs/yr = 5.96 x 10-3 (F) 0.?97 
Material and Supply Costs, $/yr a 1.32 (F) 0•477 
Un = Net specific growth rate/day 
Umax = Maximum growth rate/day 
S. = BOD concentration after prim.a.:cy clarifier, mg/1 
1 
S = Effluent :OOD, mg/1 
e 
a. = Recirculation rate 
K6 = Biological constant, mg/1 
Kd = Decay coefficient/day 
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X = Mixed liquor biological solids 
Vas = Volume of activated sludge basin, gallons 
Yt = True sludge yield 
Fa. = Air flow rate, cubic feet per minute 
N = Oxygen transfer rate, lbs o2/Hp - hour 
Sfi = Sulfide concentration of waste water, mgf1 
Sfe = Sulfide concentration after oxidation, mg/1 
Secondary Clarifier: 
-6) 
xw2 = (8.)4 x 10 vas X un 
Capital Cost, $ =. 1200 {FF }. 
or2 · 
0.587 
Operation Labor, manhours/yr = 4.0 { FF } 0.613 
or2 
Maintenance Labor, manhours/yr = 2.2 {~1 
or2 
Material and Supply Costs, $/yr = 3.5 fF F } ~ or2 
0.613 
0.735 
xw2 = Solids in underflow of final clarifier, lbs/day 
F 2 = Overflow rate for final clarifier, gal/day/ft2 or . 
F = Waste water now rate, gal/day 
USER INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Must set maximum continuous shut dotm time per week. If 
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plant shuts down at 5.00 p m Friday and starts up again Monday at 8,00 
a m, then t = 63 hours. 
e 
2. Select overflow rate for primary clarifier, typical value 
= 600 gal/day/ft2• (F 1 ) or 
3. Select overflow rate for final clarifier, typical value 
= 700 gal/day/ft2• {F 2 ) or 
4. Select values for biological constants - typical values are: 
U = 3.0/day max 
K = 150 mg/1 s 
Kd = 0.05/day 
yt = 0.5 
5. Select values for recirculation rate, an acceptable value is 
0.2 (a) 
6. Select underflow solids concentration, an acceptable value 
7. Select oxygen transfer value (N). Typical value of N = 2 lbs 
of o2/HP - hr. 
The sludge from the underflow of the Primary and Secondary 
clarifiers are taken for sludge treatment. '!here are many schemes 
available for treating this sludge material. 'lbe sludge could be 
filtered or centrifuged and the cake can be incinerated or used to 
land fill. The scheme simulated in this report is shown schematically 
in Figure 5. 
Anaerobic 
Di~stor 
Figure 5. Sludge Treatment Scheme 
Sludge Lagoon 
The sludge collected in the primary and secondary clarifiers are 
then led into an anaerobic digestor. Here part of the sludge is 
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reduced to methane and carbon dioxide and the remaining sludge is then 
led into open sludge lagoons. This is just one aspect of handling the 
sludge material among many alternatives already enumerated. 
The design and cost equations for an anaerobic digestor is given 
below: 
When Vd is less than or equal to 100,000 Cu ft: 
{ (F l + F 2)t.} 0.328 Capital Cost, $ = 10,116 w 7.4§ 0 
f(F l + F 2)td} 0.2 
Operation Labor, manhours/yr = 185 l w 7.48 . 
. . . fCF l + F 2)td} 0.16 
Maintenance Labor, ma.nhours/yr = 167 l w 7 .ZiX · . 
f (Fwl + Fw2)td} 0.693 
Material and Supply Cost, $/yr = 1.84 l 7.48 
When Vd is greater than or equal to 100,000 Cu ft: 
{ (Fwl + Fw2)td} o.84 Capital Cost, $ = 27.7 7.48 · . 
{ (ll'wl + F 2)td1 o. 775 Operation Labor, manhours/yr = o. 00032 7 .48w 
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· { (Fwl + F w2)td} o. 792 Maintenance Labor, manhours/yr = 0.000.54 ' 7.48 
Material and Supply, $/yr 2 1,84 {'Fwl ;,~w?)td} 0 ' 693 
where 
·~d = Detention time in anaerobic digestor, days 
Xwd = Solids from anaero~ic digestor, lbs/day 
Fwd = Sludge flow rate from anaerobic digeator, gal/day 
Vd = Volume of anaerobic digeator, gallons 
FUR SLUOOE LAGOON: 
Capital Cost, $ = 512 (X ) o.603 
wd. 
Operation Labor, ma.nhoura/yr = 12 (Xwd) 0•26 
days. 
Maintenance Labor, rna¥1hours/yr 18 (Xlfl!)0.26 
Materia.! Supply Costs, $/yr 10 (Xwd)o. 78 
USER INSTRUCTIONS: 
Select detention time of anaerobic digestor, typical value 30 
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Up to this point the three different schemes were individually 
discussed and the design and cost equations that apply to each of the 
schemes were presented. Next, the softwa:re package that was used to 
model and simulate the three different schemes will be discussed. 
A Computer Simulation 
The softwa:re package that was used to model the three waste 
schemes as well as processes for a modern tannery is the Process 
Analysis System, also known as P A s. This computer package is 
modular and very similar to the other simulation language such as 
Gasp IV. This package has been designed by the School of Chemical 
Engineering, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
The P A S package is basically designed for petro-chemical 
processes wherein the user specifies the inputs depending upon the 
problem and the program computes all the necessa:ry design calcula-
tions and the physical state of each stream after it leaves a unit 
process. In addition, the package has the capability of accepting 
additional sul:xroutines depending on the nature of the problem. This 
capability of the P A S system has been exploited for modeling a 
complete systems model for a modern tannery by the research team on 
the 'Hide Project•, at Oklahoma State University. 
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The P A S package has this convenient feature of keeping traok of 
the various streams as they flow from one process element to another. 
Each process unit is a subroutine and physical changes to the streams 
are accounted for in each subroutine. However, it is important that 
each stream and unit process bear a unique number when data is input. 
Process subroutine can estimate the size of selected process equip-
ment and also calculate all process stream rates and compositions, 
including recycle streams. 
All outputs are in standard format, regardless of the type of 
process. The output includes process flow description and all input 
process data. The feeds and products for all process elements and 
selected calculated process element data will be printed. Error 
comments will aid the user in correcting the input data or revising 
poorly specified process conditions (8). 
The P A S package is loaded on disc and can be called by using 
the proper control cards. The P A S simulation model is very identi-
cal to the Gasp IV simulation model. It consists of a set of process 
programs or state variable equations, or both, that describes the 
system's behavior. Lists and matrices store information and an execu-
tive routine directs the flow of information and control within the 
model. Support routines are called by the main program at appropriate 
times. 
















Figure 6. Skeleton Flowchart For Waste Treatment Subroutines 
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When the main program is called or linked, various P A S variables 
are initialized. The first entry to the element or hide subroutine, 
occurs when the variable INTRY = 1, During this stage the input data. 
to the element are checked and printed, If an.y descrepa.ncy is 
detected, appropriate error messages will also be printed, If serious 
errors are detected such as improper sequencing of streams and 
elements the program will be aborted, On the other hand, if no errors 
are detected, the input data will be printed and control returned to 
the main program, Before returning control to the main program, 
technical calculations are usually not performed at this stage. 
The second entry and subsequent entries in the case of recycle 
systems to the element occurs when the variable INT.RY = 2, At this 
stage actual technical calculations are perform~d. 'lhe results of the 
calculations are retained as stream compositions and unit operation 
size data. Immediately after entering the second phase of calculation, 
the element name and number should be printed and the recycle 
recalculation should be set to zero indicating that the element has 
been recalculated, The stream data are stored in the main array or 
'X • array which is two dimensional, Streams are associated with the 
correct element based on the element number and the stream numbers 
provided in the input data, The feed streams are then moved from the 
permanent stream storage array, 'X' to the working storage array F 1, 
This transfer is achieved by calling SUBROUTINE MOVER. This ensures 
that the values stored in the permanent storage array are not lost or 
erased. 
It should be mentioned here that each element or unit process can 
have upto a maximum of four feeds entering it. The next step then is 
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to test or determine if the element feeds axe l!:ero, or which, if any, 
feeds are Zero. If all feeds axe zero, .zero products should be 
transferred to the permanent array, •x•. For that stream that passes 
through the element, we check to see if it requires any demand. 
Demand here is meant in the context as to whether the stream requires 
the addition of any chemicals or other material. The •x• array 
stores characteristics of each stream such as quantity of water in the 
stream, amount of salts or grease etc. The calculated demand is then 
moved to the •x• array and stored in the proper position in the array 
for that stream. The next step is to calculate product streams and 
then store them in the •x• array. Next, the control is once again 
returned to the element subroutine when the variable INTRY • ). At 
I 
this stage size calculations if any may be done depending on the 
element requirements. Any calculation not affecting stream composi-
tiona should be done during this step of the program. The necessary 
answers are next printed and control is returned back to the main 
program. 
A general procedure for writing additional subroutines is 
included irt Appendix B. Any subroutine or element that is added must 
recognize the variable names used in the various labelled commons and 
be consistent with standard Fortran programming conventions. A unique 
four character name must be used to define the new subroutine. An 
example will best illustrate the use of subroutine names. Take the 
case of the evaporation pond where the waste water is led into it and 
exposed to natural evaporation. The name assigned to the routine that 
calculates the size and cost is given the name EVAP (JXX). JXX is the 
element number that is provided with the input data by the user. 
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The common cards that have to be used with each subroutine for the 
waste treatment.schemes is given below: 
COMMON/SAVE/SAVE1(26,90) 
COMMON/CNTRI/NCP ,NT ,NP ,NFVL,NHM,NUNT ,:rnTRY ,I'IEST, 'I'Ll, TL2,ICDS 
$(25) 
COMMON/CNTR2/IFED(l00,4) ,IDPRO (100) ,IPD(l00,4) ,IRCAL(lOO) 
COMIDN/CNTR3/:rnAME(2,30) ,ITCCNT(50) ,S'INAME(201,3} ,EINAME (35,6) 
COMMON/CNTR4/ICHKR (100) ,ERRMAX, IRlMAX ,IR2MAX 
COMMON/:rnOUTfNI ,NO ,ANAME(20) ,MAXSR,NPRNT ,LPMAX ,NELM.IEND,NPAGE 
COMMON/PRDAT/PDATA(lOO 30) 
COMMON/PRICEA/PRICE(30J,FACTOR(30) 
COMMON/UTILA/UTIL (100, 30) 
COMMON/STRMS/X(30,20l),Fl(30,12) 
COMMON/COSTA/COST(l00,30),IEQUIP,IUTILl,IUTIL2,IUTIL3,IUTIL4, 
$ILAB1, ILAB2 ,ILAB3 ,ILAB4 ,ILAB5, IMAINT ,ICHEMl ,ICHEM2, ICHEM3 ,ICH 
$EM4, IUTIL.5, CSTID2 ,CSTID3, CSTID4 ,BSTIDl ,BSTID2 ,BSTID3 ,BSTID4 
COMMON/EQPLST/FORKD(lO),SCALD(l0,2),STORD(5),TAPED(l0,2) 
COMMON/EQPLSB/SORTD(l5,2),BALPD(lO),SPLTD(l2,2) 
The stream data for the hide project has for the present about 25 
I 
different characteristics. This could be expanded upto 30 characteris-
tics if need arises. The following is an explanation of the stream 
data which is assigned for the hide project as shown in Table I. 
Row numbers 20, 21 and 22 contain the data required for the 
design of waste treatment schemes. 'lbe waste loads dumped a.t'ter each 
unit process is based on the E P A's study on various tanneries in 
the country. The units that E P A currently adopts for :a:>D and 
suspended solids are mg/1, while the flow is measured in gals/day. 
However, in order to maintain uniformity with units, the :OOD, total 
flow and solids content are expressed in lbs/day. All calculations in 
the subroutines conform to E P A procedures and units. 'lbe output 
can be generated in any units by the user by including or deleting 
the conversion factors in each subroutine as the case may be. 
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TABLE I 
ASSIGNMENT OF STREAM CHARACTERISTICS 
No. Property Suggested Data Units 
1 * Hide 1000.0 HIDES/DAY 
2 * Hide Area 40.0 SQ. FT. /HIDE 
3 * Weight (Dry) 25.0 LB/HIDE 
4 *Hair 0 • .5 LB/HIDE 
5 *Dirt 1.0 LB/HIDE 
6 * Water 28.0 LB/HIDE 
7 * Salt 7.0 LB/HIDE 
8 * Grease/Fat 0 • .5 LB/HIDE 
9 * Flesh 0 • .5 LB/HIDE 
10 * Manure 0.2.5 LB/HIDE 
11 Chromium LB/HIDE 
12 H2S04 LB/HIDE 
13 Lime LB/HIDE 
14 Detergent LB/HIDE 
15 Sulfite LB/HIDE 
16 HCL LB/HIDE 
17 NAOH LB/HIDE 
18 Soluble N2 LB/HIDE 
19 Unassigned 
20 :OOD LB/DAY 
21 Suspended Solids LB/DAY 




* Items Present In Hide Before Processing 
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'l'ht' a·bove data will be stored in the .. •x' array for each stream. 
Changes or manipulation to the data is done in the individual routines 
by moving the data to the working or 'Fl' array. When the data have 
been worked upon, they are then put back in the 'X' array.- The type of 
manipulation that is usually done on waste treatment schemes are 
splitting one stream into two stream and making sure that a complete 
material balance is achieved after this type of manipulation. A simple 
example is the case of the screen routine. The fundamental purpose of 
providing a screen is to filter out as much of the suspended solids as 
possible. In such a case there will be essentially one stream entering 
and two streams leaving the element. One of the streams leaving will 
be the through stream or main stream which has g~ ven up most of the 
suspended solids, dirt and hair. The other stream is that which 
contains the dirt and other solids trapped including a certain amount 
of water. So depending on the mesh size one can estimate the 
percentage of solids removed and the sum of the individual data in the 
two product streams should equal the corresponding data in the coming 
stream. 
User's Input Program 
A Pictorial representation of the simplest hypothetical hide 
processing system is shown in Figure ?. Only a few processing 
elements are represented here for illustrative purposes. The same 
principle and procedure is involved if all the various processing 
units are included. .This system illustrates how hides now thro'!lgh 
















I I RNT p 
A Hypothetical Hide Processing System 
Including Waste Treatment 
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The flow of hides through the plant is shown passing from a fork 
lift (roRK) through a soaking unit (SOAK). The two components are 
examples of: 
1. A 'through' process and 
2. A process producing a by-product stream 
The by-product stream from the soak lDlit is shown passing through 
a screen (GRID) process into an evaporation pond (EVAP). Note, the 
first process creates a by-product which constitutes the trapped solids 
in the waste stream, The second process behaves like a 'through' 
process even tf nothing leaves the evaporation pond. 
The user's program to implement the example process system is 
shown in Figure 8. 
------
Tl'r!J': UEI111N~'J1tA'l'llN : .. Jr."!~; ~Y~'f1o!M: J•tiHF, ~;I:AV., GHIU, EVAP 
li•::LMJ'JIIl''J' 1 ;: 
J·J;•:JJ·l'J'riJflH 2 2 
l'HCLM'J~;()AY. ) ) 
l'K!LM'If.HID 4 5 
PHGI"Wllo:VAP 5 6 
l'IHcJ.M'I'I'fiNTCJI< 4 7 8 
l':W l\ME ? J•{JHj( 
r!lJi AMl•: 'l~illAK!':J; 
EWAMI:! ii:/.!RE:•,Jo~:J 






F'1N 1 ::!!S'JOP 
:·'J(lO{J.(I Lk;,o 25.0 o.; 
2 o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 









7.0 o.o 0,0 0.25 
0.0 1.25 7.5 1,0 
Fii:ure 8. User Input for Simple Process System 
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The user organized the data in the program beginning with the 
title line. The user con write any descriptive label after the key-
word •TITLE'. 
The lines beginning ,,J:ith PRCLHT (For Process Element) defines the 
type of each element and the streams entering or exiting the element. 
Each number i.s numbered by the u~>er according to tl1e numbered block on 
the process flow chart. 
The first PRCLHT line is the input (INPT) element. The function 
of the input Hlernent 1s to create the input flow to the process system. 
In this exAmple the input streqt'll is numbered 2. The second PRCLMT 
11ne ls for the fork lift clement 1..rith stream -2 (the input) entering 
and ~;trf~nm 1 1cnving. Tt1n third PiWLHT line is for the soak element 
Hi.th stream 3 entering and L1r10 [l treams exiLing. Stream 4 represents 
the hides moving on to the next hide process step. Stream 5 is the 
by-product stream. 
The fourth PRCLMT is for the waste screening process (GRID). Note 
the by-product stream 5 from the soak element enters the grid and the 
output streams are 6 and 7. The fifth PRCLMT line is for the 
evaporation pond with stream 6 entering and stream 8 leaving. 
The last element is the print element (PRNT). Note the print 
element has been arbitrally assigned an element number 94. Any of the 
elements could be assigned any unused number from 1 to 99. The print 
element has as input all streams not going to another process element. 
If there are specific data for each element that the user wishes 
to use he could achieve this by using PRDATl line immediately 
I 
following the PRCLMT line for that element. This enables the user to 
make multiple runs by changing the data for each run. Each data 
should appear in the appropriate position on the PRDATl line. If the 
number of data is more and cannot be accomodated on one line, then 
PRDAT2 a.nd if necessary PRDA'I'J lines may be used. If data remains 
constant with multiple runs then the data could be initialized in the 
element subroutine itself. If data is initialized in the subroutine 
and if data is provided with PRDAT lines, then the values on the 
PRDAT line will be used by default. 
The user can use his own description of the elements in the 
ELNAME lines. The names will reappear on the printout and assist with 
identification of specific elements. 
The composition of stream 2, exiting from the INPT element is 
defined by the data in the STDATl, STDAT2, a.nd STDATJ lines. These 
numbers represent the amount of specific components in the stream. An 
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arbitrary strown d0scription has been used here. The user can a.d,just 
this input data set to describe his average incoming hide chaxacteris-
tics. Table I, which has been already described, displays the 
assignments of the components and the units associated with the stream. 
Up to now, the general procedure of how a waste treatment routine 
functions was described as well as the procedure to be followed by the 
user while setting up a simulation run. 
The Simulation Run 
The three alternative systems are now each loaded with the same 
amounts of wastes and simulated. The hypothetical plant considered is 
a 1000 hides/day processing unit. The raw hides. are transported to the 
' 
plant from slaughter houses before the hides begin to deteriorate and 
lose their tanning properties. In order to prevent deterioration and 
tanning properties, raw hides are salt cured at the slaughter houses. 
The raw hides arriving at the processing plant are transported to the 
various processing stages by means of fork lifts. The hides are 
weighed on scales first as all processing material added are based on 
the weight basis of the hides. Each unit process and the subroutine 
names describing each of these processes is shown in Table II. 
During the various stages of hide processing, various material 
including water will be added to the hide stream. At the end of each 
unit process, there may be one or two streams leaving the process. The 
stream that contains hides would move on to the next processing stage. 
The second stream which will usually be a waste stream is led to the 




















SYMOOL AND FUNCTION OF HIDE PROCESSING 
AND WASTE TREATMENT SUBROtJl'INE 
Meaning Symbol Meaning 
Fork Lift OOIL Boiler 
Scale CROM Chrome Recovery 
Storage SIDE Cut Hide to Sides 
De manure MSUR Measure 
Soak SORT Sort 
Unhair SPLIT Splitting 
Bate SHAV Shaving 
Pickling TRIM Trimming 
Tanning BALP Baling Press 
Wringing RTAN Retanning 
Coloring FATL Fat Liquoring 
Washing DRY Drying 
Screen EVAP Evaporation Pond 
Aeration Basin 1 AIR2 Aeration Basin 2 
Equilization Basin CLAR Primary Clarifier 
Final Clarifier DIGr Digestor 
Sludge Lagoon ADDR Stream Adder 
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each stage will va:ry and depend on the nature of the unit process. A 
complete diagram showing the various sequence of hide processing is 
included in Appendix c. 
In the simulation run in this report, only a few of the processing 
elements are linked together and waste loads generated ~ these 
processes are passed on to each of the three alternate waste treatment 
systems. Block diagrams indicating the three schemes are shown in 
Figures 9a, 9b and 9c. 
SYS'IEM Ia 
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Figure 9a is the first waste treatment option wherein the waste 
stream is first led to a filter to remove most of the suspended solids 
in the stream. The ongoing stream is then led into the evaporation 
pond. The various process elements and streams are numbered as shown 
in figure 9a. · 
SYS'IEM II& 
Figure 9b depicts the second waste treatment option linked to the 
hide processing elements. The input program has the stream and element 
numbers as shown in the figure. 
SYSTEM Ilia 
Figure 9c couples the same hide processing schemes with the third 
waste treatment option. The input program uses the saae nUllberlng 
scheme as shown in the figure. All the hide processing subroutines 
could have been easily linked together and simulated but for 
illustrative purposes only some of the processes are shown in this 
report. Subroutine ADDR adds all waste streams, 
The waste load dumped by each hide process is established b,y a 
study conducted by the Research and Development Division of u.s. 
Environmental Protection Agency at the Industrial Environmental 
Research Laboratory, Cincinnati, Ohio (10), A complete table showing 
typical BOD loads after each stage or process which contribute to 
waste treatment loads is shown in Appendix D, It should be noted that 
all hide processes do not contribute towards waste treatment loads, 
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Figure 9. (Continued) 
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A complete listing of all the subroutines used in the simulation 
runs is included in Appendix E. User's program for each simulation 
option and computer output is included in Appendix F. 
The computer hardware used for simulating the waste treatment 
processes is the IBM System 3?0, Model 158 with a memory of 4 million 
bytes at Oklahoma State University. All programs are stored on disk 
and the Visual Display Terminals (CRT) is being used to store, edit 
and run programs. 
Model Validation 
Since the system model being developed at Oklahoma State University 
is the first of its kind, there is little scope to completly validate 
the model. However, the Hoit Report serves as a useful guideline in 
most cases. As far as the design aspect of Waste Treatment Unit 
Processes are concerned, the results from the computer output were 
submitted to Dr. Kincannon for his approval. Where necessary, 
Dr. Kincannon modified t.lle design and cost equations and new simulation 
runs were made until Dr. Kincannon was completly satisfied with the 
resu.l ts. 
CHAP'IER IV 
ANALYSIS OF 'l1iE DATA 
Introduction 
One of the reasons for building and using simulation programs is 
due to the fact that a simulator is an artificial laboratory. Once a. 
system is modeled and progruuned, experiments can be performed using 
the model. From the experiments or simulation runs, one can draw 
inferences about the system. SilllUla.tion is also a. very powerful tool 
with regard to proposed systems as we need not build the actual system. 
Operating systems can be experimented by simulation without disturbing 
normal operation. Simulation is also very handy when stress limits of 
certain systems have to be determined. This means that we do not have 
to destroy actual systems in order to determine their stress limits 
(9). 
In Chapter III, the general procedure for setting up simulation 
runs using the PAS computer package for the waste treatment options for 
a tannery were elaborated. In chapter IV, it is attempted to show the 
simulation capability with regard to the three waste treatment options 
under consideration. Results from the computer output of the three 
waste treatment systems will be compared and discussed. The results 
of the simulation runs are included in Appendix G. The results from 
the computer output will be first discussed in this chapter. At the 




Since System III is a complicated system when compared to Systems 
I and II, this system will be discussed more elaborately. It will be 
attempted to take the reader through the various simulation steps in 
great detail so that the computer results can be easily followed and 
understood. 
Computer Results of System III: 
The first step during a simulation run is to check tha.t all 
streams and units are uniquely numbered and that proper stream numbers 
feed or exit a given unit. If no errors exists in the input program 
the various process units and streams are identified and printed as 
. I 
shown at the beginning of the J,lrintout. Following this echo check, 
stream components specified in the simulation run far tanning processes 
are printed out. Components 1 through 22 are specified while 
components 23, 24 and 25 are not specified. 
A summa.ry table follows wherein all mechanical equipments costs 
and other necessary details pertaining to each equipment are printed 
out. Following this summary table, typical stream component values on 
a per hide basis is printed. The total quantity of each component is 
obtained by multiplying this value with the number of hides being 
processed per day. For example, a typical hide has an area of about 
40 sq.ft., and its dry weight is about 25 lbs. The above details as 
well as other typical values are printed as show.n. A value of 1.0 is 
put in slots 23, 24 and 25. Since components 23, 24 and 25 are not 
currently used the values appearing in these rows of no consequence 
as they do not enter the calculations. However, when the product of 
the total number of hides processed and value in slots 23, 24 and 2.5 
are calculated we get a value equal to the total number of hides 
processed. Since waste streams do not contain hides, these values 
convey the idea to a reader as to the capacity of the plant being 
simulated. The first waste treatment routine will get these values 
and convey the capacity of the plant. 
The first process element involves the movement of hides to the 
processing area from storage by means of fork-lifts. Essentially, no 
changes occur to the characteristics of the hide stream and this can 
be seen from the printout of the fork-lift process. Following this is 
a summa.ry of cost for the operation of fork-lif-t;.s in the plant. For .a 
1000 hides processing plant it can be seen that one fork-lift would be 
sufficient and the annual costs incurred for maintaining the fork-lift 
would be about $3268.16. Other requirements for operating the fork-
lift such as average depreciation, average tax, average repair costs, 
insurance, interest, life of equipment and buildings, etc., are 
summarised in the table. 
The next process simulated is the soaking process, wherein, the 
salt cured hides transported by fork-lifts are soaked in water in 
soaking vats or drums. Stream number 3 is the hides stream entering 
the soaking units while stream number 171 is the demand stream, '.Ib.e 
demand stream is given the number 171 so as to make it as unique as 
possible and not duplicate other streams. As can be seen from the 
printout, for soaking and washing 1000 hides/day it requires about 
4o6, 979. ~ gallons of water and about 12 lbs of detergent and about 
9 lbs of sulfite salts. This process relieves the hide stream of some 
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of the salts and other waste products. The hide stream leaving the 
process is numbered 4 and its characteristics is as shown in the 
prihtout. Stream number 5 is a waste stream and its chara.cter:istios 
are as shown in the printout. The total flow resulting from the 
soaking and washing process is 418, 230.87 lbs/day. This is the result 
of summing up all the values appearing in rows 3 through 19. The IDD 
loading resulting from this process is 902 lbs while the suspended 
solids :Present in the waste stream amount to 1,504 lbe. Theee values 
are printed in rows 20 and 21 for stream nWilber 5. Thus, stream 
numbers 3 and 171 combine and then split to form stream numbers 4 and 
5. Stream would normally flow to the next processing stage. But since 
this is only for demonstration, no further hide ,processing is involved 
and this stream is merely printed out. However, the wute stream 
proceeds further for treatment through the waste treatment plant. A 
summary table next summarizes the various data pertaining to the 
soaking process including the number of vats or drums required for 
processing 1000 hides per day. 
'I'he waste stream, which is identified as nUJilber 5 enters the first 
waste treatment process. This is a filteration process wherein the 
solid matter present in the stream are removed as far as possible 
depending on the mesh design. At this point, the waste stream has 
been split in two, one constituting the solids trapped by the meshes 
while the other is the matter that permeates through the screens. The 
ongoing stream numbered as 6 in the input program, appea.rs as such 
while stream number 7 is the solid waste streara also identified in the 
input program. 
From this stage onwa:rds, the values appearing in rows 20, 21 and 
22 are of prime importance as these are essential parameter values for 
calculation purposes. 'lbe rest of the values merelydepict att-eaa 
ch&'racteristics. Owing to the filteration process, the :OOD load has 
been reduced from 902 lbs to 766.70 lbs in the ongoing stream number 
6. The remaining 135.30 lbs of :OOD is given up in the solid waste 
stream as shown in the printout. Likewise, the entering suspended 
solids amount to 15o4 lbs which reduces to 225.6 lbs in the ongoing 
stream and 1278.4 lbs in the solid waste streu. As mentioned earlier, 
the value 1000 appearing in rows 23, 24 and 25 is of no consequence but 
merely conveys the capacity of the plant being simulated. 
Cost data with regard to the screening process is printed below 
the stream characteristics. The initial cost o~ installing the filters 
I 
is about $ 371.44 for handling the incoming stream characteristics a.s 
I 
given by stream number 5 and splitting it into two streams as given by 
stream numbers 6 8Jl.d 7. '!he operation and ll&intenance costs of the 
screens results in an annual expense of $ 1.5,325. 10. 'Ibis involves 
repairing as well as cleaning the screens periodically. 
The ongoing stream number 6 next passes on to the equilization 
basin. As elaborated earlier, this stage is merely to feed .a constant 
BOD concentration or load to the other processing stages. As such, no 
physical change is experienced by the exiting stream. Therefore, the 
characteristics of stream number 8 is identical to stream number 6. 
However, sizing of the baSin and other relevant annual costs are 
computed and summarized as shown. Tb successfully handle the incoming 
quantity of flow, the basin must be 19,550.45 cu ft. in capacity with 
a base area. of 1955.0.5 sq ft. Labor, power and uteri&l costs a.re 
also summarized. Labor costs would involve pumping effluent to and 
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from the equalization basin. 
The next processing. stage is the primary clarifier stage. During 
this process part of the suspended solids and !CD contents are 
seperated out. The incoming stream number 8 breaks up into stream 
numbers 9 a.nd 10. The :OOD content of the ongoing stream. is reduced 
from 766.70 lbs to 492.90 lbs while the underflow stream nuaber 10 
carries with it the remaining 2?3.80 lbs. Sillila.rly, 96.JO lbs of 
suspended solids are settled and separated from the ongoing stream. 
The primary clarifier would incur an initial cost of $ 15,62?.00 • . 
·and this has been computed and printed. Operation and •intenance 
costs have also been computed as shown. The labor costs involved are 
low since the process does not require a.ny skil+ed labor no.r constant 
attention. It is merely & settling tank and involves no meohan.ical 
devices either. 
The next process involved is the activated sludge process or the 
aeration process. Here OxYgen demanded is supplied to the micro-
organisms by mechanical means or by bubbling in compressed air. 
Mechanical aeration involves churning the liquid and throwing it up in. 
the atmosphere. 
out as sludge. 
The microorganisms feed on the substrate and seperate 
Thus, after this stage the BOD load is further reduced. 
Oxidation of sulphites also occur during this process. The BOD content 
is reduced from 492.90 lbs to 191.88 lbs. On the other hand the 
incoming solids were only 129.30 lbs while with the sludge foraation 
the solids have increased to 635.18 lbe. Also, co2 and so2 gas is. 
liberated during this process. 
In the case of diffused aeration the capital cost involved is 
about $ 37,923.10 while the labor costs involved is $ 6144.45. Power 
and material costs are also SUJIUII&rized. as shown. Sillila.r cost data are 
also computed for mechanical aeration system as shown. 
The next processing stage is the final clarifier stage which 
performs identical to the primary clarifier stage. Stream number 12 is 
the under flow from the clarifier and it contains 128.53 lbe of sludge 
material. Some ron content is also withdrawn along with the tmderflow 
as shown. The final effluent leaving the waste treatment plant is 
represented by stream number 13. Its characteristics are as shown. 
The BOD level is reduced to about 163.1 lbs and the total now is about 
472,392.19 lbe/day. Costs involved for operating this process on an 
annual ba.sis is summarized a.s shown. 
The next routine merely sums up the underflow streams from the 
; 
primary and secondary clarifiers. This is shown by adding up stream 
numbers 10 and 12 and the resulting stream is stream nUJtber 14. This 
stream is now passed on to the first stage of sludge treatment. 
In the Anaerobic Digestor, the organic material or sludge is 
converted to methane gas. This results in the reduction of the total 
sludge mass. The total sludge mass entering the digestor is 224.83 lbs 
while only about 146.14 lbs leave after the process. Water content is 
also reduced from a total of )4o8.5 lbs to 2437.57 lbe. Annual costs 
for operating the digestor are summarized as shown. 
Following the digestor stage, the residual organic material is fed 
into a sludge lagoon. If such a procedure is viable at a particular 
plant the residual material are just fed into lagoons and exposed to 
atmosphere. Cost tables are summarized as shown by the computer 
results. 
The final step of the simulation process is to print all the 
streams including any demand stream. These can be seen after the 
sludge lagoon process in the computer output. A complete summary table 
of costs follows the stream summary tables. Now the simulation run of 
System III is complete. 
Computer Results of Systems I and II 
Simulation results of System I and System II follows the 
simulation results of System III in Appendix G. The results are 
presented in the same manner as already elaborated for System III. As 
before all the stream and unit numbers are first verified and printed. 
If no discrepancies exist, then the simulation proceeds to the next 
step. 
Since capacity of the plant simulated is 1000 hides/day, all 
common plant and waste treatment processes convey identical results for 
the three systems. The results of the Fork, Soak and Grid routines are 
identical for System I and II as well as System III. 
In case of System I, the simulation process following the screening 
process is the evaporation process. The effluent after it is 
separated from most of the suspended solids is directly led into an 
evaporation pond. This pond as already described is open to 
atmosphere and subjected to natural evaporation. For the quantity of 
effluent generated in this simulation run, the area of the pond would 
be 8.79 acres as generated by the computer results. The flow entering 
the pond amounts to 47 ,.546. 71 gals/day. Cost tables are also 
summarized as shown. The program for this process is capable of 
taking into consideration the geographical location of the plant. Cost 
data can be simulated for warm or cool climates, as the case may be, 
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depending on the location of the tannery. Cost figures for cool 
climate has been arbitrarly simulated in this example. At this stage, 
the simulation process is completed and once again summary tables are 
presented at the end of the simulation run. 
In case of·system II however, the process is very similar to 
System I except that an intermediate process is introduced between the 
screening and the evaporation process. 'lbis is the aeration process to 
reduce any bad odor that may emanate from the evaporation pond. Oxygen 
is supplied to the effluent in the aeration basin, similar to the 
activated sludge process. '!be oxygen reduces the sulfites present to 
so2• Also, the BOD will be partly reduced during this process but 
degree of reduction is of no concern as the nex~ process is merely an 
' 
evaporation process. From the results generated for the aeration 
process, we note that basin area required would be 2005.30 sq.ft. and 
the capital cost would be $20,180. 28. Other cost data are printed as 
shown. 
Comparison of System I, II and III 
System I is a very simple system when compared to Systems II and 
III. It comprises of only two stages, namely, screening and 
evaporation. The total capital cost involved is $145,329.87. 
System II has an additional aeration stage when compared to System 
I. However, it is also a simple system when compared with System III 
which is more complex in nature. When compared to System I, the 
additional cost involved is only that due to the aeration basin. The 
capital cost in this case including land costs will be $16.5,911.13. 
System III, which is a more complex system has many more stages 
involved. when compared. to Systems I and II. Naturally, the initial 
coat ia much higher in this oase as well as the annual operation and 
maintenance costs. The capital cost involved for handling the waste 
load generated in this example for System III would be $239,705.92. 
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Power costs would not apply for System I since gravitational flow 
ca.n be adopted, However, an annual cost for System II amounts to 
$J084. 52 for pumping the effluent into the basin and supplying oxygen 
for sulfite reduction. The total power costs in the case of System III 
amounts to $4115.12, Annual labor costs involved is the least for 
System I while System III has more stages involved and incurs the 
highest labor costs. 
CHAP'IER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
The Hides and Leather Industry in the u.s. is faced with intense 
economic pressures. This is mainly attributed to stiff competition 
from foreign imports of leather products and stricter pollution control 
measures adopted in this country in recent times. Foreign tanneries 
buy raw hides from the u.s. and are able to produce leather and other 
finished products at a much cheaper rate when compared to American 
tanners. This is true as labor is comparatively cheaper overseas and 
strict pollution control measures do not exist. This situation is 
responsible for the closure of many tanneries in this country in the 
past and these numbers are likely to increase in the near future if 
drastic measures are not resorted to now. The u.s. Government is 
aware of the predicament of the tanning industry in this country but 
has done little to change the current export policy of raw hides or 
import policy of leather and other finished leather goods. 
Tanners all over the country are concerned about the present 
situation and it appears that the only recourse left is to try and 
economize as much as possible, particularly with proposed plants. In 
this light, the Eastern Regional Research Center, USDA, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, hae.authorized Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma, to carry out a comprehensive study concerning the industry. 
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The study will be more oriented in trying to establish a tannery in 
Oklahoma close to the green hide belt shown in Appendix H. 
Thus, the computer model being developed at Oklahoma State 
University is aimed at including as many option as possible with 
regard to plant processing techniques, waste disposal methods, tn.arket 
penetration, plant location and marketing logistics, etc. This would 
permit multiple computer simulation runs by varying the different 
parameters and management policies. This would enable complete 
analysis of the industry as well as ca:rry out interesting sensitivity 
a.nalysis of the industry. It will then be possible to make a final 
decision with regard to location and plant operations in case of 
proposed plants. The model would also be helpf~ in case of existing 
I 
: . r plants as the model can be simulated based on any existing facility. 
This would enable management to make necessary policy changes where 
necessary, without experimenting with the actual system. The systems 
model developed at Oklahoma State University is appropriately given 
the name 'Hides•. 
Besides costs there are other factors that would influence the 
location of a tannery. Some of these factors are availability of 
land, availability and source of funds, state government influence, 
·vested interest of people involved such as local ranchers and business-· 
man, senators representing the State of Oklahoma, etc. Besides local 
senators, the Economic Development Association and the State Chamber of 
Commerce are keen in establishing a tannery in Oklahoma (11). 
Summa.ry of b'indings 
The three waste treatment options simulated in this report is only 
a subsystem of the total system model called 'Hides', which is being 
developed at Oklahoma State University. The three systems considered 
in the study were: 
1. System I, Screening plus Evaporation 
2. System II, Screening plus Aeration plus Evaporation 
J. System III, Complete Activated Sludge Treatment. 
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System I is a very simple process and the capital cost involved in 
adopting such a system is about $ 145,:no.oo. Power costs are zero in 
this case as gravitational flow can be resorted to. System II which 
has an additional aeration stage to reduce sulfite content and odor 
involves an initial investment of about $ 165,900.00. Power costs are 
involved for this system and would amount to about $ 3085.00 annually. 
System III would have a total capital cost of a90ut $ 239,705.00. The 
annual power costs for this system is expected to be around $ 4ll5.00. 
The total annual labor cost involved is highest for System III and 
least for System I as can be expected. 
Conclusions 
From the results of the computer output System I seems to be the 
na tura.l choice in terme of all the costs such as ca. pi tal, power and 
labor. But System I will not be the optimum choice if the plant is 
located in an area where annual rainfall exceeds annual evaporation. 
Also, the evaporation pond may not be viable if the plant is situated 
in the heart of a city and land area is very restricted and odors 
cannot be tolerated. However, such a system would be very favorable 
in places where the annual evaporation far exceeds the annual rainfall 
a.nd the climate is hot and dry. With regard to OklahoM, the pan-
handle region would be ideal for such a method of waste disposal. This 
system could also be adopted if the plant is situated near a 
residential area if it is possible to construct the pond fa.r away from 
r~sidential areas. In this case, additional power costs would be 
involved for pumping the effluent to a distant pond. 
System II compares very similar to System I in many respects. 
Unlike System I, System II can be opted if sufficient land is available 
in the heart of residential areas. The aeration or oxidation process 
will considerably reduce any bad odors and thus not give any room for 
legal or institutional problems. However, Systems I and II cannot be 
resorted to under all conditions since basically a dry and hot climate 
is very essential. These two options with regard to Oklahoma can be 
adopted for plants located in the panhandle region, 
I 
System III is a very complete system and can be resorted to in any 
part of the country. The treated effluent can be led into m1micipal 
sewers or nearby rivers without any legal problems. '!be design 
parameters of such a system are controlled by EPA and hence confronta-
tion with EPA with regard to pollution can be avoided. 'Ihe cost to 
build and operate such a scheme is rather high when compared to the 
other systems. But all future problems can be resolved, It should be 
remembered that EPA is going to make stricter pollution control laws in 
the future. With options I and II, there is a possibility that EPA 
could force them at a later date to be one of secondary treatment type. 
If this is the case, then conversion from one system to another might 
prove rather expensive. The proposed model 'Hides• will pinpoint the 
location of proposed plant and the processes to be adopted based on 
costs. With these results management may be called upon to make a . 
final decision based on multiple criteria that may exist. 
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Recommendations 
As seen in this study, system simulation is a very useful and 
powerful tool to help management make decisions. The proposed system 
model 'Hides• should be made as comprehensive as possible and also 
include as many plant processes and waste treatment options as 
possible. Other waste treatment options such as trickling filter and 
aerated lagoons should also be included in the model. Routing and 
transportation of raw hides could prove rather expensive as raw hides 
are a perishable commodity. It is therefore important to incorporate 
a suitable routing algorithm in the model. 
The results generated by the model will be one based on mint.um 
costs alone. Sometimes due to. legal, institutidnal or political 
reasons, the solution based on a single objectiVe such as cost alone 
may not be totally acceptable. In such cases a multiple objective 
analysis is recommended and techniques such as goal progrUUD.ing or 
electra should prove to be an useful tool. It might .therefore prove 
v~ry useful to include such analysis in the 'Hides• model in order to 
obtain an agreeable solution under any given set of criteria or 
objectives. 
The model in its present state is purely theoretical in nature. 
It is essential to calibrate the model with respect to existing plants. 
The model then would provide the user with more meaningful and 
realistic solutions. 
Future Research Needs 
The Waste Treatment Process is only a subsystem of the total system 
model being developed by the Research Team at Oklahoma State University. 
So far, the designing aspect of waste treatment options as well as co~ 
puter modeling and simulation were elaborated and results were analyzed. 
It will be now attempted to project the other subsystems and identify 
areas where need for future research exists. 
T..otsl Systeme ApProach 
The total systems concept is an approach that views a firm or 
industry as a single unit. This unit or system will be composed of 
many interrelated and interdependent subsystems that need to function 
effectively and efficiently in order to fulfil management objectives 
at all times. The concept of total system will be effective if there 
is quick and accurate flow of information from one subsystem to another. 
The advent of computers and the creation of a data ba.se makes the total 
system concept function effectively. Policy changes or constraints on 
a particular subsystem will have an effect on the functioning of the 
system as a whole. The total systems approach will be able to quickly 
identify such effects. An overall system model specifically addressed 
to the 'Hides Project• will appear as shown in Figure 12, appearing in 
Appendix I. 
Comparison of Alternative Systems 
Traditionally, many problems in industrial engineering and other 
discliplines have considered a single objective within their respective 
frameworks for analysis, e.g. maximizing use of production capacity, 
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minimizing operating costs, profit maximization, etc. · In the last ten 
years, however, there has been an increased awareness for the need to 
identify and consider simultaneously several objectives in the analysis 
and solution of problems, in particular those derived from the study of 
large scale systems. To handle such problems, there are several 
techniques available to aid the decision maker. Goal programing is one 
such technique that has been successfully used in the past. Another 
technique that appears to be very promising is the Electre method 
developed by Roy (3). 
In case of establishing a tannery in the State of Oklahoma, there 
may be a number of sites that may be under consideration. Also, the 
tanning and waste treatment processes may depend upon the sites under 
consideration. To evaluate and choose an optional site, it would not 
be appropriate to base the choice on any single criteria alone. There 
may be a set of criteria that may have to be analyzed simultaneously in 
order to make a wise choice. Table 6 shows a hypothetical problem 
chosen by Goicoechea et al (3), to demonstrate the use of the Electre 
method for decision making. It would therefore the appropriate to in-
clude such multi-objective analysis models in the •Hide' model. 
Hides Collection Model 
Hides are perishable items and as such need to processed as quickly 
as possible to ensure that tanning properties are not lost. Common salt 
is a traditional method of preserving hides temporarily. But salt 
curing creates problems for effluent treatment and disposal. As such, 
it would be favorable to locate hide plants close to the source of 
fresh hides. 
Cri terb used 
in evaluation 
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(per Day) 
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To be economically feasible a tannery must process at least 1000 
hides/day. To meet such a demand, a tannery must invariable buy hides 
from more than one slaughter house. The tannery must therefore aim at 
picking up all the available hides from all the slaughter houses such 
that its daily demands are met and delivery time and costs are minimized. 
With a number of slaughter houses existing in the High Plains Region, 
the establishment of a tannery in the State of Oklahoma would present 
a very complicated but interesting routing problem. 
There are many algorithms available for handling problems in 
routing. One such approach is known as the Travelling Salesman problem 
as discussed by Ta.ha (12). This is an extension of Integer programming 
and a special algorithm based on the idea of the "branch - and - bound" 
technique can be efficiently used. 
:Prospects for Finandng 
A project of this nature involves a lot of effort, time and funds 
to be successful. Funds for this project have been provided by Eastern 
Regional Research Center, Agricultural Research Center, USDA, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania for the years 1978 to 1979 and funds have been fur-
ther approved for the years 1979 to 1980. It is likely that funds from 
businessmen, tanners and ranchers may be forthcoming in the future. 
Presently, there is a strong possibility of establishing a tannery 
at Red Rock, Oklahoma.. The Irving Tanning Company, Hartland, Maine, 
has agreed to expand their facility to Oklahoma. Capital for starting 
this plant at Red Rock may be made available by Economic Development 
Association (EDA) and Bank of Tulsa. The Otoe - Missouri tribe of 
Oklahoma will provide land for building the proposed plant and also 
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provide utilities. Two other Indian tribes are also willing to pro-
vide land for a tannery in their own interest. A complete analysis of 
the v a.rious plant sites is warranted before a final choice can be made. 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
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Tanners' Council 
/Am eric a, Inc. 
J(ROM! Wl:INSTE.IN 
CtofAUU'!AN or THI' •OARO 
ROIIIUIT G. AMVOUN'r' 
ntUoiUitl:lll 
~~:G "·GLASS ~~:CIIDCNT 411 FIFTH AVENUE • YEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 
H! .. ar. .. T· P'. MILL!:" 
SI:CIII[TAIIY 
Prof. R. L. Henrickson 
Dept. of Animal Science & Industry 
Oklahoma Stat~ University 
Meat Science Building 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
Dear Professor Henrickson : 
I am aclmowledging your letter of April 18. 
CA.BLUe TAJfNUCIL. N&'WYORK 
April 23, 1973 
We certainly agree with your premises and your thought as to the 
potential for leather tanning in the Southwest. The remarkable 
expansion both in feedlots and packing in your area should be a 
logical geographic determinant for the location of tanning plants. 
That possibility has been very much in our minds since the pro-
gressive shift of cattle supply and packing plants to the Southwest. 
The specific information you ask on technology and economic mat-
ters can be readily furnished to you. It would be desirable to do 
so at much greater length than brief answer to your broad ques-
tions. You can surmise that there are various qualifying elements 
involved due to the type or character of the leather to be made, the 
nature of the process selected, marketing considerations and so on. 
However, as a starting point it is possible to state that: 
(a) Economic Unit - A tannery processing at least 1, 000 hides 
a day would currently be the mi.ilimal economic unit in terms of 
required capital investment for plant and equipment. 
(b) Water Requirements - A tannery processing 1, 000 hides a 
day would require between 100, 000 and 250, 000 gallons of water 
daily. 
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(c) Waste Disposal - Dependent on the nature of the process, 
type of leather and effluent treatment installations. Virtually all 
water input must be discharged. Present technology enables such 
discharge to meet the requirements of municipal sewage plants or 
. direct discharge standards of the Environmental Protection Agency. 
Solid wastes can also be handled very feasibly by incineration or 
by disposition for land fill. Specific unit waste parameters involve 
nature of end product and process employed. 
(d) Employment - The number of people required would be a 
direct function of the type of leather to be made or the final stage · 
of processing contemplated. For example, a tannery carrying 
cattlehides through the semi-.tanned level (blue or crust leather) 
would need 75 to 100 people per thousand hide unit., If finished 
leather ins produced, personnel requirements wouid rise to 150-
175. 
Finally, you ask the nam.es and addresses of potential com:-
panies. I ani glad to enclose our current Directory of U. S. Tanners 
because in theory virtually all our members would be interested. 
But, I also feel it necessary to apprise you of the significant current 
deterrent to leather industry expansion. 
It is the !J.!_tional foreign trade policy of the United States which per-
mits the unhindered import of such finished goods as shoes and leather 
and also allows the unrestricted export of cattlehides from the United 
States. This. position by the U. S. has res111ted in gross inequity to 
the U. S. tanning industry. Equally important it has completely 
blocked tanning expansion at home and has frozen the confidence of 
tanners who would be thronging the Southwest under more favorable 
circumstances. 
Contrary to the opinion apparently held by some representatives 
of the agricultural community our interests are not divided. On the 
contrary they are identical. We can and should make common cause 
for our common welfare. If the leather and shoe industries could get 
a fair shake in foreign trade, if we would curb the unfair practice of 
other nations, we would then process more hides at home to the bene·· 
fit of agriculture, industry and labor. Do you know that to this day 
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countries such as Japan will not permit the import of U. S. leather 
although we tolerate their purchase of our raw material and their 
dumping of finished products on our shores. Join us in the battle 
for economic equity so that new industry can flourish in your com-
munity. 
I 
I take the liberty of enclosing·a recent letter and chart addressed 
to the Congress. This spells 'out th~ incredible economic facts. 
If agricultural interests would support the plea of the tanning 
industry for reasonable limits on cattlehide exports, there would 
be a tremendous revival of investment confidence in the leather 
business of the U. S. Communities in Oklahoma would feel the 
impact imniediately through the .establishment of tanning facilities 
at various points contiguous to cattlehide supply. 
I need not say that we shall be very pleased to giveyou any addi-
tional information or to work with you in any way possible. 
irg/mr 
Sincerely~ours 
'- _.-·· I~ 
_:>. -- L<. . c~ / 
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ptOBI!:R'T G. AMVOUNV. 
IRVING R. GLASS 
bear Senator: 
/America, Inc. 
Ul FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK, N. y, 10018 
CA8LUo TANNlOICIL, NEWYOJtK 
February 27. 1973 
We are all shocked by the dimensions of the money and foreign 
trade problems which the events of the last two weeks have disclosed. 
Many of us dnubt more than ever U~at the stop-gap remedy of devalua-
tion, !or the second time in a little more than a year, really gets at 
the root cause .of our trade imbalance. Those of us who have been 
urging realistic steps !or se·veral years believe the· time has come 
for positive. forthright action. We do not think that band aids can 
cure a cancer. 
The chart.on the next page is a shocking illustration, in just 
one product area, of what the U. S. has permitted to happen. The 
tremendous rise in hide exports has given low wage countries the 
raw material with which to make shoes and other leather products 
to ship back to the U. S. Result - A net cost, a deficit of $1 billion 
in 1972. That is only part of the price paid for the folly of letting 
hides move out and shoes move in without let or hindrance, And the 
other part includ.es factories closed, jobs lost and staggering relief 
rolls. Wetfare recipients don't pay taxes. 
We believe the time has come to act decisively·, to stop the 
trade inequities that are destroying our manufacturing economy. We 
must apply reasonable measures of control to the flow of vital raw 
material out of the country and to the flood of imported goods made 
by cheap ,foreign labor. An import surcharg.e across the board.will 
ct!rtainly help as a temporary measure. Long range, we must do 
what virtually every other country in the world has done • Control 
the trade bridge between ourselves and the rest of the world, 
Sincerely yours 




EXPORTS OF CATTLE HIDES FROM THE UNITED STATES* 
Yea.r Jan. Feb. Ma:r: • . Apr. May Jtme July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
19'71 1,207 1,2.51 1,611 1,2)9 1,:;o4 1,2).5 694 1,166 1,))8 1,.56.5 1,696 1,6.56 1.5,962 
19'72 1,272 1,1.53 1,686 1,210 1,4)7 1,)17 2,1.52 1,)24 1,290 1,89) 1,7JJ 1,,524 17,589 
19'7) 1,461 1,837 1,8o2 1,:;4o 1,411 1,266 1,1.5.5 J.,100 1,229 1,46:; 1,412 1,391 16,867 
1974 1,423 1,.500 1,lf62 1,,567 1,.5.54 1,123 1,61.5 1,.529 1,42) 1,619 1,708 1,90.5 18,428 
19'7.5 1,66:; 1,810 1,989 2,o4.S 1,8:;4 1,719 1,5.51 1,548 1,714 1,678 1,96.5 1,75J 21,269 
19'76 2,172 1,6.58 2,4o7 2,:;86 2,075 2,0)0 2,002 2,07) 2,016 2,o4o 2,o42 2,282 25,270 
1977 2,276 1,996 2,289 2,167 2,016 2,023 2,189 1,937 2,1.57 1,631 1,572 2,23.5 24,490 
*!n thouSands of. hides 
Source: Commodity Year Book, 1978. 
TABLE IV 
UNITED STATES PRODUCTION OF SHOES AND SLIPPERS* 
- -~--~- ..... --- .,.._ _ _.......... ... ~-- -------·"·p~- ··---
Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
1967 52.2 49.5 s3.s L&6.l 48.5 48.8 4o.6 57.8 so.3 53.6 51.3 47.7 600.0 
1968 .56.3 55.4 57.8 55.8 ,56.0 49.6 I.V7.9 57.1 .50.9 59.0 49.2 47.3 642.4 
1969 53.0 48.4 52.7 48.7 47.9 47.2 42.7 49.3 IV/.1 52.5 42.8 Lf4.8 511.0 
19'70 4?.6 47.5 .50.2 48.6 46.J 47.9 42.9 47.3 47.7 49.0. 4o.9 43.4 .562.3 
1911 44.8 44.9 .50.3 46.8 44.1 46.7 J7.6 46.3 45.1 45.1 4o.? 42.9 535.8 
19'72 44.5 44.3 48.7 44.1 45.2 46.2 36.1 46.2 44.2 46.4 41.1 38.5 526.5 
1913 42.9 41.9 46.8 41.9 41.7 41.7 32.1 43.9 39.2 45.2 38.5 34.2 490.0 
19'74 4o.8 41.1 42.9 )9.0 43.2 39.9 32~9 37.3 )4.8 36.9. )).2 30.2 453.0 
19'751 33.9 )2.3 )2.1 33.9 JJ.? 35.8 . 34.1 JS.J 37.7 42.4 )4.6 JS.O 413.1 
19'761 39.0 )8.0 44.4 41.6 4o.? 39.1 31.0 36.6 36.9 )4.8 31.5 29.2 422.5 
19711 )0.9 Jl.J J4.6 31.3 32.8. 33.2 24.9 34.6 32.9 JJ.? 33.2 30.9 384.3 
*In millions of pairs 




ADDING A NEW PROCESS ELEMENT 
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Adding .!. ~ Process Element 
Up to 16 new process elements can be added to PAS without substantial 
program I!Pdif'ication. If' more than 1.6 elements are to be added, any of' 
the existing elements which are infrequently used can be replaced using 
the techniques outlined below. Any element that is added must recognize 
the variable names used in the various labelled CQM!«)NS and be consistent 
with standard FORTRAN programming conventions • Any ()f' the service sub-
routines described in Appendix __ can be used in the new element ; their 
usage is encouraged to reduce core storage requirements and expedite pro-
gramming efforts. 
The following discussion outlines in broad perspective the steps to be 
followed in programming a new element. Specific computational details 
have been omitted since the technical detail of' the new elements will 
vary too widely to warrant description. 
1:. Select a unique four character name that will be used in 
the PRCLMT card to define the new subroutine. This name 
will appear in collllllns 7 through 10 of' the PRCIMI' card. 
. I 
II. Change one of' the names currently appearing in NAME array 
(initialized in BLOCK DATA) to the name selected in I. 
III. Change the name of the called subroutine (CALL (JXX)) 
fl'om the name originally in INAME to the new name7 Check 
to be certain that the number following the revised- name 
in INAME (the transfer location indicated in the computed 
GO TO in DESIGN) and indicated transfer point agree. 
IV. Remove the dUl!JiriY subroutine currently in the program and 
replace it with the new subroutine which bears the name 
selected in Step I. 
v. Develop the new element program following the steps outlined 
below. 
Since the programming details of new elements will vary with the tec;h-
nical requirements of the calculations, specific programming comments 
are excluded. The following discussion outlines the PAS requirements 
for the structure ot the new elellient. In general, there are three 
categories of entry to the element (designated by the variable INTRY·): 
1. The first entry to the element during the element input data 
and checking step ( INTRY•l) • Technical calculations are not 
usually performed during this step. 
2. The second entry (and subsequent entries in the case of re-
cycle systems) in which the actual technical calculations 
are performed ( INTRY•2). The results of' the calculations are 
retained as stream compositions and perhaps unit operati()n 
size data. 
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3. 'l'he last entry to the element which causes the streams assoc-
iated with the element and any calculated process data to be 
printed (INTRYo:)). Technical cli.lcula'j;1ons mAY or m~ not be 
done during this step depending on the element requirements. 
Any calculation not affecting stream Composition• (sizing 
<:alculations, area determination, etc.) ,should be done during 
this step of the program. Fbllowing this procedure will gen-
erally speed the solution and will in no way detract from the 
overall quality of the solution. 
Careful cnecking of the element input data during Step l is essential 
to successful use of arty' .new element. Some of the items that could be 
checked are: 
( l) are the temperatur~s and/or pressures specified in the input 
data for the element within the acceptable ranges of the 
thermodynamics correlations being used? 
(2) are the unit operation specifications reasonable? 
( 3) are the number of feeds to the element and the number of pro-
ducts from the element in an acceptable range? 
rn some cases, any variable that is round to be unreasqnable can be 
adJusted to an acceptable value by progr!IJIIIIIing; ot,her situations in 
the program should be stopped atter checking all input data ,for all 
elements in the simulation. These decisions lllust be lett to the 
progr!UIJ1IIer/engineer responsible for developing the new element. 
During the second phase of the cLlculation, the calculations procedure 
,;houJ,d include the following steps: 
(.l) Check to determine if any of the feeds to .the element are 
zero. If all feeds to the element are zero, all product 
rates should be assigned zero values in the pressure of 
the product streams should not be set to zero. 
( 2) Reset the calculation status indicator ( IRCAL (JXX)) to zero 
to indicate that the e:~ment has been recalculated. 
( 3) Perform the desired technical calculations on the stream. 
( 4) Transfer the calculated streams to the permanent stream storage 
array and determine if the change in the stream composition is 
J.arge enough to require recomputation of the elements which 
receive these products as feed. 
Final 01.1tput from the element should occur in the third phase of the 
calcUlational procedure. During this phase of the element, additional 
sizing and/or costing calculations can be carried out; if del!lired. 
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Coding for .the new process element should .follow the general. structure 
Hated below: 
SUBROUTINE ~~ (JXX) 
The subroutine NAME must be a unique name containing four 
{or less) characters. It is the name s.elected to describe 
the unit .operation and entered ·in the !NAME array and call 
statement in DESIGN. 
The variable JXX corresponds to element number assigned by 
the user in preparing the input data. . It defines the location 
of the · ( stres.m nWIIbers) reeds to the element in the IFED 
(JXX, I) array; the location or the products (stream !)um-
bers) trom the ele10ent in the IPD (JXX,I) and the location 
ot the process element input data in the PDATA (JXX,I) 
array. The teed and product stream number arrays should 
be referenced immediately atter entry to the subroutine are: 
INDFl = !FED 
INDF2 "" !FED 
INDF3 "' IFED 
INDF4 • IFED 
INDPl = IPD 
INDP2 "' IPD 
I.NDP3 .. IPD 













} i proquct J . l l . 
2 products 
3 products J4 products 
Note that the data in the !FED and IPD arrays will be taken tr 



















The various labelled COMMONS should be inserted immediately 
following the SumtOUTINE c~d.. Typically, the required 
COMMONS are THERMl, IN¢UT, CNTBl, CNTR2, CNTR3, CNTR4, 
PRDAT, and STRMS. other COMMONS may be used as required. 
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The next statement should usually be: (If there are calculations 
or tests which are common to the input -data checking phase, tech-
nical calcule.t ion phase and the output phase, they should· be done 
here to avoid duplication.) 
GO TO ( 100, 200, 300) , INTRY 
This statement controls transfer to the invididual phases.- of the 
program "for input data checking (INTRY = 1 and. transfer control 
to statement number 100) , technici!IJ. calculations ( INTRY "' 2 and 
transfer control to statement number 200) or the output phase 
(INTRY = 3 and transfer control to statement number 300). 
100 CONTINUE 
This is the input date. checking phase or the program. For 
di~gnostic purposes, the fOllowing statements should be included. 
WRITE (00 ,1 ) JXX 
1 FORMAT (5H NAME, 14) 
Following this statement the type of material/heat balance 
che~king to be performed by DESGN to insure recycle closure 
is SJ;ec;f.fied. I 
ICHKR (JXX) a 0,1,2,3 






perform no material or heat balance 
checks on the element 
perform bOth heat and material balances 
perform only material ba.lance checks 
perform only heat balance checks 
The number of feeds to and products t'rom the element must be 
checked for being in an acceptable ran89. For example, if 
the element expects to receive only one feed and it receives 
two feeds, the pipeline closure/duplicity. checks can be satis-
fied but the problem statement is still an unacceptable 
problem deti,ni tion. 
CALL FDCHK (Il, !2, I3, I4, JXX, JJJ) 
Il - minimum acceptable number of reeds 
I2 - maximum acceptable numb~r of feeds 
L.$;1 L,.-:41 l"l2S41 ILs:I2 
I3 - minimum acceptable number of products 
14 - maximum acceptable number of products 
lsl3s;4; Lsl4s4; I3:l:l4 
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JXX - element number 
JJ,J - error indicator - JJJ returned as l if number of 
feeds/products if within acceptable range 
JJJ returned as 2 if number of feeds/products is 
not within acceptable range 
Check for JJJ equal to 2 
IF (JJJ.EQ.2) WRITE (N0,2) 
2 FORMAT (l4H ERROR IN NAME, I4, I5H FEEDS/PRODUCTS) 
Perform the necessary tests on the input data. to the element. · 
These data will be located in the PDATA array a.s PDATA (JXX,l) 
through PDATA (JXX,30). The contents of each element of the 
'rector PDATA (JXX ,I) and the rela.t ionship to the PRDAT cards is: 
PDATA(JXX,!) Card Column 
I"'l PRDA.Tl 13-18 
1•2 PRDATl 19-24 
I :all PRDATl 73-78 
I :aU~ PRDAT2 13-18 
I713 PP.DAT2 19-24 
I=22 PRDAT2 73-78 
!=23 PRDAT3 13-18 
I;-24 PRDATt 19-24 
!=30 PRDAT3 55-60 
The tests should insure that none of the input data. are beyond 
acceptable limits such as the thermodynamics correlation upper 
pressure limit ·or upper and lower temperature limits. It some 
of the input data exceeds these limits you can eigher assume a 
value for the user or set !TEST ., l which will abort the run 
at the end of the input data checking step. Comments to assist· 
the user in debugging his input deck could be made whenever an 
error is found. 
All element input data should be printed after the check1 have 
beeri performed and the adjustments, if any, made. There is no 
other way to document the basis for the run. Note - The units 
of the input data in the PDATA array should not be changed dur-
ing the checking step. Two reasons: ('i'f'7hanging the units 
makes it more difficult for the user to check his input and 
(2) if multiple cases are being run, the wrong value will be 
used during the second and subsequent runs since the input 
data are checked (converted) and printed during the first 
iteration through each case. 
These steps essentially complete the first calculation phase 
of the element. The program can now be Eent to a. RETURN step. 
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GO TO 400 
'The next part of the .discussion deals with the technical 
calculation phase of the program (INTRY•2) 
200 CONTINUE 
Immediately after entering the second phase of calculation, 
the element name and number should be printed and the recycle 
recalculation indicator should be set to zero (indicati~~ 
that the element has been recalculated).· 
WRITE (N0,1) JXX 
IRCAL (JXX)=O 
The feeds should then be moved· rrom the permanent stream 
storage array, X, to the working storage array, Fl. This 
transfer can be accomplished by using SUBROUTINE MOVER. 
CALL MOVER ( INDFl , 1 ) 
CALL MOVER ( INPF4 , 4 ) 
The total amount of 'each feed shouli be calculated using 
SUBROUTINE SUMMR. 
CALL SUMMR (1, Fl, SUMFDl) 
CALL SUMMR ( 4 , r'l , SUMFD4 ) 
Tests should then be performed to. determine if the element 
feed~ are zero, or which, if any, feeds are zero. If all 
feeds are zero, zero products should be transferred to the 
permanent array, X. An example of this step is: (Based on 
1 feed to the element and 1 product from the element ) • 
IF' (SUMFDl. NE.O. 0) GO TO 201 
CALL MOVER ( 201 , 5 ) 
;o ·ro I100 - CALL MOVER I 5, INDPl) 
If there are two or more feeds to the element and one of the 
feeds is equal to zero, calculations may proceed in a. normal 
fashion (tor example, in the ADDR element) or the calcula.t ions 
may have to be bypassed (for example, in the HEX element sim-
ulating a counter-current heat exchanger or in the AESR element) 
Tn the latter.two examples (HEX and ABSR) the non-zero feed 
should be passed on through the element without change (unless 
there is a presaure drop in the element). The product corres-
?9 
pending to the other feed should be set to zero. The mechanism 
for determine these conditions is a function of the technical 
calculations and the organization of the program including the 
order o·r feeds and products and the assumptions that can be made 
about the feeds/products. 
201 CONTINUE 
If the .feed slate to the elemen·t 'ts such that calculations can 
continue, control is transferred to statement 201. At this 
point, the following data are available: 
~·1 (1 ,1·) Fl (1,4) component 1 flov rate to element 
1"1 (2,1) •.. Fl(2,4) 
F1 {N ,l) · · · Fl {N ,4) component N 
Fl(NT,l)''' Fl(NT,4) Temperature of each ~tre~ in base 
temperature units, { R, K) 
fl(NP,l)''' Fl(NP,4) Pressure of each stream in base .pressure 
units (peia., atm, etc.) 
Fl (NHM,l) • • Fl (NHM,4 )Enthalpy of each stream in ba~e energy 
units (BTU, KCAL,) 
Fl(NFVL) • · F1(NFVL,4)Fract1on vapor. 
Fl(NUNT,l)' Fl(NUNT,4)Desti'nation of the stream. 
The process element data in PDATA (JXX,I) are also available 
for U8e. 
At this point, the technical calculations are ready to be 
performed. The only limitations on the technical calculations 
that can be performed are core capacity and machine tillie. If 
there are or will be computations.;L problems during this segment 
of the calculations, the appropriate diagnostics sbould be 
printed to alert the user about possibly invalid results. 
In general, the final product streams should be placed in the 
working storage array, Fl, to expedite their return to the 
permanent storage array and the checking. procedure to determine 
if the rates have changed sufficiently to warrant recalculation 
· of any element (SUBROUTINE MOVES performs both functions) • 
Additional arrays may be dilllensioned and used it necessary. 
'!'he arrays XL, XLB, 'IN may be used to transfer mol fraction 
da.ts. to the various service or thermodynamic property pre~ 
diction subroutines. The following .service subroutines and 




















After completing all calculations, the products must ·be moved 
:f'rom the working array, Fl, to the permanent storage array, X. 
This operation is performed by SUBROUTINE MOVES: 
If trial and error calculations are used in the technical cal-
culation which involve either the equil brium (EQUIL), enthalpy 
(CSHV, CHSL) or heat balance (HBAL) subroutines, the tolerance 
levels or closure in these subroutines must be considered. The 
subroutine EQUIL has a tolerance or 0.00005 oil the flash/bubble 
point/dew point calculation, and HBAL has a tolerance ot 0.0001 
on the enthalpy matching procedure. ·To ask tor a closure or 
say 0.00005.in a large heat balancing loop involving several 
calculations through HBAL/~UIL would probably iead to no 
convergence! in the major loop s±mply because the level or errors 
in the computed values are cumulative. The resulting total 
loop error will be too large to ever achieve closure to the 
designated level or error. 
CALL MO~ (5, INDPl) 
CALL MOVES (8, INDP4) 
If calculated data specific to this calculation need to be 
retained for subsequent use, (either print-out or calculations) 
it may be stored in any ~locations in PDATA (JXX,I). On 
initial entry t.o the progra:m th.ese data spaces will contain 
zeroes. Saving this information can expedite the printout 
or subsequent calculations. 
After the product streams have been·transterred to the X array 
and the necessary information saved in PDATA (JXX,I) the 
program can be sent to a return step. 
'rhe output phase of the calcll.lation is entered when, the. re-
cycle calculations are complete or.the maximum number of iter-
ations has been exceeded. Thi.s status is indicated by Il'ITRY = 
3 which transfers control to statement 300. 
300 CONTINIIE 
At this r;>oint, the following steps should be taken: 
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CALL TITLE 
This operation causes the program to skip to a new page, 
print a new page number and the· problem identification. 
WRITE (NO ,4) (ELNAME (JX.X,l), I•l, 6) 
4 FORMAT (/II __ H DESCRIPTIVE TITLE FOR Strna0UTINE *** , 6A4 
WRITE (NO, 5) 
5 FORMAT __ X, 5H FEEDS, __ X, 8H PRODUCTS//) 
These two WRITE Statements provide addltional information 
for ease in int;erpreting the output. 
CALL SPOUT ( INDFl, INDF2, INDPl, INDP2, INDP3) 
Subroutine SPOUT will print the component rates and associated 
information for the feeds to and products trom the el.ements. 
If the total number or t'eeda and products trom the element 
exceeds f'i ve • SPOUT will have to be called twice • once for the 
feeds, the other for the products. Any missing feeds/product 
indices should be set to zero. 
If there are additional calculations to be done and/or infer-
mat ion to be printed, they mayt>be done at this point. A:f'ter 











Figure 10. Block Diagram of Hide Processes 
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~ENDlX D 
ESTIMATED EFJ.i'LUli}(T STREAM WAD 
TABLE V 
S-STTI-:ATSJ 3FFL1J3NT STEAl·! LOAD FRO?l A lOCO CATTLE BIDE/DAY TANNERY 
Total 
auspended Total 011 and 
Process loa Flov BOD eo lids aolldt aruee Sulfide ChrOIIlUII 
Ste~s (103 .t£da:z::} (kg£da:z::} {ks£da;t} {kg£da:z::} {l<s£da:z::} {k&£da:z::} 'k&ld•:z::l ~H 
Soaking 189 409 682 5,864 6.0~8.0 
Uohairtng 189 1,364 1, 773 4,090 273 205 11.0-12.5 
Llmtng 379 273 409 1,364 136 273 11.0-12.5 
Bating 227 22.7 191 545 545 7.0-10.0 
Chrom• unnlng 57 10.9 136 4,090 273 136 3.5-4.0 
Retan, coloring and 
fat liquoring 379 54.5 81.8 545 45.5 27.3 4.0-5.0 
Flnhhln& 189 81.8 136 218 273 5.0-8.0 
Source: Thorstenoen, T. C., "Practical Leather Technology", R. E. Krieger Publtahing C011pany, Huntington, 
New York, 1976, p. 263. 
APPENDIX E 
LISTING OF SUBROtmNES 
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••~vn l.l.ll IJliNF. 101 OS/31>0 fORTP~N II EXTEN!lF.O OATF 1?.171/ll.ZR.ZO 
OfiJ!If~Hil OPTHINSl GIJHMT 
r~•lllN~ IN HIHTt NAH~IHAINI NUOPTJHIZE liNfCOUNrl601 SllF.IH~XI AUTODBLINOtl~l 
I$N 011.112 
I ~N 0110.1 
ISPI OU0 11 

















I Stl 0017 
I SN 0021 
I Stl 001.4 
g,.. 0025 
I Stl 0026 
ISN OOH 
I SN 1102" 
g., 0010 
I <II 00)1 
1$N 0032 












I SN QO't 1 
IS>l C04R 
,,,.. 004'1 
SI)IJRC: ~IICillt NllltST "'OO•CK ORJFCT Nl'!AP NDfi!RHAT I:OSTHT NOXRH NOALC NOANSF TfRH JIIH 
(OUFVAP 11'1 ANll OUT-NO SIO£ STPfll41 000110070 
SUBROUJI~~ EVAP I JXX I 0001100110 
OIHfNUON EVt.Pll201 000000'10 
COMMON/ SAVEl IS ~VFI Z6o90 I 000001 DO 
COMMO~/tNU IINCP, NT, NPt NFVloiiiii',NUiiT 1 INTI\ f, ITES T, Tllt Tl2 oiDt S 12~100000110 
COM110 .. /CNIR211 FE Ott 00o4 loiiJPRO llOOio IPDI100, 41, I RCAlllOOI 00000120 
tOioJHONttNfR)/1 NAME.12o )0 t. I 'CCNTI SOlo ~TNAM!' 1201,' I, ELNAMF I 15,61 · 00000130 
CCHHONIC-.rR•II CIIKIHIOOI rEIIl1114AX ,Ill 1'4AX ollll2MU 000001 ~0 
COHMJNIINiJUT INI, NO,ANAHE IZOI,MAXSII,NPIINT ,t.I'M~X ,PIF.I. M, I~IIOtNPAGE 000001 '50 
COM14iJ-.IPRD4T/POATAIIOO,)OI 00000160 
CIIHHUNIPIIJ tEAl I'll I tE I 150 I 1 FAt; TORI I 50,61 000001 70 
COIIHIJNI STI!NSIXi 10 r2011 ,F II 10 olll 000001110 
COHHIJN./(;OSTBitOSH lOt "01, lfQlllr, IUTill, I UTilZ 1 I UT 00000190 
lll3 ,I ill ll\o I LA II lo II.AII2o I lAO) ollAft~ollA1151 I MAl NT 1 It 00000200 
211E'IIol CHEMZ oiC 14fM) oiCIIEH~, I UTI UoUTIDl,CSTl I)) ,r. S T 00000210 
)ID~o8STIOioBSTI02oftSTIDJ,IISTI~4, 00000220 
4 NUM8R I Uf.l r "01, NUMII~ZilOr 1501 rCAPITli10o 1501 00000230 
COMHONIEQPL 5 TIFOIIkOI) ol !JioSCALOI10, ~I, STORDI", UPEOII01 21 000002'10 
COHHU .. /Egrt Sill SORTDil5t 21, I!AlPDIIOI, SPL TOII2,21, fYAPOII51 OOODOZSO 
Ct1HMIJNICNTU81 ICKNSTI Ul OOOilOZ60 
llAJA E VAPII J6f.l.o, 12. 0,6 • o, 1000 .o, 8 .zs,l5•o.o/ 00000270 
I ffJIIHAJ1511 F. YAP 1 141 000002110 
2 rllRMUI htl ERIIOA IN £V~P,I'IolH rEFDS/PRODIJCT$1 000002'10 
INITULilE STPI'AM LOC~TION5 t tnTIII'RI 00000300 
INOFl•lf!llCJXX,ll 000003iO 
IPIIO•IPDIJXII,II 00000320 
GO 10 ClUUolOU,ROOI.INTRY 00000330 
100 UJNIJNIIE OOOOOJ.\0 
WRI JtiNOoll JKX 00000350 
I CIIKR I J RK 1•0 00000360 
f.All rOCHK llolololoJKXoJJJI 00000310 
00 LIU l•lo20 00000380 
IF I PlliiT AI JU ol I .eo .0.01 PDHACJ XX, II•FVAP It II 000003'10 
110 COJIITJNIIE 01.1000~00 
t •••• O~ING IPI SUAROUTINE PA~AHETfRS, IF ANY otto 00000~10 
TI•PUATAIJXKoll 00000~20 
E •PIJA U IJXK t 2 I 00000~ :!10 
R•PIIATAIJUoll OOOOO'tltO 
HI JJJ • f.U.21WR I If 11111.71 JXX 000004 50 
GO Jll lllf.IU 000001t60 
?00 CON11NIIF OOOOO't70 
IA!;All JXXI•IJ OOOOO'ti!O 
WRJI~INUoiiJXX 00000,'10 
t:All. MUVLRIINOrt, II OOU00500 
CAll l flJI ~ ,11 0111.100510 
Flll2•II•F OOOU0520 
f • f I U.J~ 00000521 
(All SllHHH f 1, I,SIIMII OOOOU530 
IFISU~I.EQ.U.UIG~ 10 300 0000051t0 
t •uo Pi;l<fORH tHAN:;.FS ON 51AFAM CIII\RAO€RISIICS, IF ANY toto OOOCJ0550 
WO CO·~ II'IUE 00000560 
t~ll HOVEIIllUio21 OOOOOHO 
nu 141JVBIL.JP•tll oooou~eo 
•1 r:vn,. 2.3o'll IJHNF 181 EVAP US/ 'ltoO FORTI~ AN II EXTfNOF.O 
·~~~ OU'lO nN 00~1 
ISN 01152 
I ~tl on .. , 
I~N 005~ 
I <;N OC5~ 
1 s" 005~ 
JSij 0051 
I (",N 01)5q 
·~tl ou~o t ~,, tiC~ I 
1\N 0Ut2 







IStl oo ro 
I Stl 0011 
I Sll 0012 
tSN OOH 
ISN 00 Jt, 
ISN 001') 
I~N OCH 
·~~~ Oll11 l";N ou rn 
ISN 001'} 




GlJ IJ IUUIJ 
000 COIH INUE 
f. toto A~~A Of PUNil •••+ 
AR~A·H +t I+ J.OOF.-061/IF.-R I 
~UHURIJXX,51 • ARFft 
r +••• lANO COST l}f Pl'l{l •••• 
C I•AREA+PRICEI51 
f. U++ AHUPIEO Ia I INTI:R~SI fQq lANil 
SAVEIZ~,JXXI • Cl • Q.lo 
f. •••• C4PITAL tJSf OF POND •••• 
Cl•3.~+11F+POATIIJXX,li/IF.-RII••o.Jl31 
lflltKUfi23I.(O.ll GO TO 'tOll 
f. ++++ IIANttUURS ' 11AHRUl G SUPPLY f.OSH "-- IIAIIII Clii1ATf +U+ 
l't1t1RSI•l, U +(, 11£-0Z+Itf +POH AI JXX,l II IF.-11 I 1 .. 11.62~ I 
C l•FHUIISI+PRI tF.Il51 
r~•0.~5+1tF+POATAIJXX,li/IF-PIJ++O.~O'II 
! •••• ASSU'Ir:ll 5 i FOR tAIIOP IN~II~AIICF. 
UVfl 1,JUI • f.l • 0,05 
s~vete.JXKI • c' 
IIUI10K I JU, Ul • FMIIPSI 
PIIIRS2 • 0.0 
~' • o.o 
~6 • o.o 
llll JU 500 
C •••• 11AIIIIJURS ' 11AHRIAl t SUPPLY COSTS-- COOL CLIMUF. •u• 
,00 r~mSZ•9,S9•l.0£-03•1tF+POAJAIJXK,ll/lf-~IJ••o.6ll 
C '" fMIIR ~Z•PRI C f 1151 
C6•U.2J •11 F +PIJATA I JXX ol Ill F.-R II .. Oo51ll 
C •••• ASSUMED S C F~A lABOR INSU~AIICE 
SAVEIT,JXXI • C5 • 0.05 
SAVEI8oJXXJ • C6 
NJMBRIJKX.l51 • FMIIRS2 
ft111RS1 • o.o 
tJ • o.o 
Cit • o.o 
'00 CAll SPOUIXIJXXI 
1111 I te I '40, 81 A~t A,F, C I,C 2 ,Ft111RS I, FMtlll52 oCl, C5 ,c~, ttl 
II tiiHMA llli!J, ~Xo • IT EM', tzx,' NliMIIER' ,toll, 'UNITS 'II 
I •H,'PONJ' oll1Jl,f9.?.,IOX,•Acnes• I 
l ?X•'WAIER FlDII'o~K,r<J,?,'IX,'GAl/DAY' I 
l 9X.'lAIID COST 0 ,5X,f'l,l,9X,'DOLlAqso I 
4 ~x.•CAPT. (.OSl'o~Xof9.z, ?X, 'DOlLARS' II 
5 211X,°FJR WARM tliHATES',4Xo'fOR CO!JL CliMUES' I 
6 21oXo 0 11U'IeER• o15Xo'Nli>48ER•,?X,'UIIITS' II 
I 9X.'LA8Jit',8Jl,t-t0,2,11XoFIOo2o6X, 0 MANI10UIIS' I 
II YXo'LABO- ~DST'oJX,f10•?.ol1X,Fl11.2 0 lX 0 1 DOLLARS' I 
'I 9X,'PIATERIAl~',4X·of10,2,11X,r111,2;Tx,•oot.lARS' I 
1000 CON II ,.IIF 
R';TIIR~ 
•NO 





















































••tPllfiN~ IN frl':f.l+SOIIOI.E lcllf.DI~ NUt.l~l IIIIUH.k nn.IHT lltnAr NOrllt\14~1 GO~TI41 NOX~r-r NO~lC Nct~"!<f TERM IA'1 rt 
~IJIIRf.F ~IIII£11ENIS • 76~4, ~ctnrr!IGRAM HAI1F. • FY~P 
90 
ti.EYI:I ?,. ).f) I.IIIN( 101 05/360 FORTIIAN II EXTf,NOED 
pr.co1r ~TEll orl ll'N~ 1 GOSTIH 
rriiON~ IN F.HFCTt fllllfiHAINI NJUPJI'IIZE LINftOUNTI601 SllEIMAXI AUTOOBLINOIIEI 
SrniRCE EICOIC NOliST NOOfCK OBJFCT N~MAP NOFO~HAT GOSTMT NOX~fF NOAl( NO-N~F TF.~H IR'I 










I Sf<! 01112 
I~" DOD 
ISN 001~ 
I~N 001 ~ 
t<U 0016 
I ~N 001 I 
I SN (101ft 
ISN OUI? 















I SN oo·l~ 
I~N 001~ 
IStt GOH 
I SN OOH 
I SN OOl'l 
1 .. 11 OO~IJ 
ISN CO'ol 
I Sll OO~l 
ISN 00'1' 
1 ~.N Clf)""t 
t•••sOAk liN ANU OUT-Ng SIDE STPEAHI 00000070 
SUBROUTINe SOAK I JXXI OOOOOOiiO 
CI)MIION/ SA~c II SAVE 126,901 000000.90 
CIJIIIO~/ tt<lfR 1/NCP, NT oNP, NFVlo NHMoNUNT.o I NT~ 'I', ITES T, Tll, Tl Z, IDC SC2~ I 00000 I 00 
CO'IHD~ItNTR2/IFEOCIOOo4t,IOP~OCIOOioiPOIIOOo41oiRCALIIOOI 00000110 
COMIUNICNTII 3/l NAI4£12tl01, I TCCIIT 1501 oSTNAMF l201o 3 I, FlMAHf 115,61 00000120 
COMI'IONICNTIIHI CHI!~IIOOI ,IEIIRMAXo I' I MAX, llllMAX . 00000130 
COMIIINIINOUIIHI ,NQ,o\NAME 1201 ,MAXSII,NPIINT olf'MAX ,NtV, IF NO, NPAGf 000001 ~0 
CllMIIO~,R.JH/POlTAIIOO, 301 00000150 
COHMDN/SilMS/XI30o20IIoFII30olZt 00000160 
C:OI4110'41tOSIIICOST 110, UOI, IEQI UP, I UTili, IUfllZo IUT Ill, IUT ll.4o 00000170 
I ILAiloiUIZoiLAU, llAII4ollAII5oiMA INTtiCHfMI oiCHIEM2oiCHFH3o 00000\10 
2 ICIII:'I'IooCSTIUl oCSTIOZ ;CSTI 03,¢ STIOitoBSTI DloBSTID!!oBHI03o OOODOI'JO 
l OS Tl H oNUMBRIIOO, 1501 ,NUMII~ZI 10, 150iti:APITlllO, 1501 00000200 
COHMO .. IPIILI S Y1 XNAMEII50 0 61, r.utiiT ll50 oZI 00000210 
COHHO .. /PRICEA/P~ICfii50ioFACTOIICl50o61 00000220 
COMIII~/EIIPL STI FOil KilO, 151, SCAlOIIO,ZI, ST~Ot 51, UI'EOil o, 21 00000230 
COHHON/EUPL St/IIRNGOII" oOEMNOII,, SOAII:OUOI OOOOOZitO 
COMHON/E~PLSII/SQIHOI 15,21, !IHPCilOI, ~Pl TOil2,21, SHAVOI !51 00000250 
COMHO~/OE~ANDIIDMSHIJOI 000002~0 
4 FOIIHAI Cl>•• llt11.£111NfoftXofl,2o5X,511UCH 0 4FlOoZI 00000270 
II fORMU 16AolOt111UII.lliNG t,]lioFI0.2o~Xo511SQ.fToiXo~Fl0.21 00000280 
12 FnRHAfi6Ao5HWAf~A,~X,FIIt.Z,6X,31tlll5 0 2lX,ZF10.21 00000290 
IJ FORHAfii>Xo'LANO tnST 1 ,4.,FlO.Zo4•o'SQ,FT 'o2flOo2 0 IOX,Ft0.71 00000300 
r FORHATI6XolJHPlUM81NG COSToZOXo4FJ0,21 00000310 
16 f0MHA1 I Uc.Ko 81t0PER ATOll, fX oF 8,2, 6X olHMEIIo2l X, ZFIO. 21 000003 20 
20 FO~MAii6Xo9HWIRF COSTo24X,4FlOoZI 00000330 
11 FORMAl C 6X ol IIIIHANAGEMP.NT, 5K, F 8. l o6X o311MI!No l1XoF I 0. 2, I OX oft 0,?. I 000003411 
22 rORHATI6Xo fllfuii~MANoiiA ,r11, ZofiX t JHMto:NolllloF to, Zo I OX t Fl0,21 00000350 
2! FORMAl C 611ollHSFH 1- Sll:lt.l EDt UX ofllolo61Co lit MEllo ZIXo 2FIO. 2 I 00000360 
21> FOAHATI 1>~, 7HSULF IDE ,z x, Fl4 ,2 ,6X, HILliS, 2lX, 2F 10.21 000003 70 
25 fORMATI6~o9HUtTE~Ge~T,FI~.2o6Xo~ll8S,ZIXo2FI0·21 OOOOOlftO 
2~ FO~M~TI6XoflllARgRERoiiXoF8,2oi>X,311HfNo2lX,2FlO.ZI 000003?0. 
2l r!lRH~T II>Xo THill &TI NGolX oF14 ,z of> Xo3HK11Ho 21Xo 2FI0.21 00000~00 
2'1 FOIIMATI 7H AO~P•J,F8.2o.ZXo611ATU•I,FIJ,Z 1 2Xo6HAit.FP.,$,FII.2o2Xo 00000410 
I 51~JR•toFB,2oZXo5HTfR•IoF8,Zo2Xo511YEA~•t IZI 00000420 
H FORM&TCI/o5Xo'N0Tf t IIIJiliJING COST IS A~SOCIAJfD IIITII FOllOWING Vo\00000~30 
IR IABl E S ', Ill 00000440 
~2 FORMAfii2Xo 0 MA'I\IFAf.TUAING SPo\CE •',FIO.l,' SO.FTo· COST • '1°oFIO,II00000~50 
3J FOtMAI112X,•OFFIC( SPAtE •'oFIOolo' SQ,FT, COST • l'ofl0oll00000460 
H FOIUIArlllXo'OfFitr- rUPtUTUAf AND F.CIUIPMEN•S COStS • l'o 00000/olO 
I flU,I I ·oooOOitiiO 
H FORMAIII/,Uo'Sf!AKING II~CHINF DfPR[CIUION POUTINf'l 00000490 
lto FQRHUI 1/;llo' nllllliiNG O~PR.ECIAfiON 'OIIfiNf'l 000011500 
I 01 FORHAIC llllo/1//,1 X,' St'AKI'IG C.OHPUUUON OUTPUT', 11, '•u~OAII.', I II 000005,10 
'J FllRHATClH I(JUI MI'IIIAl COSTS;46X 1 FIIt,ZI 00000520 
Ill FORHAfltoXo41tllflloiJXoMINU'II1Eito'IXo51tUMITSo n,IIIOAIGINH 0 'IX, 00000530 
l 511TIKeD, 1XoAIIVARI&ftlf', 'IXo6HANNUAlolo 4~X,~IIf.05TSo 00000540 
2 511o5HtOSTS,5X,511CI')SBo 5Xo511COSTS I 00000550 
l .FOIIMAI1511 SOAK , 141 00000560 
2 FORMATCl~ll EIIAOq IN St'AK,I;,.,II FfF.OSII'PODUCTSI 00000570 
1 FO~HAI(IM,'LJ~IIii'IM ~PST'olKol' JU,1 0 !Xo'5ALVA!;~ VJI.IIE'ol.Xo 011000580 
t (IU.'l .. 4x,•t1Fr•,tt))f, .. l().~' I lJC,•rlrAf.1TY 1 ,fX,fl0." U', OUOU()t;I:JO 

















I Sll 1!0~4 





I SN 0071 
I~~~ 0014 
ISN 007, 
I ~N r.c ~~ 
I~~~ cc:r 1 
I~N 007ft 
JSN Ctl'l 
l'lt' I: coo 
I SN 0081 
lt;N COft't 
1 s•r OClf' 
ISN OOM 
I Sl' Cf.ftl 
I~N 001!8 







1~11 00? I 
l 'S~4K II~E'o6K,f10,2o3Xo 1 1 TOTAl TIME'r5X,Flo2 I 
3 1Xo'SPAtE'olOX,rt0,7.,3Xo 1 RPH'oi2XoflO,ZolXo'FLOA7'o12Xo 
4 Fl.2 I 1Xo 1 T~H~. or rtOAT',F11.Z,3Xo 1 PH 1 0 13Xof10.Z,JX, 
5 'I DETERGENT',6X,Fio2o I 1X,•• SULFIDE'o6Xof10.Zo3Xo 
1\ 'MA~4!lE'IENI' o8X,F7,2,3X,'fOREMAN'o10X 1 F7oZ I 1X', 1 CIPFAATOR', 
1 10X,Ft.z,Jx, 'I.ABORER',llX,f7,2,3Xr'SHIFTS'ollXrF7.2 I 
8 1x.•1 OIRf REMA1NING'r2XoF1.2,)X,'1 WATER REMAINING', 
'I F8.2olXo'l S~lT RF.~AINING' 1 F8o7 IIJ 





IFIIPtiRr,GT.tl GO TO J'l 
I • 1 
11 IFIIDIISMIJI,F.O.OI GO HI Jft 
I • I t I 
IFII.LE.lUI GO TOll 
10(1 I(J .1~ 
•n IIJMSMI I I • 1 
IFEDI UXoll • 1111 t I 
l'l f.ONIIIIUl 
IFOb • IFt01JXXo71 
I 1'1111•1 P 1.11 JXXol I 
IPRIJII•IPUIJXX,?I 




tALL fOttfK l1o2o1o7oJXXo.IJ.II 
00 110 l•lo2J 
IFIPUATAIJAXoii.FO,O,OIPOAT.IJXX,II•SOAKDIII 
110 CO;HIIIUE 
IFIPOATAIJU.t I.Eo.O.OIW~Ilf.INO,JI CP.DATAIJXXoJioJ•3o231 
IFIJJJ,E~.ZIWRIT~INO,ZIJXX 
GO to liHlll 
100 tONIJNUE 
Ill~ ALl JXXI•oJ . 
WIIITUNUoll JXX 
MUV~ SIREA"S TO WORkiN(; ~~1\AY F1 
tAll MOVEIIIIfUo11 
tAL,UlATIU"S or STREAM ANO PROCESS INTF.RACTION. 
1. tltECk ro~ TF"O H41N HRFAM IF NO CO 10 JOO 
CAll SUHHRIFloloSil~ll 
IFISUML.t~.U,UIGO T~ 300 
trtfllloll.l.f,I,OIGO TO J!JU 
SHIUE•O·U 
00 ~~~ l•hll.l 
~0 SIIIOE•I 111 1 11• ~IIIII~ 
NlllUE •I PUU AI JXX, b I 1511 ID'-Itll, ~ 
NIIU~thlflll.t ll'llli0Eit0,2~ 
ftAitH•NI!Aitll 
WAfF.II•IIATCtt•I'O'I AI.IXX ,6 I t~IIAIA I.IXX ,20IOI'DA U IJXX olll 
OFTEM•IIAJtttOPOATAIJXX,61tPIJ~T~IJXXo20I•POATAIJXXo1~1 
~Ul f •II A JtH• POA T ~I JU,foiOPOA TAl JXX, 20I•POU AI.JXX, I ~I 
NMAtH•HATCH/IIPOA1~1JXX,ZOI•480,01/rOATJIJXXo7II•O.~ 
XMAtli•NMAI.It 
I • III)AJr;tiOMAf.tll•~n~TAIJU,JIIIfoO,IJ 
~ffR•WATE~0255.00 
f.!'ltV~RJ PIJIJNO~ flf II~ HR 1() G4ll 'IN~ 





























































tlf~rt 7.4,11 IJUNr JOI OS/JtoO FO~TRAN II EXTENOEO 
I ~N 00'18 





I ~PI Ill 0'• 
ISN 0105 
I SN 010~ 
lr.N 01~1 
ISN OICft 
I ~N 010'1 
I~N OliO 














I SN Oi 26 
ISN 0121 
ISN 012ft 




I SN 01 H 
I~N OIH 
HN Oll(J 
'fjt-t 01 J 1 
ISN 01 ~q 











I SN 01'2 
I~N OIB 
ISII 015~ 
l~tl o I~-. 
OToR•Df.IE,tZ5S,OO 
SUf •SULF•Z55.UO 
IITU•IIIUEV IPUH~I JXXolOIOft,OIIOI POATAIJXX ol21-50.0t 
Rl • Bill t 255,0 
Rl • Ill I Hl3.0 
fllf>o'll • W-HR 
Flll5,.,1 • SIILF 
F11l'lo~l • OFTER 
NU~ORIJXX 0 221 ~ ftT 
NU"O~IJXXo2ll • Wl[~r. 
NOHUIIIJXX,HI • OT£11 
N.IHIIKI JU, 161 • SUF 
NJKRRIJXXeiO'II • XH-CH 
f 2. CAI.f.IIUf£ OUTPUT STREAM~ 
011 610 l•l.JO 
fl t I tl l•f ll l ,a I 
lolO tOHliiiUE 
CALl HOVERI2Uioll 










00 f>U l•lolS 
F II I ,) I •F ll I , I I 
fllloZI•U,U 
Ill~ CONIINUF 





F 1115, H•SULF 
rti20.JI • o.?UZ•Illlrll 
F l I 21 ,J I • t. ~OittF l I I, II 
IFIPUAIAIJXXoZZI.GT.t,UI 
tfllb,JI•WHU·IIFtl6,21-fii&,JII•FIIIr IIi 





flll2,21 • flOW 
CAll HIIVESI2otPa!)J 
IFIIP~UH.tc,ol GO TO IOUO 
CAll. IFlUIFlUIIrH 
Fll22rlt • now 
t•ll HOW~SIJoiP~DBI 
C~ll lfl~lfLOIIr~l 
Fll22,41 • now 
CALl KOVESI4ol.flllll 































































+! rvrt 2. LO IJIIN• fBI 051360 rORTIIAN H FXTENtlED DATE yq.l 1'1/IZ. Jl.OII 
I~N 01~6 
I Stl Ol ~ J 







I SN OU5 
ISN 0)66 
, .... 01(!1 
, .. , 016~ 
HN 016'1 
ISII 01 TO 
I Sll 0111 
ISN 11111 




I 'ott r. I r I 
lr,tr OIJB 









I.,N 01 n~ 
lr.N Olft? 
ISII UI'JO 
I .. N IJI'l I 
ISN !11'12 
I .. N OI?J 
1 .. 11 01 'H 
ISN 01'15 
ISN 0196 
I Stl 0197 
I .. N.nnn 
IStl 01?'1 




CUIIPUTE IIEPII EC IAT ION, AEPA IRS t INHAEST t INSURI\NCF. ,-TAX 
CALL JEPlPUAJAIJXX,31ePDATAIJXXe.loPDATAIJXX,,I,T, 
tAOEPoAREPoAJAx,suq,yep,Jt 
r. COI'PUH CAPITAl. 
CAPUt•PDATAI JXX, H txiUCII 
FXtiiSI • AUX • SUP t HA 
VIIC:OSI • AOEP • AREP 
fXCOSJ • FXCOH • liMACH 
V~LOSJ • VRC!!Sf • XMACH 
ALCAPI • FxtOST • VIICOST 
r: ••• ASSU!tED SU • OF OF.I'IIF.CII110N fOil VAIHAIIlf AND 20 I fr.tll f1KED 
SAVEIIoJXXI • 0.110 • AD!P 
SAVEIIloJXXI • 0.20 • AOEP 
SAVEI~tJXXI ~ AR!P 
SAVEil,,JXXI • lf&X 
SAVEI.lloJXXI • SUII 
SAYEilloJXXI • l~ll 
f I.OH,lllE SPACE 
SP-C:E•I'OAJ A I JX X 1 '1I+XHACII 
SPAtS I • SPUEtPRit:E Ill 
onsr • o.o2r•srace 
fURNI • n.z~e•orFSP 
OffLST • Off5PtPIIICEI21 
fliHCST • fURNI+I'IIICH.ll 
BUICST • SPACST • OFFCST t FURCST 
lSI' ACE • S I' ACE t OF FSP 
I. Uo ASSUMED 1:1 i OF SP~CE COST FOil THE SAVAG!: SPAU YALUF. 
~VSPAC • UolO • ftUICST 
CAlL OEP18liiCST,SVSPAC,2,.U,8oOtAOFPl,AIIEPleATAXI,SURlolEIII,Jll 
FaCOSI • ATAXl t SURl t lFRl 
VUCOST • AOFPI + AAEPl 
AI.SPlC • FOCO~T t VOCOST 
SAYElJoJXXI • AOEPl + 0,00 
SAVEIIloJXXI • A~EPl t 0.20 
SAVEI~oJXXI • AAEPl 
SAVEll 1> oJX X I • A lAX I 
SlYEII~oJXXI • JUP1 
SAVEIZJ,JXXI • T('AI 
~JHBIIIJXX,II • SPACF 
NUMUIIIJXXo21 • OFFSP 
NUHIIRIJXXoll. • FURNI 
t ••• Clllil'lll E LANU COST 
r tot lSSIIIUil lUI INTFR£Sl &NO 3'1 TAX FOR UNO 
lLANO • t.~ • TSPAtE 
llt~l • TLANO • PRTCFUIHH60.0 
TLINI • TltST o OoiO 
TLTAX • llf.ST • 0,03 
f'LA~D • TLINJ t TLTAX 
SlYf.I24,JXXI • Tli~T 
NIII111RIJJIIIo'tl • Tl'NO 
CU~Plll~ CIIFMICilS 
UF.ItSI•OTEl•PRICEIJ51 
~IJI'I.U •Slll'tPRI CFI J61 
LU'U'UTE HECTRitiTY COST 
ft Tilt SI~Uit~R ll r, I ~71•1'1·• H 1.10, lOI 




























































•lfVII 2.1.11 1.11111~ 1"1 OS 111>0 Flli!TRAN H . EXT END~U 
ISN 0201 
nN o?.o~ 
I ~PI 0205 
I ~11 020~ 
l~tl 0201 
I SN 020~ 
I ~N 020~ 
I'.N 0210 




I~N 071 ~ 
tSN 07H 
ISN 021 I 











I SN 0?2'1 






I SN 0116 
ISN 02)1 
ISN Olln 
I SN 0239 
1 SN 02~0 
1SN 02H 














SlANT • PDAT~CJXXo?.Oit2040oO 
flo,U • STANT•WKO 
IKI • SUNUWKJ 
IKH • SIANTtWKH 
lKF • ST~NT•WKF 
NUM8~1JXXolll • TKO 
NliHliiUJXX,lll • lKT 
tiUttliA.I JX X, U I • TKII 
NJI411" I JU,I, • TKF 
wK~$10 • TKb•r~tCFIIII 
WK' 511 • 1 KT·P-1Cfll21 
WK~ Sllf • ttr.HtPRICFilll 
W~tSlF • TKf'PIIICFII'I 
t toto ASSII'IEO 5 1 lF MIINAGFHilNl FOI\ MANAGEMENT INSURANCE 
t otto ASSU'IEO 5 ' ur lAIIO" COSTS FM lAIIOI\ INSUAANCI! 
SAYEI2UoJXXI•IWKC$TO t II~CSTTI•D,05 
SAYEifoJXXI •IW~CSTH t11KCSTFI•0.05 
f. CtMPUTE UTI liT 1!5 
WIR,ST•XM,:H•~AICF.IT61 
NUMMIJU,f61 • XMltH 
ACIIIItE•wn; SI•F ACTOitU6o tl 
AWV • 0.80tACIIIRE 
AWF • u.2U•ACIIJD! 
WitH • u.ut • IIIIICST· 
WIAX • u.uz t Wlllf.ST 
WINS • 11.01 t IIIIICST 
WINY • 0,11, t Wl"fST 
AloVV • AWV t W~t!' 
Awrr • AWF + WTAX t WINS + MINT 




tPLV • lloHO t ACPLM 
APlF • u.zo ~ ACPLM 
PlREP • 0.01 t PlCST 
PliAX • 0,0? t PLCST 
PlltiS • u.Ol t PLCST 
PliNI • 0,05 • PlCST 
APliiV • APlV • PLREP 
APlFF • APtr o PlTA~ tPliNS t PliNT 
A'PL~ • APVV t APLrF 
NUHSRIJ~X,J'I • XMACH 
SAYU2 •. 1UI • IIPlV tAWV 
SAVEilZ•JXXI • APlF t AWf 
SAYEU,JXXI • l'lltfP t WIIEP 
SAYEIUoJAXI • PllAX t WUX 
SAVEitn.JXXI • PliNS t WfNS 
SAyEIUoJXXI • Pli'IT t WHIT 
1: WI4PIITE HOT WA TF." fOST$ 
r. 1 GAL • a.Jn tn., 1 lft • so.uooa 
ALWo\I•WTHtPRTCF.IZIJ I IIHii,O 
({110Pl'l( fOHl COSTS 
IQI U.~ •At ~o\Klt ArC ~PT t AC Will~ t 1\(. Pl '1tACWA H 1\C SPAt 




























































•1 r vFt 7·1·<1 t.Jtft'JC Ul 






























lfl hiU U.GE o2lf.'l TO IUUO 
CALL SPOUJXIJXXI 
WRIIEINOoiUII JKX 
Wn II E I NOol 0 I 
P~ !til APISIIr;RS 
I fl to\P I AL.GI ,i) .OIIIP I HI '10, 41 XMltllo CAP TAL, FXCOST, VII COST oACUPT 
1r110<tS IO.GI ,U ,OJ II~ llfl NDo 2liiiKOoiiKCSTU,WICCSTO 
IFINKtSIJ.GJ.U.OliiiiiTfiNOo2ZIWKT,IIKC$TT,IIKt$TT 
HI ~t Ui.tH .u .OIWR It F. I NOo IUWKH,IIKCSTHoiiKCSTII 
IFIIIK&SII' ,Gf .u .0111~ ITf I N'loZ' IWKFoWKCSrt oiiKCSTF 
lflllo! Tt ST .IH .u.OIII« I Yl'l NO, Z511HeR,D!Tt$f oDETCST 
if I SUFCST .liT ,IJ.tUIIR Iff I NOo Z6ISUFo SUFCST o SUFCSY 























IFI AtwU.GT ,u, Olw~l TI!CNOoUIWT "A oACWU oAtWAT 
IIAIIEINOo91 fOil At 
WA liH NOo Ul 





WAitE I NU.JI>I 

















0 11PllrN~ IN rn ~r.T•NAMFIHAINI ~UUI'fiMilf liNEtOUNTI601 Sllf.IHAIU AUTODBliNON~I 
•!JPllllN~ IN HFFI:TOSilUACf. E~COJ( NIJll~f NOOeC~ 'lRJf.CT II!JMAP NDFOAHAT GOSHn NOXAfF IIOAlC IIIOANSF TE~M lAM HAGII 
'>OIIPCF SIAIEIIE,.IS • 87ft6 0 SIJOPROGP.H NAME • SOA~ 
•••••• FNO f11 C!IH!•ILATIOI\I •••••• 
•lEVI I } .1.11 IJU~F 7R I 0~/Jt.ll FllnTPA~ II !:XTE~OEII OAT• 19.177/12.2(•.11 
OFUIW~f£11 OrllflNSt foOSIHI 
rP!In-.~ 1~ HfECT: NAMF.INAINI NlciPIIMilF LJNFCOUNTC601 SllEIMAXI AUTOOIILINONEI 




I Sll 000' 
ISII 0006 








I SN 001' 
'"' "'"" 




















C •u• TillS SIJIIRJUIINf CAlCULATES P£PFOIIMANCE A~D PIIVSICAl OFSIGN 
t P4RA~E TUS FU~ AN AFPUit)N AAS Ill •••• 
SUtiMOUJINe AIIIZI JXXI 
DIMtNSIUN 'IRZDIZOI 




COIIHO't/CNTII41l CIIK1111 001 o!RAMr\X oiii1'1AX, IR2MAX 
COMMONIINJJTINI,HO,ANAM£120ioMAX$R,NPRNTolPMIX,NElMoiFNO,NPAGE 
COMHJ~/PlO,I/,OATIII00,301 
COMMON/I'II I CIA/PRICE UOI oFACTOIIIJO I 
COMNON/SfiiMS/aiJO,Z011oFll30ol21 
f.OMMJ~/IHE~MI/CSXXI,OoiOOI,VISoUHoFOX 
oat A IIRlot•o~o~o .o.J,Q,I oo, o. t'oo.o, J,o, t5o.o,o.o~, o.'l,o.z ,1.5, 
so.~.e.zs,tzu.o,r•o,oi · 
C ..... F•INFLUfllf FLOII AATF, GAl/DAY 
c••••• SI•I~FLUENT 800 
c••••• UMAX•MIXIMUM GPOWTH RATE/DAYS, •3o0/0AV 
c••••• X•HilEO LIOUJII RIOLDGICAl SOliDS MG/l 
t••••• UH•NEJ SI'Etlflt G~OWTH ~ATE PE~ DAY 
t .. ••• I'KS•BIOlJG1tAl CONSTANf·t MG/l r.••••• FkD•OECAT tOEFFICifNT PfR DAY 
c••••• Yf•IRUE SLUDG'- YIElD t••••• VAS•VOLU~E OF AERATION BASIN 
C ..... 'LPIIA•REti~CULATIOH UTF. . 
ceoooo XR•REtllCULAII~ SOLIDS CnNC£NIRATION 
cu ... SE•fFFlUE~I BIJO - \OI.UIIH 
f.ooooo FA•AIR fll~ RATF CU. FT./MIN 
1 rQRMUUft li11Zol41 
2 ronMUil411 E~IIOR IN AIR2,14,1511 FF.FDS/PROOUt;TSI t••••• IU111Al1l! STIIFIM LDrATIDNS ••••• 
INUI-1•1 FED I JIIX ,II 
I PRIJ•IPDIJIX oll 
!;0 T011UUo2011o 8001 oiNTRY 
100 CIJNTI~UE 
~RIIEI NOoll JXX 
ICIIKIIIJIIXI•O 
~All FDCII<IIolololoJXX,JJJI 
00 1111 J•loZO 
IFIPUATAIJXXoJI.FQ.O.OIPDATAIJXXoJI•AIR20IJI 
110 CIJNIINUE 
If I JJJoEII.Z IIIR llF IIIII, 21 JXX 




Ull MO VI:R II NO Ft. II 
!: ••••• MUVE SH~AMS 10 WUP~ING ARRAY Fl ••••• 
CAll I FlU If oil 
rlll<oll•f 

































































I t;N OOtt? 
I '•'' 00~0 
I ',II 11051 
I'.N 00~ l. 
ISN 00~3 
I .. N 0054 
ISII 005~ 
I~N 0056 
I ~II 0051 
1'.11 01158 





, .. " 00f4 
I Sll 00f5 
ISII Oll6h 
1 srt oor, 1 
1~.11 006ft 
I <N 0069 

















I Sll 0088 
I~N 00"'1 
lSI; 00')'0 
1 .. 11 CO'll 
1';"1 UO'Il 
IFI SU'tFUt.EO.O.OI r.n tn 3Ud 
DO £10 l•lo 28 
FllloZI•Fll I oil 
210 CONf.fNUE 
C ••• COIIVERI Fll20o11 AND FliZ1,11 TO HUll 
Sl • IFIIZOoli+4515H.HI I IF*J.701 
XI • IFH21oll+453'>1't.lltl I IF+J.781 
Ftl "·21•11.0 
f. U•++ AF~UION OUUI OFSIGN PR(IC~OIIRF ••••• 
!S • e.o 
Ell ~. 10.0 
SF.1 • 11160.0+FS+1000.0IIF t+IOOO,OI/9,H 
St2 • IIIC60,0•FX•IOOO.OI/rt+1000.0I/8.34J+Il.,O 
Sf • SEl - Sf:2 
Fii2Uo21 • I~E+F'J,181/o\535l'o,H 
11~1 • SE./ IS~ t POATAIJXXo611 
UN • PDAUIJXXo~I•UNl- POAJAIJXXo11 
fDXl • Sl - 11,0 t roATAIJXXo911+SE 
fDXZ • POA'AIJXX,91 + PDAT~IJXXo11 
FiUl • I t POHAIJXXo11 I .UP4 
fUX'o • IPIJATlltJXXo.llt•roxl ./ F.OOI • f0X2 
rtlll• fOX. /ll.o~ PDAfAIJXllo'lll 
VAS l • fOX l•F 
VlSl • I'OIIUI.IXXor:t • FIIX 
VUlt • 11.0 t PIJaUIJXXo9ll+r I PIIUAIJXXoll 
VAS' • IPOlTAIJII~ofti+FofQXI • VA~ll I VAS3 
vas • VAS5 - VAS4 
FAI ·• lSI - S£1+F I 0.68 
TA2 • z.oocr~ATAIJXXo101 - POATAIJXXo1111 oF 
TAl • a.~oz•vAs•rox•uN 
rl • 4.lb•I.OF-06f1H1 t fA2 - rAH 
ttPl • J,tol~ o 1.0F-Of I 2.0 
HP • IPl o IFA1 • f/12 - FIIJI 
Ll1 • VAS••o.74) 
Lito • IFAl • fA?. -FAll I 2.0 
Ll5 • Cl,••o.67 
C1 • IZ.t + Cll • 0.110 • f.H 
fHIIRSl • 190,0+HP .. 0.~41 + 6l.o+IIP .. O.It3 
tZ • FHIIKS1 • POilAIJXXol21 
I:J • U.Z9+FU0,803 
C• • loll+Fo+o,,77 
01 • fA1 • F•z - FA.l 
L~l • :'1 ++0.67 
cs • az.r•cll • o,l•c5z 
f~IIRSl • J?.5 f rA .. O.~l t ll.lt • fA .. 0.6!11 
f. ••••• LAB~R tJSJS ••••• 
C6•FHHRS2•POATIIIJXX,lll 
r. •••••·poweR tusrs ••••• 
CJ•a.25tff+d,f~l 
f. ••••• HATtRIAL AlliJ ~IIPPLY COH~ ..... 
t 8•l.JZ tf o •o. ~ r I 
WRIItiNO,'Ill ~ll22olloroC14,Cir. 
WRIJEINOoVII S~I,SEZiS~.II~I 
IIRI fEINOoH I IIN,FOH,roxz,rnxJ 
IIIIIJEINO,'Ill FOX4,FO-oVASorlll 
WI\IJF.1!'10,9ll Fll2orAJol~oiiP 
'll rOIIH4JI 5ll, 1 CIIHK 1 •'•Fl2, 71 





























































•1. F VFI 7. '·" I.III'IF. 181 •HR.I 0<;/.160 rnRTIIAit H F.Xtl!llllEO ~~Tf 7v.!71/12.2b.ll 
1';N ooqJ lllll;ll • t.z•n C2loll 110001142 
15"1 ooq~ flCI>o21 • Flll7.71 - flllZ,It • rJI6,21 OOOOIIH 
I~N 001'! C.:ll TO ltJII 00001150 
ISN 00~6 111fl (01411 ~UE 00001160 
1~1·1 00~1 CALl HOVEMillll, 21 oooon 10 
UN OG1A roo CONtiNUE 000011110 
ISN CO~'I Oll. IIUVESIZ.IPPill 000011?0 
15N nioo GO TO 1111111 oooouoo 
I<;N 0101 000 tr!NIINUI! oooou to 
t ••••• PRI~T R~SUlTS ••••• 00001220 
ISN 0102 Ull SPOUT XIJXJII 00001210 
ISN OIUl IIIIITUNO, H tl. FPIIIR 51ot2 oCl oC4of.5oFP111RSZoC6oC7rCII 0000121o0 
15N 1110~ l fiJRHUiliJoVX, •••••• (IJST FOR Ml:tiiANICAl AEIIUitJN ...... ,, 00001250 
•vx,•tAPIIAL cosr•,tzx,rtz.?,zx,•ootlARS'I 00001260 
\?Xe •MANKhi~S', 16X ,flz, Z, ZX, 'HANII'lUR$' I OOOOlZ70 
$9X,'LA8~ :oST',14XoF12.2o2Xo'00LlARS'f 000012110 
\?Xo 0 1'0WU tOSI • . .t~X,Fl2.2oZXo'llDllAIIS'/ 00001290 
I?X, 'HUEitUlS' , UX, r U, 2o2Xo 'DOllARS' II 00001300 
\?X, •uooo GUSTS FOil DIFFUSI'D AERATION ooooo•11 OOOOlHO 
19Xo'LAPITAL ~OST'o1ZXoF12.2o2Xo'DOLLARS'I 00001320 
nx, 'HANIIOU-5', l6Xort2,2 ,zx, 'MANHOIJitS'/ 00001330 
'9Xo'LA8Uit tOSf'ol~XoF12.2,2X,'OOLtAIIS'I OU0013't0 
l'fXo 'POWU CUH' o1UrFl2 .2o2Xt •OOllAIII.S' I 00001"0 
•?x. 'H• TE~IAl ~· ol ~X, f 17 .2,1 X, 'Of.llAIIS' I 00001360 
IStl 0105 1000 CONIINIIE 00001310 
I ~1-1 0101> AF.IIIR~ 00001380 
I !iN .0107 FNU 000013?0 
+llf'l!ON~ IN FHHTONAIIFIHAINI ~t.IJPliMJl[ liNFCOIINTit.OI Slli:IHUI AUIOOOLIN'INEI. 
+IJPTIIINS IN FFFH.HSOURCt flltOIC I-ICILIST N'liJH.K O".lfCT NOHAP N'lFORHAT GOSTHl NllXR[F NOALC; NOANSF TERH lflH ; 
~OU~rF. SIATEMf.NIS • J(lf,, PROGIIAH S I lf • 36?4, SIIRPROGRIIH NAMF • ATR2 
+Sl~IIST!C~• NO DIAGNOSTICS GeNERATF.O 
•••••• filii nr f.f1HPitATII1N •••••• HK RYlES !IF< COPE NOT USED 
APPENDIX F 
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TITLE f\~OI(r.ST.~.!.T!::lh S!,.Po.t SYSic:"; f')QW., SiJ<-11., G"-10, EVAP 
sr•• !" ~J..,O:f'C 
CC•PC"~r:~~ 
"'lui: F ~~-
1 MID!' l;,;#l,i.(l,l 
'1 HOf Uf& .ea.o.,. 




5 cu .. l .... J 
6 .. , ... f. Zll.wJ 
7 SALT 7.1Ju 
• G•FAS~'/F.lT o.o 9 FLf!S .. o.o 
10 JI'ANU·~ Y.Z:) 
n C,..~I'IU" u.ll 
.12 HZ$04 o.o 
1J LlMf o).li 
14 CETfiiGfr.T o.o 
15 SULFITE o.~ 




lt SOLUBlE II: D .:I 
19 CTMFII Ct-F!IfCAL S 1 .z:. 
20 1!00 O.iJ 
21 uo. SI..S S:ll1 OS l·li~ 
iZ 10T.t.L FLOio l ... J 
<13 CCI'FC'I'f!IIIT 2J l.t,,) 
24 CC!MHNH T 24 l • .l.i 
25 COMC::Cr.f!IIT Z5 l •• JU 
t fAT;<fll 
PA.GI: !"-
TITlE OE~C)tST~&TI':f'oi SI.-.;)-~ SYSit:~~t; fQRt(-. SIJ&K. c,ri::. ~VIP 
STIIfl" ~v~~~::o.. 3 
~iDE Ft.:.,• HIDE FLO• 
CC!OPUNfhT 
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5 t'IRT 4.·""'"" 1.00 6 ioATfD zo .,:)., za.co 
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-:-,; -~ o.o 
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ll CHRC!OIU!O ..;. .l o.o 
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15 SUl F !Tf u ... o.o 
16 ~<YDRC'Ci'IL ~cto o.c c.o 
17 II;AQH u.~ o.o 
18 SOLUIIL E ll .,.u o.o 
1'7 CTHfl'. Cl-EM! CAL S }..c::~ 1.2 5 
20 BOO u.g;. 0.90 
a LIO. SLS SOLI !:'S l.llJ 1.00 
22 lOTAL FLO!o 1.:;.;, 63.00 
23 COHFCNEI\T 23 ;. ..... l.CO 
2ft CCMPCt.EI\T 24 1 .o;; 1•00 
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!'r~¥ .v .. o: I\ v\olTS :JPIGI'It.l ! X 
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f:CD:,.;,l! ~" l.j t A(H l3BOC.C'? 1~ T. 3 lb50.43 
FD•~LI~T. OPEQATO~ l lll~N 10500.:10 
Lt.E:P!IIS 2 ~~~~~ 2')4()0.00 
BUILCI'IG • 3!>7 .. .:. ~ •• FT {;~59,47 12t..C·<o 1299.1)0 
l A"-0 COST 53-..2 ::Ow.FT 18.57 2.41 
PAlleTS .lOO.J EACH, 1900.90 277.53 520.85 
lOT&L .lii;I>LJL COSTS 
••nH : BUILDING CCST IS ASSJCIAT!:;J WITH. FClLOoil!liG VAI!.I&Bl.!.S 
M~NUFACTU~!~G SPACE • 350.0 SQ,FT, COS' • 5 
OFFICE SPACE 9.4 SO.FT, COST • 5 
nFFtt! FU?~ITURE .lii;D E~UlP~ENTS COSTS • S 
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a LIO. St.:~ snl!':lS l.iJj !).0 o.o 
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II·£~! c E-fiii!~NT l.·).J 'IE" 244!),!)~ 
F":~~~S"J 3 • .;;. --~'I 3!:. 7 20. "0 
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;;ATe~ 1 ))17';87.<. lOS 4978.64 
1':!lt.l AIIINl:il COSTS 
'-OTF : i\'Jll:ll!'<G CCST I~ AS)JC.iAT'EO W!Trt FC\LL:lio!NG VA~I~BLES 
'IAI\IUHCTUI!.!"'G SP4C.E '" 9C'l0.:l SQ,FT. CCST • S 
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9· fL~SI< iloO o.o 'l.O 
J') I'A .. UIIE 4:5[,.~w zzs.oo 25,"l::l 
J1 c .. ,. C.~!'·'" u.u ~.o o.o 
12 H2SC" 0 • .:1 o.o !).0 
13 ll"'f w·.U o.o c.o 
h OFTft>(;EI'.• ~2 •"'U 10.80 1.20 
15 Sl<LFlTE Y ui.C. BolO Q,9C 
Ho ~'>YO•CCi"L tt I 0 o.c o.o ').0 
H ""C!to \#.i,) o.o o.o 
11 !C!L U!L! ~ ~.u o.o ),0 
tt C'TH(II CfOf,.ICALS ll!>O .• J;. 1125.00 125.00 
10 eoo 9Jz.oa 1bb.10 l35.30 
cl l!Q, SLS S~liDS 1Sw4 .r,·,. 225.60 12T8.t.O 
2l lOT AL FLO It ~14l30.117 396539.56 Zle-91. ('9 
23 CCMIICNENT :23 lOOO.u() o.o JCOO.OO 
24 CeMFCNEhT 24 l'"~ .ioij o.o 1000.00 
25 COOIIPCNI!~T 2S lCii#O.Ou o.o 1000,00 
tOTAL 8'tl8b7.69 794071.37 it7795.B7 
Cf~JTlL CCST • I j 7lolo4 
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II !OLU8LE 1"1 
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l HOE ~:..:J~ .Ju 1),0 ').:> 
2 .. IDE '"Fa .. o.e~J o.o o.o 
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5 DIRT 
6 WI. TEo 
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8 GREASE/f!..T 




13 L !HE 
14 OETfiiGE,_.,. 
15 SUlFITE 
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17 NAnH 
18 SOLUB-LE N 
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20 BOD 
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:C2 TCT Al FlO I< 
23 CCMPCNENT 23 
24 ([HF(I,IE!\T 24 
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U TOTAL FlOii 
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_, ... -::~- .. 
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.. Ct- 40 
-
,., ft.:Z ... ... ... .. z ... t-Z 
=· 
,_ ...... C- ... (J .... Oc 
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ur o ~- u 1- .... ... ... 
2. =~;~j r=.~: f;;urP~~.._,.~ 
J'•ccc-~~ . B c ::' : F TOTAL 
TVPF :F ECJ!P-t.tiE'T 
P&ll I'~ 3.;v.J o.-c ,,0 o.c o.o o.o 300.0 
PLUMBlNG u.J o.o ·~.0 0.(1 o.c o.o 6.0 
W!!IJI\G "'•C c.o c.o o.o o.o o.o 6.0 
FORKLli'T I EL EC Til !C I l.J o.o ::.c o.o o.o o.o 1.0 
TAM> f~G !H<U". "'Ul Tl SP 
"·" 
o.o c.c o.o o.o o.o 6.0 
SCC.H'iiNG l'!&C•H~E 0.) ;.o o." o.o o.o o.o 3.0 
!. f'!;:.JIP"!;I\T tcsr s 
IPI':'C!S S 4 8 c 0 E F TOTAL 
TYPE OF ECUJO"'!:NT 
PAlLET lii'ir'lo\.1 c.o e.o o.o o.c o.o 11199.0 
PlUWI!Jt,IG z.,)l~.;;- o • ., ~-0 (1.0 o.o o.o · zroooo.o 
1tJR lNG 
"'" 9u.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ZZ290.0 FOIIKLlF'f I EL EC. TIIJC I lhJU,O o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o UI,O.O 
Tt"'NI"'~ OlltUM '4ULTI SP lwaJJv.u o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 101000.0 
. SCREfi\11\G.M&CHINE u.J 300.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 300.0 
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t. Co;F;a:.,_E A: .C:'S ~S 
c'~~~!S :. 6 D t TCT t.l 
1y;:~ !:F Q•·=• ... ;:•o 
Vllll!BLE 
;.H!;II .. , 1 0 ... Ct.0 '),C ::.o "·0 O.G lo918 ·" 
H!;CTit!CiT'I' l7 (.c,U • .,. o.o ~., o.o o.c c.o 17240.9 
CfH!C liT lCfll 
II'QUIFIII!NB "jf> 7.1 o.o o.o o.c o.r o.o 2087.1 
At;CI!~~O~Y !Iolli! ~'"!''lTS <o2:.:. .... o.o o.o 
-0·" ':).':' C'.O .r.zcs.o 
!U!LOII•G Y7:.2.J o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 97 52 .o 
l!•ll• 
fQu1'MI'r.1'S ~lib.b ':'.0 o.o O.C.I o.o o.o 2796.6 
•a:H!.,RY ~OU! ""!;'o!TS ":sl.i c.o o.o· o.c c.o o.o 48l.f9 
l"UillllNG Z.:Sli.o o.o c.o o.o l.O o.o 22511.1! 
IN~•J••fiiCf 
l.a!ICkS ~;z7 • .J 7<15.1 e.o ,,0 ').I' o.o lt722.1 
F&rre•v SlJPPLt !5 .:..J 457.5 o.c o.c o.r o.c t,<;"?. 5 
, llt!!: 
C:E,.fCliTtt'N 
f:UI,MENTS s£·1.~> o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 521.8 
ICCISSGIY FOUIP14EiiTS ~;;s1.:; o.o o.o D.O o.o o.o lOSl.l 
IUllDlliG z.,;;a.u o.o ~.o o.o o.o o.o Zlt3S.O 
1AI 
fQUIPIIIfi'tTS )~2. 7 o.o o.o o.o o.c o.o 322.7 
ICC!SSOIY !OUJ PI"Eiofr S 'i::>lo& o.c o.o J.{'· o.o o.o 963.1l 
8Uil0TNG lJ:>o.a o~o c.o o.o o.o o.o 1036.0 1-' 
1-' 
0\ 
L CVFP~!:AC C~S,.~ tc:•.""! .. uti 
"~nc~~5. ~ c !:' !' F T :_.,. Al 
lY~!; OF C'!\IEC!-f&~ 
JIISUH'OC!' 
fOUIFIIIEtlT! lJl.o o.o o.o o.c o.o o.o 101.8 
&CCFSSCIIY f.C~1 P14e~TS loa lo't c.o o.o o.c o.o o.o 4et ,9 
IIUilOING :.!.'>~) o.c o.o c.o o.o o.o 56fi.3 
~At,j&G!!'1' 10'1TS liioC.O o.o 
"·' 
o.o o.r. o.J 306C.~ 
Jfi.'!'EII!!'ST 
fCUIF~'E"TS }ljj(l,) o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 31&0.0 
aCC!SSORY EOU!:>"ENTS 2't)!JI.5 o.o o.o o.o 1).0 o.o 2409,5 
!UTLOir.G .l.lho • .:. o.o (),Q o.o ().() o.o l711j(j.3 
.tat.;!) 'tlo1 915.5 ~.o o.o o •. o o.o 9t:3.5 
TO" Al 
ylll.JULE COSTS t>l'Hil.l l z 52 .t: o.o o.t" ().() o.o 6923.3.3 
'' xro crs-rs :Jj~ "'·;) 915. a 1).':1 o.o o.o o.o 34111!9.!! 
T~TAL :v'E~HEAO c:srs 1Jl7jto.7 Zle>8 • .; o.o o.o o.o o.o 10.4123.1 
.... C>C 
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... CAP! TAL St....'~.,. Ar: ~ 
PD.C!C fS S ~ s ( c e F T(C~ Al 
TYPF CF CCST 
eunot"G A 'liD VAI\OD l ;:):; 3 "· [; CeO c.o o.c o.o o.o. l7S33t>.O 
iootSTE lA~ATU.~~-" t ,,, u.J et~c .. c ~.o o.o c.c o.o 8000.0 
fQUIF"'~'-T lo973.,.J 3')(.. () c.o o.c o.o O.t' 170289.0 
lQTAl CII'!TAL CCST5 ,,_&j.2.S.C s:;.,~-.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 3S6b2S.O 
10. L'i'fll ATI•~G SLI .... tll:¥ 1 er.r•i.l'-1. Z.f.IS.TSI 
PA~CfSS t ( 0 E F TCT&l 
TVi>E CF c::.:sr 
Pfltlll~li'I!.T LlROI! ol4.;Y.j c.~ c.o tt.C' o.c o.o 61200.0 
t<OUALV LIB!JF 7o5 ..... o 159!)r:'.O e.o 0.(1 o.o o.o 91oltlt0 •. 0 
TQTll li!!OI: U97<tO.O 15900.' o.o 0.1) o.o o.o 155640.0 
FIXfC Clffi':HEA!l l3'i74t.ll 915.! o.o o.o o.c o.o 3itll9.! 
VUII!llo CVEP.H~IC o791Hio7 1-252.6 o.o o.o o.o o.o 69233.3 
TOTAL CVEII.t4fAO lvl'i'S4.7 2168 ·" o-.o o.o c.o c.o l0ltl23.1 
TOTAl Cl-EM! C &!.. o2~8 • .i o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 6288.{1 
TOTAL 0"EPATI'H> COSTS 2H'>o2.7 18068 ... OoO o.o o.o o.o 2&6051.1 
---------
• CPERATI~G COST I HID~ .. . 1.0433 
COS'f I SQUAR·e F()DT OF LEit.THE:k • ' 
II Al UE S FCO HIDE P~CCESStlli:; 
l I Tf"S UNIT~ PRICEIU"'IT FACTORS 
2 3 4 5 6 
f\UIU:H~G t.l\i::l L.&ND 
1 'IANUFACT Ul'(! IIIG SPACe So~.FT lS.':lCO ::1.15 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
2 CFFICE SP.&CE Sw.FT 30.000 0.15 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
3 CFF ICE F V"Nl TURt. 1.1-.IT 30.000 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4 L!~IC • lCRE 1500. ooc l.O o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 5 ;.AST'E ,.A'IAGE"E'"T LAr.il t.CRE ICOO.CO!.' o.o o.c o.o o.o o.o ::>.o 
6 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ).0 
7 o.o J.l) o.o o.c o.o o.o ::l.O 
8 o.o 0.':1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
9 0.(' O.J o.c o.o o.o o.o o.o 
lC o.:: 0.':' . 0 .o c.o o.o o.o 1).0 
l AI!OII 
11 St.:PEil.VISQil ICt;PTI 11'JUR 8.0:)(1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
12 FCwEMAS 110U~ 6.000 o., o.o n.o o.o o.o o.c 
13 )IACi-4I~f OPFR!TQR HOUP 5. zs:: 1).:) o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 
14 S""l SKillED LAoLKE:R tiOU~ 5.100 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
15 L.e~CR.~R -tOUR 5.'11)" O.D o.o c.o o.o o.o o.o 
16 "tCHIIIE OPEJ(!T')rt 110UI:. 4.25!.' o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
17 SF"'! SKI llfO LAo Oi<Ef\ HOUR 4.100 o.o o.c c.o o.o o.o o.o 
le L ~SOllEe -tOUR 4,(1,0 J.O ').0 c.o o.o o.o o.o 
19 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
20 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.c o.o 
OVERf-EAO I UT ILITIESI 
21 AATER 10:>0 GAL 0.4')0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.c o.o 
22 ELECTRIC !Tl' KWH 0.028 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
23 GASCL!'i!: GAL 0.650 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
24 NHUR.AL GAS 'ICF 2.000 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
25 STE A>~ 1000 BTU 0.010 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
2t O.'! o.o o.o c.o o.o o.o o.o 
27 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
28 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
29 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
30 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.(1 
Cf-f~ ICALS 
31 Stll LB 0.650 o.o o.o o.o (1.0 o.o o.o 
32 Cf-~C'IILI" LB 0.750 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 
33 H2S04 LB 0.650 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o c.o 
34 L!"'E LB 1. 750 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
35 CETfRGE'iT L9 0.33('1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
36 SULFIDE LB 2.300 ').0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
37 Hl'DPOCHL !)RIC ACID LB 1.000 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
38 NAOH LB 1.000 o.o o.-o c.o o.o o.o o.o 
39 CALCIU~ HYDROX!Dt LB 1. 750 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
40 II.ACL LB 0.250 o., c.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1-' 
41 sc~o IUM BICARBO!';ATE LB 0.48!) o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o N 
L,;> O~'IIM!NG CHEMICALS LB 1.000 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0 
121 
'• I o.n o.n o.o n.o o.o o.o o.o 
'• .; o.n o.o (1,0 I),C· o.o o.o o.o 
4 •, o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
'•' 
<).~ o.~ o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4 1 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 0.() 
.... ! c.o o.o 0.0 o.a 0 -~· o.o o.o 4•; ~ .. () 0.0 o.o ').() c.o o.o o.o 
')(l o.c <'),1) o.o 'J.O o.o o.o o.o 
Q,'l '),;1 o.o ').0 C'.O o.o o.o 
/ 0,0 Q,') (1,(' c.o o.o o.o o.o 
r •• o 0. (J 0,(' o.o o.o o.o o.o 
.,,, o.o J,(' o.o 0.0 •f.o o.o (),0 
'J'.I o.o o.o o.c '),(1 0.0 o.o n.o 
,.., t o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.1) e.o :>.o 
•·;. 1 o.o ().0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
'>II o.o o.o . 0 ;.(\ o.o o .• o o.o o.o 
')9 1'1,() ()." o.o •r,., o.o o.o o.o 
1•0 o.o o.o o.o \),0 o.o o.o o.o 
f I o.o o.o 0~(1 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
t ;• o.o Q.') o.o o.o (),(1 o.o o.o 
0 (i. f) '),!) o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o-
f. I, o.o 0~0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1'1,0 
I •, (1.0 c.o o.o (),() o.o o.o o.o 
1\ (, ( ! \' Ill, '( I ~l" !'M' ~j ', 
, /, i'hl If 1 l.AUI f,. "Lit) r •• 1 .1 o.n CI,O o.o o.o n.o 
I, I H' q ,.,~ II lt. I 't I' ~ J I Al." I 1)G. 00~ J. J ~) n .• o 0.0 o.o o.o ').0 
,,,1 1-r 1·'-.' llll\.t1 y Y''t_ j iMU I J',.OO'.J. :) • 1 ., 0 .. 0 (;.(I O,'l o.o o.o 
,,. ~ ,,, 1' 11.1 ~ ... ~. ~!. ""Ill t i hLt• .'nO.N!O A. J ··, o.o (l,() 0.1') o.o o.o 
/(i l ~"' 1 ' f "'! · r·o :· ·~ I ,_At t' 10(). ()()" G. 1'., ') . ;:'\ 0.0 !'.0 o.o o.o 
ll ;...I~ f.I•P IN:. '.,,, f [· ACt4 1-~-(J~ Ot'\t1 a.t '·' o.o 0.0 OoO o.o 0.0 
I;' l ,..., l !Utl•"•li , ~"' 1· ~u· !llC•t>O.OC 0 I). 1 ~~ o.n o.o o.o o.o o.o 
I' IJ!. P 1 ,,,a; :· -(H l"I(IC0,1:t'l t) .. l~ (1, ( ;),() Q,l) o.o o.o 
,,, ll.l'. l tt., ,, ?llC.IlOO O.l'> '>.0 o.o o.o C.!l o.o 
, .. P t ~ f ""I~ I •>J :·, J')fl 4rOO.!l?O 0.10 (l,(l o.o o.o o.o o.o 
II ""' J r• 1 t-}(, Jf_;(\ 371!i.OOO 1.10 r..r o.c 0.;0 o.o o.o 
! ,' o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
"' 
().0 0.!) 0.0 c.n ('.0 o.o o.o 
j•, :J .·n r..o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
/If' o.o ~-0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Ill o. ·1 0,) 0.1' o.o o.o o.o o.o 
n: 0.<1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
H:•. o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
H ~~ o.o o-.o (),(; o.o o.o o.o o.o 
I' •,. o.o o.o o.o o.o· o.o 0·.0 0•0 
Rl· o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o p ., o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
I• !1 · i'l.O ., ,(I o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Rf..J n.f' n.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
(1C J.~ C.!:' O.t' o.o o.o o.o o.o· 
"'I r..o n,o o.o o.o o.!! o.o o.o 
<"_ti' •). 0 0.\) 0 .o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
'I ~ f) .. ':' n.o o.o 0.(.1 o.o o.o (.1,0 
fjl; o.o n.o Q,O o.o o •. o O.C' o.o 
l} ~ ' o .. o ').I) o.o o.o o.o o.o. o.o 
,_. ~r-.li II ,\t __ ~ d·l. J ".Jl. :. u·ut P:·H ~o,l:. 
til, I ('lifo.l !f -, lll"fl~lt I t ~l. H 1 :'~<oo.oon 0.!, o.n o.o (),'.) o.o o.o 
'II !CWKI!ll tlik()t•ArH I Ul.i.l 1. A( If Lt('l,o.tioo 11.7:' o.c o.o o.o o.o o.o 
-.n I fi;{KII I I l:~lH 11 ooo. 000 0.70 (t .o o.o o.o o.o o.n 
qt·; ~(4lf lt,fOO Ill It I AI I i: -Ctl ~1>00.000 0.?0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
wr: < ( !11 f· 11,1'1 1 r. f.l ~ll E ACti ~oe .o3o o. 7~ (\,(1 o.o o.o o.o o.o l 01 ~,(~IF i:: ACH 41'0.000 I).~)!) (),(' o.c o.o o.o CI.O 
Jill H f ~.Hjl~(. ., 1'"'4410!10.. 
r '"" 
l o\(11 t.l£'(:0.000 1.?~ '),0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
ooaaoooooo~oooooooooooo~ooooooooaoooooooaonooooo 
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Tl'\'tE CE"C"STG.&TIO"i Si•~-~ S'r~Tf:'l; fQI<,.:., SO&ot, GI>!Q, ~I!U, fV&t> 
CL"'Pr,c:!'., c1-~-~'rawr 
~uwe~~ .,, .. r 
1 l 14l:'IE 
2 :! ... 1!)'! 
'"""' '.! 3 ioEIGH'r "'~" .. 
"' 
Hi!A 
5 5 C:IU 
~· 6 •iT!: G. 
7 7 SUT 
s e GafHEI i'/,f 
c; 
• FLH~ lt": \., MINUI<E 
ll 11 CMIIC"l"'IOI 
12 12 .,2S:Jto 
n n l U!'! 
l.r. 14 tiETE•GEr,f 
!5 15 SULI'I Ti 
16 16 "'YO•OCttl AC.lJ 
11 lT ... ~~ 
!I! 11 S!:lUI'LiE 1111 
19 19 CTMfa C.tif"'l CAl.~ 
n n !CO 
21 2\ UQ. s;;s WLll:IS 
2Z 2l! TO TIL FLOW 
Z3 2) CC.-PONEt;T H 
24 24 CClllfiOt.IENT ~ .. 
25 2S tOI'!IJO .. EhT 2!» 
St>fCIFIEO liNITS 
tNPUT TEMPfR&TUlES &R£ 1- aEG f 
OUTPUT TEMP!RATURES ~E IN ~~G F 
INPUT PP.ESSURES IRE IN PSi& 
OUTPLT PRESSURES &ae lN PS1& 
TI,.O: !!ASIS 1S MR 
OUTPLT ENE•GY l~ITS AA~ USA 
INPUT ENERGY UNITS A~E US&. 
RELtTJVE RECYClE tt!lEJII~E O.aJ310 
SPEC I FIFO JIII&XIMU .. lTEUHUNS 23 
.. U!I Ef!R OF Pf'C\'tl! STRUMS 0 
1\Ufoi'~R OF S'!PIUTE lOOPS 0 
lf ', ... ,. 
~•t~ ' 










1Eiff'. OF FLOAT 
I SULF!D~ 
C~£111TOD 















•Da .. l~~ ~OU~ID&V 
,I;;;.:r.n&UET 
SAl ~A\0~ V&l\.IE 





































Tt'L! D!•tt;Sn&Ttel«oi Sl•~>.,i !or!oH:"; f!l.llKo SOAI(, GR!O. &!ltl, EV&P 
'fft ~T•£1•, TO U~IT 
~,.,,. '-iu•ef• 
C!:UI"'IIIf:-.T 
l ... Of 
~ ~>IOf aau 






9 fU$ .. 
·~ ..... .,.. 11 , ... ~ .. ,..,.. 
U ttHt!4 
l1 Llllf 
l4 CfTUU .. T 
lS SULFITI 
.... .,.,.ec.,L acrn 
IT MION 
ll SO\utlll fl 
1• tTMU Ct-~trltAL S 
,~ enc 
41 LIO. SLS !~lOS 
u TOTAl flOio 
U CC-CIIII'IIT U 
24 C.OMfC'If!HT l4 
n cetUt~~~• u 


























"'TL! Of•O•STIIIlTIC" SJOIDI..i: H$Tr::•; fJI'K, SOil«.o GIIIO, &IIIlo Elll~ 
F':I•KllF,.•• o 2 ••• ,Ott .. 
ff!DS••••••·,·~~~Jvcrs•••••• 
~TDJI"! I\IJ"?f• ~ , 
.. lui: fL(,.; HID'!' FLDit 
CCMPONFN':" 
l ,.JOf lllilil .J .. lCO'l.CIO 
2 .. IDF API'& toO.o)O • ., • .,0 
3 loiFlCIOT lt)IIYI zs.,a u.oe 
...... u o .sJ ?.so 
5 DliiT 1.\.IQ 1.00 
e. lt"&.Tf' Zi.Q., za.~o 
7 S&l T 7.QO T.eo 
8 Glt.U!Eif&T O.ll· 0.1) 
. • fUStt o.o OoO 
10 IIAM!Jit~ O.iS OoZ5 
ll C~I"IUil o.o !toO 
lZ fo!ZSO• OoO '·0 
Ill LilliE o." IJoO 
16 C!Tf,GENT 0.1; o.o 
tS SUVITE OoCI ,oO 
lb tiYDJIOCHL ACID o.u o.o 
17 !IliON Wool f)o0 
18 SCliJtlf .. .J.O '3.0 
19 CTME• C~~I"ICALS l • .i(j t.zs 
~., eoo 0.9l o.•a 
il liOo SLS !OLIOS 1ooiU t.oo 
2Z TDTI1. HO" lo..-CI .s.oo 
2J {CI'IPCNE~T Z3 lo.JD 1.00 
24 C.,...PCIIi~'I\T 24 loolu 1.00 
~~ CCIIII'CNH,. lS loOt> l.CO 





1\,IJ"'itf r. ll'o !TS Oil I CI!IIAL I' lifO YUIA8U 
COST c~ns COSTS 
fO•IIllfT l•Q . &:&CM u•n.oo t6lT. n l6SQ.4J 
fOR-LlF" QP~R&TO~ 1 .. , .. l"S"'.ot 
L&eellfo s l "-f'll Z04r.O.OO 
eu", o lNG • l!iw.• s.;,.~T 6659.41 126.0. ll99olt0 
L&IIIO (n.n s~;; .z S.OI.Ff li.ST lo41 
II'ALlElS )OO.j E &CH, 1900.90 zn.n szo.as 
10Ut A!IINlltL COSTS 
IIIOTF : 8UlLDI'IIt0 COST IS &SSu;UnD IIUTH FOLlOWI!IIG. V&ltUILES 
111&'\IUF&CTURING ~&Cf " 350.G SQ.~T. COST • S 
OFFICf S'&Cf • 9.4 SQ.FT, Ct:ST I 
OFF lC!: FUPIIIIT:JlE &~ fOIUl 'II!!NTS COSTS • I 
FOIIKLJI'T QfPilECIATICN RGUTI~E 
ID!P•S 133C.OOo ATAX•S 193.57. &kcP•I 32~.43o SU~•S 
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SOite: I NG CC"'PUTI.T!Ot. OUTP.Jl .>•••SOitl. 
JTFM N\J>46ER :nUS ORIGI~ll I'! XED VAAl ABLE 
COSTS COSTS COSTS 
MACHit..E 
'"·"" 
EAt.H 1)8!)00.00 uono.u 2252'1.89 
•AI\AGEMENT loSii MEN 2 .... 80.()0 
FORI<MJ'Ii ~.il3 liEN UUO.'X! 
OPEUTQII l.Y~ NE~ nuo.oo 
LABOAER 1 •. 50 N5!11 15300.00 
DETEIGFIIOT 306,).00 LIS 1009.80 
SULFIDE 2295.0,) L&S 527&.50 
HEAT IlliG H!ll4to.)7 IUoH 17240.91) 
PlUMIIJNG COST 2to,oo.o~ 2160.00 21tOO.OO 
WIRE COST 22290.0'3 2229.1)0 2006.10 
IUlli>ING • 924).0 .. Sw.FT 1712 .. 3.62 1866'1.52 3)1tl"2 .II!) 
li"C COST 1386 ... 49 S~.FT lt11.1t3 62.07 
WATEII l'l3779872. UlS 4'178.61t 
TOTAL IN .. UAl COSTS 
"'OTF : BUILDING COST IS ASSJ:JATED· WITH FCLlO~JNG VAitUBL!:S 
MANUflCTVAING SPACE = 9000.0 SO.~T. COST • S 
OFFIC~ SPACE 21tl.~ SQ.~T. CCST = S 
OFFICE FUIINJTUkE AND EOUIPM~NTS COSTS • S 
SOAKING •ACHJNE DEPRFCIAJION RO"TINE 
IDEP=S 1278.84 ATAX=S 12i.~9 4REP•S 21t7o.l4 SUPsS 
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T I Tlf. OfttttoS'I'P.&'TlO"i SIMDtoE U$Jc't; F~ll(• S'J&«. • GIO.J<). as•.t. fV" 
fJC:CESS StiEA~S LO: .. IIIII.C Irti UNIT 
!fafaw II.U"ll!'~ I.H ., • cc·~o~f''liT 
SC~EP• SOllO £ Ff'L Ufi\IT 
1 t<IO! l"""·J.;J ~.o o.o l toll)f U~A "tt.i.Jj 1).1.) o.o 
S loUr.t<i lCII'I"I 2.5.~;;. ,.e ~.o 
4 .... ,. o.>o o.o o.o 
5 ttPT o.u.< r.9'l.oe f.).tl 
• IIITFI 21·"" 20699.00 '·'D 7 S&LT S.H JSI.).Cl' o.o 
a CIIFISE /F.tT o.o o.o o.o 
9 FLC$1- J.D o.o o.o to .,aHu•e o.D zs.oo .,_., 
11 ClolltfltttU"' 
;) ·" o.o 
,_., 
u "'no• o.o o.o n.o 
u ll~ 0.;) '·0 
'·' 14 CfT!R(;f!I:T o.r. 1.20 o.n 
IS SULFITE o.D 0.90 o.o 
16 t<'IDH'C'"l ICIO o.o o.o o.o 
17 !I.IOH CI.O o.o f).G 
lS SOlUI!LE Ill o ... 1).0 o.o 
19 CTHE• C'"!:"'ICILS ".o us.oo o.o 
zo eoo 0.:1 -l35.3l' o.o 
ll liO. SlS SOL I OS 0•3 12'11.40 ').:) 
u TOTAl FLOW 51.71 2U.9t.o• o.o 
23 CCMPCIIIEtoT 23 o.u ICO').OO o.o 
24 Ct'MPOI\I!:II;T 24 0 .:» 1000.00 '!I.e 
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P'':'Cf5S :. B 
l'l'f• 
OI'ITil CCST 0~ 
"lfiUf'ACTUitl,.G SltlCE 1 1>0 :.,) 0 .,, "·0 
CFFICf S"IC£ 7:)J~!'j o.o 
TOTAl SPACE C:JSTS 17So».J.O o.o 
CFFIC! FU•tiJTU~£ £.-lu.l o.o 




WAST£ ~~~AGf~~NT LANO a.:l zouooo.o 
lOTAL CCST OF 
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c 0 E 
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SUI'fh•H~• c Of •r t ~J ..... .; o.o e.o o.c. o.o 1).0 3060.0 
fo-~"'" "l>l2J • .) Oo'l o.o o.o o.c o.o 6121),., VUUSL! I"'JUII.L•I 
lf&C,..Itvf ~P!'-~~-:t• th2o.i.j lclC •. O o.c .,,0 o.e o.o 9170.0 
li!IOIH 7.i.<oJ,;) 34!1J,O o.o ti.C o.e o.o n•u.t' 
s. lUf'lll CCSlS 
f'ROCUS .. e c 0 E TOTAL 
T't'f'E ~F .LABO" 
f'!FI'JNf!\IT 
SUI'FRV!S!lll. I!'!: OT) 2~•ou.J o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o Zto480.0 
FORE "'At. .3b72;!.0 o.o 0.':1 o.o 1),{' n.o 36720.0 
Vllt t•lll! IH:Jlll.l'l'l 
~ACHtNE OFEQATOII. •2ll<t:l.U e.r.~z.~ o.o o.o o.o o.o ~1292.5 
lABOit'!:P lH)J • .) 17415. c o.o o.o o.o o.o 53115.0 
TC'TAl 
f'ERM&NFI\"'!' lAI!OII COSTS ollJ.l.J o.o o.o o.o 0~0 o.o f>LZOO.O 
HOURLY L.tf'OQ COSTS 1<>540.0 2 5867.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o 10to407.5 
TOTAL LIIBCII. C'JST S 13iHJ.D 25867.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o 165607.5 

... CV"G.HAl: COSTS I C!j111Tl "uc I 
tti!':C?.S! c ~ F TCTAL 
'YI>£ !)~ Cwf~~c•: 
l!oSUIItP,(~ 
fOUIFIOf..,TS lli..a o.o ~.o 1).0 0.1) ·0.0 101.8 
acccssc•Y EOVIP~!~Ts .. al.i o.o o.o o.o o.o c.o ~tet.9 
BUll OING 5.b'ioo.i 0.1) o • ., "·~ o.o . 'l.C So9.3 
.AIIIlGCtlf!-4TS 31)c.;.c. o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 3060.0 
INTE'fST 
HIU!P~ENTS .Ho0.3 o.o· o.o o.o o.o o.o 3180.0 
ACCESSOQY ECU! I>"ENTS 2 .. 09.5 o.o o.o o.o 
'·" 
o.o ztte9.5 
aUilDtt.IG l7hv.3 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 11191).3 
lAND ltl. 7 955.9 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1003.6 
TC!Al 
VlPIAPL!' COSTS b7YII0o 7 4872.3 0~0 o.o o.o o.o 728 53 .o 
FllfC CCSTS 3397 ... o 955.9 o.o o.o 0.(1 o.o 3't929 •• 
TOHl CVERHEAO CCSTS l0li~4. 7 5828. z o.c 0.(1 o.o c.o 1:17'?82.9 
'· CfOUII>H C .. £"1IC&LS 
pee cess 
" 
i! c 0 E F ,.r:,T&l 
TYPE ry~ C .. !¥!C&L 
CfT £11(£!-<T :;,;.;'j ... o.o o.o o.c o.o o.o 3059.0 
SIJl FlOE i;t~ s.;, o.o o.o o.c o.o o.o 2Z95 .o 
e. CHF~tCAt COSTS 
peoces! 
' 
8 c 0 E F TOTAL 
TYPE OF C .. EMICAl 
CfTEQ(H'!' 1);,9. 5 c.o 0.? c.o o.o o.o 1?09 .s 
SUlFIDE :i2lii.!i o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 52 78.5 
TOTAL C .. E~ICAL CCSTS i>lilllo:J c.o ll. 0 o.o o.o o.o b2811.0 
1-1 
e 
'i. CAP I TIL 5-u•••• 'f 
P~~C~!! .. 
' 
r ~ TCT&L 
lV!>~ ~~ cr-s T 
!;;tl ::tt.o ... ,r' i.l .. ~ 1 r .. no.a o.o c.c o.o o.c f':.O 178 3 36.0 
•lS'l'!' 'tlo~!.""fi'~N"r Ll':" l.l.J 2:11 3COO.C e.o 0.(1 -;.e o.o 2013000 .o 
-!:Ci.Jf;:Yt;,~'!' lt.9'i3 ;~.;, 2(130C.ll o.o o.o 0." c.o l'ICI21111.0 
TOT II. C tPlTt~ ccs·~ l•&~zs ... zon:no.o o.o c.e c.~. . o.o 2381625.(' 
%., • OP~IIU II'>C !U~"&QV IA ... NUAL tu~TSt 
PIH'C E SS l. ;; c e F T::lTAL 
lVI>E OF CCST 
P~II.,JNft-T Lt.!OR Ol2JO." c.c c.o o.o o.c o.o ~lZ'JO.O 
1-!~VRLY LABOF 7~!»4\).(r 25867.~ c.n o.o c:.e c.o 1041t:l7.5 
TOTAL L~BCR l397 .. o.u 25867.5 c.o o.o o.c o.o lb5607•5 
FIXft OVfPt.fAD 3397to.LI 955 ... c.o o.o c.o c.o 34929.9 
VARIABL~ CVfRHE&O 679clv.7 48 72.3 o.o o.o o.o o.o 728 53.0 
TOTAL CV':RHEAD 10H5<o.7 5628.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o 107782.9 
T(JTAL CI-E~ICAL bZdiJ.O o.c o.o o.o o.c o.o 6288.0 
TOTAL OPEPATT~G COSTS z to7982. 7 3f695. 7 o.o o.o o.o o.o 279678.4 
--------
• 
CP~PA~J~G COST I HIDE 1.')968 
COST I SOUA~E FCOT OF LEATHER • 5. O.OZH 
i.; l..:. :..!:: 5 c:~:: "IDE o~:.:~'SS''•::. 
l yro .. s J!)i~TS ~.~~! ·:. ~/U~I 'f ~sc•ags 
2 ., ... 
~lltlt!•.oc. "') t.l'<c· 
! t~t!'H.Ii=£('!' .Jf;' !'~~ s;;•~c. S..;.F! ld,C)-:10 ().1~ o.o c.o e.;, o.o. o.o 
2 CH JCE S"&Cf ~,i.F• 30.000 ).15 o.o o.c o.o o.o o.o 
3 C:fqC! ~U''ilTU~i: ;,·"'itT 3~.~'0 
'·' 
':.0 e.o o.~ o.~ ;).0 
... l'J~t &c;ce t5oc.eoo o.c o.o o.o o.o o.o ':!.{1 
5 lo&ST~ •:.-.·a.G!•~-..r ~ .. ~iJ ACP~ ll'OO.,,O o.o o.c o.t o.e o.o ;),0 
~ o.o o.o o.o c.o c.o o.c o.o 
1 o.o o.o !).0 o.o t".~ e.e o.o 
e c.c O.t' o .c· (1,{\ o.o e.o 0.? 
<; o.o o.o ,,c o.~ o.o o.o :J.O 
\0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ~.o 
LA!~; 
l! SL:~E~.-~ tS':'- t::EPH ,jQ!JII. e.or.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
12 F C"f•&~ .; :H..JR 6.1):)~ o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
13 I'&Ct<iNf 01'EQ£Tc;._ >10U" 5.250 0.(' o.c o.o {1,(1 o.o ').0 
14 ~t;'"'l S.;.lLl!; l&.:iOI\Et. -IOU I> 5.1<:'0 o.o o.c-: 0,(1 o.o o.o o.o 
15 U!IC·I\EO "'li.l~ s.ooo o.o o.o c.o o.o o.o 0.':' 
16 ".IC.Hlt.IE QC'EQJT~ H::!U~ 4.250 o.o o.o o.o o.n o.o o.o 
1 7 SE"'I SKll.LE;) l AoC..~Cii. HcHJr. 4.10"' o.o o.o o.o o.e O.t' o.o 
18 L!so;e~; .. 'J!JR. 4.0"'(' :1.1) o.o c.o o.o o.o o.o 
1'> o.o 0,(.1 o.~e c.o o.o o.o o.o 
2rJ o.t:o ~.') !').(\ o.o o.o o.o o.o 
OVEG.~~AD I UTI LIT! ESI 
21 lt,!oll'l\ lOJJ GAL 0.400 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
22 ELECTRICITY KWH 'J.C\28 o.o o.o c.o o.o o.o 0.(1 
23 GJSOLINE GAL 0.6SO o.o o.o o.o c.o o.o o.o 
24 NATUI\Al GAS MCF 2.000 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
25 STEAM i.J:lO BTU 0.01(1 o.o o.o 0.(1 o.o o.o o.o 
26 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
27 o.t:o o.c 1),0 c.o o.o o.o o.o 
28 o.c o.o o.o 1).0 o.o o.o o.'.! 
2c; o.o o.o !).0 o .• o n.o o.o o.o 
:!0 o.o o.o o.o ~.o o.o o.o o.o 
CH'MIOLS 
31 SALT LS 0.650 o.o ,,c o.o o.o o.o c.n 
32 C 1-~ C'M I U'l L'l c. 750 0.{' o.o· o.o o.o o.o o.o 
33 H2S04 Le Cob50 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
34 ll"f' LB 1.1'50 0.() ~.o o.o o.o o.a 
'·' 35 CCTFRGE!\IT lB 0.330 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o
36 SCL FIDE LS 2.300 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
37 HYOROCHl ::JR IC At iii lB 1.000 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
38 t;AO ... LB 1.000 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
39 CALC!U!' HYOIIOX IJE LB 1.750 o.o o.o ·c.o o.o o.o o •. o 
J-1 
"0 1\iACl LB o.zso o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 8" 41 SCDIU" STCARBC'IIATE LB C~480 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 42 OELTMING CI'E"ICALS LB t.ooc o.o o.o o.o o.c o.o o.o 
144 
43 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
""' 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0~0 o.o o.o 
It!> o.o '.).0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
lob o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
47 o.o o.o 0.(1 o.o o.o o.o e.o 
4~ o.o 1).0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
"" 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
'>0 o.n 0.:1 o.o o.o o.o o.o . ':' .o 
'51 O.IJ o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
':? o.o o.o o.o o·.o o.o o.o o.o 
o;:l 1),(1 0,1) o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
.. '• o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1).0 
~~ o.o f').l) o.o o.o o.o o.o 0~0 
'•t o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
•• 1 0.(1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
'•II o.n ll.O o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
')t:, o.o 0.(1 o.o 0,(1 o.o o.o o.o 
t,O o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
H o.o o.o o.o f),(l o.o o.o o.o 
1,:) o.o O.f) o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
, 1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
,, 4 o.o 0,0· o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
t-'·, o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
AtLrs,nuv fUllii'MfNH 
t.(J PAl I rt t A(H b.J30 0.33 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
,, 7 t<f11~ Sl· ll 0!1 TYPE I EA(H 1'50.00., 0.1'5 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
t, R urP.~~ CIHGII lYPI:I EACH 'IZ5.ooo 0.1'5 o.o ' o.o o.o o.o o.o 
t.<J ~I'>LIT TIIIMMI'IIG lAIILE EACH zoo.oM 0.15 0.(1 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
7(' U!ll.E C .. OOOENt t:ACH 100.000 O.lS 0.(1 o.o o.o o.o :>.o 
11 loRAPPI"'r> 1 ABLE fACH 150.000 1),15 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
n L IMr I IUUOR Tt,Nfl E AtH I 0000.000 1).15 o.o o.c o.o o.o O.t' 
n oFr P TA"'K EACH 20t'OO,OOO Ool5 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
H 'lJl\ E 4tH 7.210.000 0.15 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
7'; PLIJI'I!I NG JOB 4000.001) 0.10 1),0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
7~ WIQ INfo Jl)fl 3715.000 0. 1(1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o. 0. 
11 o.o o.o 0.(1 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
79 o.o l.O o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
79 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
RO o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o AI o.o '),0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
61 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1n o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
flo o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
lj? o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.(1 
Ill· o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
R 7 o.o o.o o.o o.o (1.0 o.o o.o 
Ae O.ll o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
a•, o.o o •. o 0.(1 o.o a.o o.o o.o 
')(! o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
<JI 1),1) o.o O.t' OoO (1,') o.o o.o 
'l? o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
•n o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o · n.n 
') '· 0.1) o.o ·o .o 0,1) o.o o.o o.o 
<, ~ 0.() '1.0 0.(1 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
"ANIJf AC 'UA I"' C. 1: iJU ll'tlt.Nl ~ 
<It> H•,.Kt.IFT IH.HUIC.t EACH I 3800.001:' o.2o n.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
·•n FOIIKLirT I PI!.C PArt!: F lJI:LI I:ACH llO.,O,MO 0.20 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
. f}CI f!JfiKLI FT tACH 11000.000 o.zo o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
<J9 SCAH 11>000 LB 1.1ULI EACH 4E>Oo.ooo o.zo o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
100 §CAL£ Ct.O Lll OIALI ~ ACH !;00.000 0.20 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
101 5tALf' fACH -.oo.ooo 0.20 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.(1 I";> Fl"!IHING a ll~MANUW. I N.O EACH 62000.01)0 0.20 o.o o.o o.o o.o o;<' 
tO! TA~~t~G OD~~ !-~~ =:a c ... UOO.'l:!O :~.zo ~.o o.o o.o o.o " . .,. 104 TAS~!~G J'U~ MULTI ~~ :A<;.; ucoc.ooo ':l.ZO o.o o.~ o.o o.o o.o 
lt'! 1-IO£ oiii~GEP f&t .. ZlCCO.OOO ':l.zo ':loO o.e o.o o.o o.o 
l~· !IO!N' ~~t~INf i:&C,. · 1 S'JO • .,_,,., 'l.Z'l o.o o.o o.o o.o e·.o 
1(7 !IDE $PLITTING ~-C~lN£ C:ICJ-4. 32500.00'3 0.2t c.o o.o o.o o.o ~·.o 
It& $1~f , .. &YI~G Ml~~~~t E&Co; 19700.~00 o.zo o.o o.o o.o o.~ :1.0 
1r9 SCITJNC •ACWI~E i:&C~" 3CO'l.noo 0.2? o.o ,.o o.o o.o o.o 
110 ""ISUIII .. G ll!lC,.IIIiE eac .. Z350':'.00" ).2., 1).0 
'·" 
o • ., o.o o.o 
111 CCLt\1 0""V"' • I'UlT I iP EAt .. 1800'l.noo ').20 o.o o.o 0.1) o.o ?., 
112 CCLOI o•u", 3 ~ .. li&C!'I l4COO. ':10':1 o.z':' o.o O.'l o.o o.o ,.o 
113 fALJ~G PI£$~ C:.t.C'-4 12eoo.ooo 0.20 o." o.o o.o o.o o.o 114 SFTOUT MlCHI~F tIC"' HCOO.OOO 0.2':' o.o ?.0 o.o o.o ?.0 1!5 P&STf. PlaTE CA:Ycii. S.rSTEfol t.&CH 290C00.0!)0 'l.Z, o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
11~ STAK1~~ ~&CHINE !:lCH 311100.000 :3.20 o.o 'l.O o.o o.o o.o 
117 ~~5~1~ ~&CHINe ElCH 960C.O:>O o.zo o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1111 STAKE• I&UTOW&TlC! !: &CH f,IISO.'JOO 0.20 'loCI o.o o.o o.o o.o 
119 ORv~• cvacuu-. TrP~t eACH 19200.000 o.zo ').0 o.o o.o o.o 'J.O 
120 SCII!ff~J!'fG MACHhE · ~;.,.fT 100.000 o.zo o.o o.o o.o o.o :l.O 
121 ~IS(ELL&NEOUS Pu~P E&Ct< 5000.0')0 0.20 o.o o.o o.o o.o !1.0 122 &f!UTOI ~&CH 5000.000 o._zo. O.C' 1).0 o.o o.o o.o 12! !&TJNG ~ACHI~E E&C>" HIOOO.OOO 0.':1 o.o o.o o.o o.o ?.0 124 I!CIL£11! 100 HI> i:&CH 201100.00') o.o o.o o.o 0.!1 o.o o.o 
us ecr LfR 150 .... c&CH 25100.000 o.o ?.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
llt !!Oil!• 2!'1) j.!p EACo; 30800.00, ?.? n.o o.o 0.1) o.o o.o 
127 EOtLFR 250 HP E&C>l 358')0.0:3!:' o.o o.c o.o ('.0 o.o o.o 
128 !!C J L!l 300 HP EAC"l 40800.0!)0 o.o a.o o.o o.o o.o ·o.o 
129 .I!C·ILE• 35(' HP EACH lt5!IOO.!l1>0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o l.O 13') PICKLING MACHINE E&C"l 18000.000 o.o o.o '.).0 o.IJ o.o o.o 
131 o.o o.o o.o o.o e.o o.o ).0 
1!2 0.() '.).0 o.o 0.(1 o.o o.o o.o 
133 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
134 o.o 1).':' C).(\ ,.o !).0 o.o o.o 
.13'5 o.o 0.!1 o.o o.o o.o o.o :l.O 
13t o.o ?.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.{1 o.o 
137 o.o 0~0 -o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 138 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.(1 o.o· 
139 o.o o.o O.t' o.o 3.0 o.o ~.o 
lltO o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1lt1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o C!.O 
142 o.o ().1) o.o o.o o.o t'.O o.o 
143 o.o o.o o.o 1).0 o.o o.o ').O 141t o.o ?.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 145 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 146 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.1) 147 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o llt8 o.c o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1lt9 c.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0~0 





Ttflf. WAST~ T Q ~ .\T "E'•T St~TE"';~.:.'<~ .~Oti(,G<\!D, EOVI •"ll T,A !RZ,A::JOP ,tAS 1. !!ASZ,!'IUP!\1 
F~"'CESS Elf~H.-~ I! 
' 
lr.r'J U"'IT. lT HAS 0 f~'=DS, ,, 0. o. 0. 
A~!J • i>o<O,)uCH •. 2. 0. "· o. PIIOC !:55 ElE"'~!'4T 2 IS 
' 
t-Ut\1. u .. lr. I'' HAS 1 FHt'S, z, o. c. c. 
Ai'tD 1 l''tOJ:.~C f:., lo (1, (), ~ Jt 
PRCCF.SS l'l FlolENT 3 IS A 
"'"''"' 
ur.IT, IT !<AS 1 FEEDS, 3. o. o. o. 
A'iO .2 l'il001J(.Jf>, 
"· 
s. n, o. 
P~CCESS Clf"'FfiT .. IS 
' 
""-I U IJIIilT. IT ~<AS l ~'HOS, s. c. c. (), 
A~.;c 2 P <uDIJCTS, f;, 7, o. o. 
PAC CESS H EMfJ\jT 5 IS A I::~<UI UNIT. ~~ HAS 1 H!:DS, bo o. c. c. 
AND l PO<OOuCh, e, o. Q, o. 
l'ftCCESS ElE"'ENT 6 rs A FIL. T U'lii T. !l HAS r FEEDS, e. o. o, c. 
A ... O .2 PI<OUUCTS, 
"'· 
10, o. o. 
PIIOCESS HEME"iT !S A All<o1: Uld T. IT HAS 1 H!'DS, 9. o. o. c. 
AND 1 PI<.Q;)uC. rs. u. o. o. o, 
PACC fSS El EM tNT !I IS 
' 
t14il udT. IT HAS 1 F~EOS, llo o. c. c. 
A'>O .2 PiHlJUi:; llio, lZ, 13. o. 1), pqcc ess ELEMENT 9 r s A Au a" UNIT, !T Ht.S 2 FEEDS, 10' 12. o. c. 
AND 1 PROOUC TS, 14. o. o, o. 
PRCCESS HfMEIIIT 10 IS A ijAi2 UlliiT, IT HAS 1 FEEDS, l'o, o, o, ~ 
'" AND 1 PR,OUUC TSo 15' o. o, o. 
FRCC FS$ FLE!'IFNT 11 JS A bUi\N UllilT. JT HA.S. l __ FEEDS, 15. o. C'o o. 
AND 1 PKOi.IUtTS, lb, o. o. o, 
FRCC FSS Hf!'lfNT 
"'" 
!S A PKNT UN I. T • IT HAS 4 FEEDS, 4. 7, 13. 1 b, 
AND 0 P'I.ODIJC T!>, o. o, 'l. o. 
l~.!.T"'~~ 
l>AG~ Z 
TI'Lf •~S~E T;:E~T".f'>T STHi'I'!;I-)~ ... ~QAoo:.,GD.!OoE:.ItJ!,c!LT,&li\Z,toOOI<,!!ASl,!'lSZ,t>UtH; 
CC"P(!.!'!\T C':' .. '(Nft,jT 
~~.;•! !Q' ~'~'"" 1 1 HOE 
2 2 t;[ 0 :. Aii. E:A 




~ 5 DIRT 
t b .. &Tf!R 
1 7 SALT 
6 8 GRHSEifAT 
c; q Fltsl-4 
In l'l •A '\lURE 
11 11 CHIID"lUM 
lZ 12 ti2SO" 
13 l3 li"E 
14 14 OETH<GcNT 
l!t 15 SULF! TE 
16 lb MYOROCHl ACiD 
J7 17 l<i&O!o! 
18 13 SOLUBLE Ill 
19 19 OTHEI\ LHi:MlC.At.S 
zn 2'1 !!CD 
21 21 LIQ, S.JS SOLIDS 
22 22 TOTAL f'LOw 
23 23 ((MP'JNENT 2~ 
24 24 CCMPCNENT 24 
25 25 CCMPONENT 25 
SPECIFIED ~ITS 
INPUT TEMPERATURES ARE 1N DEG F 
OUTPI;T TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEG F 
INPUT P~ESSURES AR£ 11\i PSIA 
OUTPUT PRESSURES ARE 1111 PSIA 
TI~E EASIS IS HR 
OUTPUT ENERGY UNITS ARE USA 
l~PUl ENERGY UNITS ARE USA 
RElATIVE RfCYCl~ TOL~RAN:E u.JV~lO 
SPECIFIED "~XIMU~ ITERATIONS 20 
~U~EER OF RECYCL~ STREAMS u 
~U~8ER OF S~PARATE LOOPS 0 
l fA '!"Hfll 
;>-GF 3 







CIHGI HAL C!:ST 
CAPACITY 
~PACE 
TEII'I'. OF FlOAT 
I SULFIDE 
CPEUTOP 
I CJ~T R~~AJ~ING 
(;1110 



















SilL v l~>i VALUE 
o~.:.;,.,..ir.:. 'i':!\lf</:l.!.'( 
Ht::>~S/PlLLFT 





L Ai>i:H i:f< 































TITLE •AST~ YRf~T~~~T Sr~T~~:~~~~,)a~K.GAIO,EQUf,fiLT,AJaz,AOOA,eASt,&lS2o80Rh 
STIIf l~ "U"Pf~ 
CCI'PCNF"'T 
l HIDE 
2 HJOf •RU 













16 .-voPCCHl ~CID 
l1 NAOH 
18 ~OLUBLE N 
19 CTHEII Ct-E"IC~lS 
2G BCD 
21 LJO. SLS SOLJDS 
22 TOTAL FlOio 
23 COioiPCIIIHT 23 
24 C014PCNENT 24 



























Till~ ~AS~~ T~~A!WE~T SY~Tr~of~~~.SjAK,GQIO,ECUt.~ILl,Alii2,AOOR.SA$l,8AS2,6~~ 
f'DKI.IFT••• z •e •FQ;:Jow-. 
~-r=os•••·~····~~u)J:·s•••••~ 
STDfA" "'UI'!H~ l 3 
COI<PONfN'I' 
1 HIDE lCIJO.;lJ lOCO.OO 
2 ~tOE &IlEA .. 0.110 40.00 
3 IOEIGHT (QDYI l5.:.;, zs.oc 
4 kAIR c..;i) 0.50 
s DtiiT l.wu 1.00 
6 .. HER ze.::.:~ 28.00 
7 SALT 7.;..~ 7.00 
8 GREASE/FAT o.o o.o 
9 FlfSk .., •..J o.o 
10 MANURE O.d 0.25 
11 CHROI'TU" o.o o.o 
12 H.2S04 0.;) o.o 
l3 ll"'f O.CI o.o 
14 .DfTfiiGHT o.o o.o 
IS SULFIT~ o.o o.o 
16 HYORCCI'Il ACtO o.o o.o 
17 1\iAOH 0.;) o.o 
18 SCI.UBLE N o.;;, o.o 
19 OTHER CI-E"''I CAL S t.z:. 1.25 
20 BOD u.<oii 0.90 
:::1 liO. SLS SOL lOS o.o o.o 
n TOTAL FLOio l.J.l 63.00 
23 CCfolFCNENT 23 loOJ t.oo 
24 CC"''FCNEI> T 24 l.jll t.oo 
a CO,..FChHT 25 l.O.) 1.00. 
TOTAl ll07 .'iJO 1169.90 
FQPI(ll F'f Cr!'!PUT &T If'• OUTPuT .<•••FORK 
fTE" t.iJMoE« v~ ITS ~!'.lGINAL FIXED VARIAiltC: 
COST COS'rS COSTS 
FQit!Cll F '! 1.0 t:t.CI'< 13800.00 1617.73 1650~43 




BUHC lNG • .S!i'i ... S.i.Fl ~659.47 726.04 1299.1)9 
LAI\IO I: :1ST :;H • .l: SO.FT 18.57 2.41 
PALLHS -'>0J • .3 EACH, 1900.90 2 77 ;,53 520.85 
TOTAL ANNU~l COSTS 
NOrE ~UILQ!NG CCST IS ASSJ:IAT~D W!TH FOLL~ftiNG VARIABLES 
"'ANUI't.CTIJR!NG SPACE"' 350.0 SQ,Fi, COST z ' 
OFFICE SPACE' 9.4 SO.FT, COST " S 
l"JFFICC: FURNITuRE ANi.l EOlll P'1ENTS COSTS • S 













&OEP:$ 1~30.00, ~TIIXz$ l-.1:>.57, IIRE~s~ 320.43, SUR=$ 44.16, TER=S 1380,00, YEARz 10 
EU1LOING DEPPEC!AT!CN I!OuTlNE 
















































































































~~0 0 00 000~000 
ooooo~ooooooooooooooo~oco 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
O~OOO~OOOOOOON~OOOON4:0000 
~~~ ~ ~~~~ggg 





. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ao"'oo ... ..,oooooooooooooo ... oon 
O~N N ~ 
0 
... 
4: 00 ~ 
ooooo~ooooooooooooooo~ooo 
~~~~~;~~~dd~~~;~~~J~~~~~~ 





(.")C) '') t') (") 1, "11 .J\ If\.., ..., ::J t_'") 0 
~o~~o~oft~Nno~o~nonN~o~~~~ 
. . . ' . . . . . . . . . . •· . . . . . . . . . . 
6o"'o ... ~~~aaoo~~oo~o ... ~o~ ...... ~ 
0~~ N 4 
" . .. 
"N~~~~~m~O~N~·~~~~~O~N~·~ 















!TI' .. NUHttEii. "'-lTS ORIGINAL fiX~O \/All.! ABLE 
COSTS COSTS COSTS 
MACHINE C>.O.i Eliot! 108~00.01) 11920.13 225H. 89 
HANA(~"'ENT 1.50 M:~ 24481) .oo 
FCRri'AN l.OO. ME Of 36720.00 
OPER&TOP ....... HE~ 12110.00 
LA SOli ER 1.50 "'~"' 15100.00 DETERGENT lC6 .... o.., LoS 1CI09.80 
SULFIDE 2295.0J LI:IS 5278.50 
t<EAT lNG H574o.37 O.ICH 17240.90 
PLUI'I!ING COST 24000.00 21t).00 2400.00 
WIRE COST 22290 .• 00 2 229.00 2006.10 
BUilOIIiG • 9243 .OJ s ... F T 171243.62 18 669.52 l31t02.80 
LAND COST 13864 .it'i .:.O.F T lo71.4l 62.07 
WATER 10377987.2. LSS 4978.64 
TOTAL AllmUAL COSTS 
NOTE : BUILDING COST JS A~Su~l~iEO WITH FOLlOWING VARIABLES 
M'NUFACTURING SPACE z 9000.0 SO.FT, COST * $ 
OfFICE SPACE 243.0 SO.FT, COST • s 
OFFIC~ FURNITURE AND cOUlPMENTS COSTS * $ 




















AOEP=S 1278.Bit AT&XzS 12'1.09 AREP=S 2476.14 SUI<=S 57.60 TER=S 1800.00 YEAR=13 
I!UllDING DEPRECIATICN ROUTINE 
•oEP=$11733.66 ~TAX=S ~97.1B lREP=$21669.13 SU~=S 547.98 TER•~l7124o~6 YEAP=ll 
LEATHE11 
PAGf c; 
_ TITlF loASTE T.P~!TI'E'iT SYSTcH;f..;~ ... ).'JA~<,GO!O,EOUI.fiLT.AIRZ,AODR,eASl,BAS2,B!JI':!<; 
COI'PONENT 
1 HIDf 
2 HOE ~qfA 













16 HYOROC'"'l ACIO 
17 NAOH 
18 SOLUBLE N 
19 CTHFR CH"I(o\LS 
20 BOO 
21 llO. SlS SOLIDS 
:<2 TOTAl FlO~< 
23 CCHFCNEII. T 23 
24 COMPONENT 24 

























10,')0 .• 0() 
8418b7 .b;; 






























TITLE wt.STE HE4T"E"'T SVSTE11;H"'.<",SOt.K,GOJJ,EOUl,FlLT,t.IR2,4:lOQ,S~Sl,BAS2,8UI'N 
5 •••~CUlLllATlJ~ BAS!~ 
COHCNEhT 
I "'!DE 
'l HIOE ARFA 
3 Wfl C.iH I O!>.Y I 
4 liAIR 
5 OUT 










16 HYDIICCHL ACID 
11 NA('H 
18 mLUBi.E N 
19 OTHEII Ct-EI'!ICAL S 
20 BOD 
a llO. SLS SOLIDS 
22 TOTAl F LDh 
23 COHFCNfi\T 23 
24 CQMPCNENT 24 





OP LeR COST, 
Ml\ LBII: COST 








































































p !Cf. 11 
Tl ~l!' looA~T~ THATI'ENT SYSTrM;f.Ju,,SJAK,GR.JO, EOUI, Fll T,.ldR.2,~DOR ,e.r.st, i!AS2,BURN 
f EfDS ••••• • •••-PkJ~'JC. T S * •••• •• •• •• •• •• •• *** 
COP'PCINE"T 
1 fo!Df 
2 HIDE t.RFA 











14 0!'1 ERHNi 
15 SUI FJTE 
16 HYOROCHl ACID 
11 NAOH 
18 SOlUBlE N 
19 OTHER CHEI'l(AlS 
~D BOO 
21 LJO. SVS SOLIDS 
22 TOTAL FLOii 
23 CCHPCN!:NT 23 
24 COio!FCNENT. 24 
25 C~MPCNENT 25 
TOTAL 


























791oC.1l .3 7 
$ 15627.00 
OPA, lABOR COST z s 4<11 .to6 
"" T • LA-BOR COST l 21>4.82 







393088 •. 12 l92o75 
1400.00 o.o 
o.o 











- 492.9n 273,80 
129.30 96.30 







L f.& THE R 
P •GE 12 
T I TLF 1<~ S TE TQ E AT'"E"iT SY ~T~I'I ;f JK11., S CJII.I{ ,GR lO, fOUl, I'll T ,ld RZ, AOOR, BII.S 1, 84 52, BURN 
1 HIDE 
2 t'IOE AREA 













16 t'YOROC~l ACID 
17 N~OH 
18 SOLUBLE N 
19 CTHER CHEI"!ICALS 
20 BOD ,, 
21 LIQ. SLS SOLIDS 
22 TOTIIL FlOa 
23 COMPCNEI\T 23 
24 Cf'MPCNEH 24 






















I .. uo.uo 
o.ii 
o.o 





























































!' tGF 13 
1!Tlf WASTE TRF41'.11E .. H SrSTrH;FJ~K,S~AK,G~!O, E:JUl, Fl L 1,A!R2,AOLJ~.~AS1, BAS2,8UI11; 
COI'PON'ONT 
1 t·!l DE 
2 HIDF .t.llfA 
3 •EIGHT u::~Yl 
4 HAIR 
5 DIRT 
b loA TEP 
7 SUT 
8 G<>fASFifAT 







16 ~YORCC~l ACID 
17 NAOH 
18 SOlUBlE N 
19 CTHER (~EMICAlS 
20 BOO 
<1 LIO. SL~ SOLIDS 
22 TOTAl FLO\; 
:<3 C014FCNE!IT 23 
2/o CC14PONEI\T 24 
25 CCMFCNFt.T 25 
TOTAL 
i> • ••f I NAL CLARI Fl EP 










22 5.0(J o.o 
















CAPITAL CCST 158SZ.Il7 DOLLARS 
OPR lABOR H!;URS 59. lb HANHOURS 
OPII U~SCR COST '+ti9.12 OOU:. AII.S 
M~1 LABOR HOURS :;z.os N.lNHOURS 
""1 LASO~ COST 26~.35 OOLLA.RS 




































2 HYDE ARF~ 
3 WE!Gt<T IDPYI 
4 t<~IR 









14 DETERG!::" T 
1~ ~ULF'YTE 
16 HYOilCCHt ACID 
17 "'A0H 
18 SOLUI!LE N 
19 CTHEil CH:'"ICALS 
:20 BOD 
a liD. SLS SOLIDS 
22 TOTAL FLOh 
£3 CCMHNEI\. T 23 
24 CO"PCNENT 24 




iJ.iJ o.o :J.O 
o.u o.o o.o 
u.a o.o 0.1" 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
!\14!.7:> 3215.75 3408.50 
u.O o.o 'l.O 
"""' 
o.o o.o 
0 .~ 1).(.' o.o 
O • .J o.o ').0 
o.o ').0 o.o 
(1.0 o.o 'l.O 
o.o o.o '1.0 
o.o o.o o.o 
u.v o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 0.1) 
o.o o.o o.o 
o • ., o.o o.o 
213 .S.J 28.78 302.58 
9o.~J 126.53 224.83 
192.75 3215.75 3408.50 
o.o o'.o ':l.O 
0.(1 - o.o o.o 
o.o 0.0 1).1) 
"l55ob0 6588.81 7344.41 
lHTI-'EP 
P•ff 1~ 
TillE ~oASTE Tw~AT"ENT SY!.TE'I;FJ~"'~f)lK,GRIO.E'OUI.F'IlT,Idll.2,l)OR,BAS~,B~S2,BURN 
CG~<PCNEto.T 
1 <HOE 
2 f<IOE A~E'A 
3 )lf!GHT ID'YI 












16 HYD~CCHl ACID 
17 1\ACH 
18 SOLUBLE N 
19 CTH!:R Ct-""'IC~LS 
20 BOO 
21 llC. SLS SOLIDS 
22 TOTAL flOk 
23 CC~I'CNENT 23 
24 CCMFCNEII.T 24 


























\ICLIJ>~E OF OlGESTOk lt-'19.14 
CAPITAl COST ll'ob57,b2 
QPP lABO'! 813.01 
OPI! LAB QQ. COST b707.32 
MNT LA BOll. 54'>·" 3 
MI\T LABOR COST 'o~J3.U7 


































DOlLARS ~ 0 
LFATI'~P 
P 6G~ lt 
T!TL~ WASTr T~~AT~E~T SYSIE~;F~~~.SOAK,G.ID,EOU!,FlLT,Al~Z,ADDR,BASl,BAS2,BUP~ 
1 HIDE 
2 H!Df AllFI> 











14 OETfiiGft. T 
15 SULFITE 
16 HYDPOCt<l ACID 
17 NAOH 
18 !'OLUBlf N 
19 CTHER CI'EP'ICALS 
~0 SOD 
<I LIQ. SlS SOLIDS 
22 TOTAL FLOit 
23 COMPCNEt.T 23 
lit CCMPCNE>.T 24 
~5 CI'IIPC'IENT 25 
lOT 4L 
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1"1\T tABOR COST 
OPP I"ANHC'URS 







0 .o o.o 
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o .a o.o 
O.;) 1).0 
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o .... o.o 
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CC • PCOIF 'IT 
1 HIDE 
2 HIDE ARfA 













16 HYOROCHL •CIO 
17 t;AQH 
18 SOlUBLE N 
19 CTHER Ct-E!!'IC&LS 
20 BOO 
a UO. SU SOL IDS 
22 TOTAl FlOW 
23 (CMPCNENT 23 
24 COMPCNE~T 24 
25 COMFC!IIEhT 2'5 
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16 HYD~(CHL ~CID 
17 NAOH 
18 SOLUBLE N 
19 CTHER CHEMICALS 
20 BOO 
21 LID. SLS SOLIDS 
22 TCT.Al FLOW 
23 CCMFCNFI\T 23 
24 ((MF(NENT 24 



























3 4 5 
1000.00 1000.00 o.o 
'ol). (" 4'). ')0 o.o 
25.(10 25.0':1 o.o 
o.so 1),50 o.o 
1.0() 0.02 980.00 
26.00 21.00 413979.9/o 
7.00 5.25 1750.00 
o.o o.o o.c 
o.o o.o o.o 
').25 ').(> 250.00 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o c.o 
o.o ').0 o.o 
').O o.o 12.00 
o.o 1).') 9.00 
o.o o.o 1).0 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o '}.0 o.o 
1.2 5 o.o 1250.00 
0.90 ').0 902.CO 
o.o o.o 1504.00 
63 .oo 51.17 416230.87 
1.00 o • ., lOOO.OC' 
l.CO o.o 1000.()(1 




























T!l'lf loA STE TR E A T"'!'NT SY .>T i:K ;FO~II.,S 3AK,Gill O, EQU!, Fl L T, AlR2, ADDR, BAS 1, eA $2, BURN 
~ !:1 T ANC' "Arf!>l AL e.IILANCE >HEETS 
STil.f&w NU"!!eP 7 8 9 10 11 
CD""n"E"-·l 
1 HIDE o • .J o.o o.n o.o 0.!) 
2 HIOE AREA u.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
3 WfiCIH lOQYI o.a o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4 t<.AIII o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
5 Oll<T 4~LI.~.JU 490.('0 lt.<JO.OO o.o io90.00 
b loJTEI' l.:lb'i9 .ou 393280.67 393088.12 192.75 472357.37 
7 SALT 3:)0 • .:. ... 14:>0.00 1400.00 o.o 1400.00 
8 GREASE/FAT o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
9 flESH u .o o.o o.o o.o C.() 
1') JI&NUR!" 2'> .oo -225.00 225.00 o.o 225.00 
11 C~CIC!U" 0 .o o.o !l.O o.o o.o 
12 1'2SI:.t, 
"·" 
o.o o.o ').0 o.o 
13 liKF o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
11o DETERGENT 1 .2) 10.80 10.80 o.o 10.80 
15 SUlFITE' u.'iJ 8.10 8.10 o.o o.o 
16 HYOPC<:Hl ACID 0 .o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
17 NAOH u.o o.o 1).0 c.o o.c 
18 SClUI'Ilc N o.o o.o 'JoO o.o o.o 
19 CTHEil Ct-!"KICAL S l25.0J 1125.00 1125.00 o.o 1125.00 
20 800 135.3.,; . -766.70 lt92.90 273.80 191.88 
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l!4 CCHPCNFNT 2io 1000.0() o.o ').!) o.o o.o 
25 CL'HPONENT 25 1000.00 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
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1 t'lDE o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2 HIDE AREA o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 3 !oiE IGHT I Di<Y I o.o o.o ').1) o.o o.o 4 HAIR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 5 ClRT O.J 
-lt90.00 o.o o.o o.c 6 WATER :0.215.7:> lo69llt1.56 31o08. 50 21t37.57 2437.57 7 ~b.l T o.o 14')0.00 o.o 1).0 o.o 8 GQEASE/FAT o.o o.o O.I'J o.o o.o 9 flFSH o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 10 "AN URI" lloO 225.00 'l.O o.o o.o 11 (HPCMIU"' o.a o.o o.o o.o o.o lZ "2S01t o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 13 li~E o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o lit DFTERGENT Q.J 10.80 t'.'l o.o 0.0 15 ~ULF IT!= 0 .o o.o o.o o.o 0.(' 16 HYDFOCHL AC IO o.o o.o o.o. o.o o.o 17 IUOH o .a o.o· o.o o.o o.o 18 SOLUBLE N u.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 19 !:'THER CI-'O"IClLS o.o 112,5,.00 o.o o.o o.o 20 BOO 28.711 163.10 302.58 302.58 302.58 2l liO. SLS SOLIDS 128.53 506.66 221t.83 llt6.14 l46.llt 22 TOTAL FLOw 3.215.75 lt72392.19 31o0S. 50 21t37.57 21t37.57 23 CCMHNEIH 23 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 24 COMFCNFI<T 24 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 25 CCMP(NENT 25 o.o '>.o o.o o.o o.o 
Lf/>THER 
PACE 2l 
TITLF ~ASTE TRFAT~E~T SY~T~M:FJRKoSryAK,GRIO,EOUI,FILT,4l~Z.ADO~,BASl,BAS2 0 B~~ 
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16 tlYDPCCH ACID 
17 hAOH 
16 ~CLUBLF N 
19 GTHER Ct-!:f'I!Cll S 
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21 uo. Sl S SOL lOS 
22 TOTAl FLO" 
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